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Parmenide, Platone, Tommaso d’Aquino 

Lineamenti di una Ontologia Continua 

 
Abstract: Greek language grammar is based on a naïve pre-philosophical linguistic 
scheme, which applies the determination indifferently to everything. In 
Parmenides we find the identification of precise ontological characteristics found 
in the sphere of being. Plato's philosophy seems to have added a further σήμα (τι) 
by establishing which is the determined object that, alone, must and can be really 
conceived as something that is. Between 1252 and 1259 Thomas Aquinas begins to 
elaborate his conception of the Esse ipsum in relation to intellectual essences. The 
focus of this article is the exposition of the hypothesis that Thomas' considerations 
with respect to the Esse ipsum and the substantia intellectualis fit into the 
framework of the Platonic development of Parmenidean ontology in the 
conception of being theorized in the Sophist. 

 
Keywords: on; einai; ti; Platone; Esse ipsum; Sofista; Tommaso d’Aquino; idea; 
essenza 

 

1. Scopi e premesse 

 

Il presente studio affronta un aspetto circoscritto della ontoteologia 

tommasiana e dell’ontologia eidetica del Sofista platonico: lo statuto ontologico 

delle forme intellegibili e delle sostanze intellettuali nel loro rapporto 

partecipativo con il genere dell’essere platonico e con lo Esse ipsum. Nostro 

scopo è sondare le concezioni platoniche e tommasiane delle entità intellegibili 

e dell’essere, rintracciandone eventuali affinità. 

Intendiamo, pertanto, verificare due aspetti interconnessi. (1) Se le 

caratteristiche ontologiche delle sostanze separate tommasiane e quelle delle 

forme intellegibili platoniche coincidano; (2) se nel ruolo dello Esse ipsum nella 

metafisica tommasiana dell’essere e delle sostanze separate, e quello assegnato 

al genere dell’essere nell’ontologia eidetica del Sofista sia ravvisabile una 

continuità ontologico-strutturale e metafisico-operativa. 
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2. Il τι platonico 

 

Lo schema che prevede l’individuazione di qualcosa in quanto qualcosa 
attiene al nostro rapporto inferenziale con la realtà. Nella grammatica della 

lingua greca pre-filosofica (GLGP), il pronome τι è riferito a qualsiasi ‘cosa’ 

percepita, discussa, e pensata, ignorando i gradi d’essere platonici che 

distinguono ciò che si trova nel plesso del reale1. Nella GLGP τι, tradendo 

l’ingenuità dell’intrinseca intenzionalità del linguaggio comune, viene impiegato 

indistintamente per indicare ciò che genericamente reputiamo ‘qualcosa’, 

indefinito nelle proprie caratteristiche e nel proprio essere. Comunemente, il 

primo carattere individuato è il ‘qualcosa’, in virtù del quale tutto è 

preliminarmente ‘oggetto’.  

Il principio ingenuo per cui l’essere è comune a tutto, constatato 

esplicitamente da Platone2, compare nella dottrina tommasiana dello ens primo 

intellectu concipiuntur.  
Successivamente, riprendendo un antico dibattito, fu enfatizzata la 

primalità di res rispetto ad ens, che non sarebbe primum subiectum Metaphysicae 

(Francesco della Marca): res sive aliquid sarebbe più generale di ens, giacché il 

pensiero assume sempre qualcosa e mai nulla (Enrico di Gand). La posizione 

assunta da Platone fornisce una soluzione decisiva in merito alla distinzione tra 

‘qualcosa’ ed ‘ente’.  

È con la filosofia di Platone, infatti, che τι diventa ‘segno’3 della 

determinazione unitaria di un oggetto intellegibile4 pienamente essente: 

 
1 Resp. VII, 533e-534a. 
2 Theat. 186a2-3. 
3 Soph. 237d9-10. In Parmenide, il pronome τι mantiene il senso grammaticale di indeterminazione 
(fr. 8), sebbene venga significativamente impiegato per negare la sussistenza di ‘qualcosa’ diverso 
dall’essere.  
4 Tra i σήματα dello ὁδοῖο ὡς ἔστιν parmenideo non compare il ‘segno’ della determinazione 

dell’essere di un preciso soggetto ontologico. Alle condizioni di possibilità ontologiche, noetiche e 
logiche in base alle quali qualcosa può dirsi essente manca proprio il referente oggettuale, il 
‘qualcosa’ stesso; cfr. Lezsl (1988: 311), O’Brien (1987: 256). 
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essenzialmente conforme ai σήματα parmenidei5, l’oggetto a cui Platone riferisce 

il τι può veramente dirsi ‘che è’.  

Il τι platonico, però, non designa un unico ente, bensì molteplici enti 

determinati che, insieme, costituiscono l’ambito reale (Phaed. 78b, Parm. 133c-e, 

Soph. 257a) unitario in base all’essere: sussiste una pluralità di τι (ὄντα), e un 

univoco significato del τι (ὂν ὄντως οὖσαν) riferito allo statuto ontologico di una 

precisa determinazione reale: εἶδος-ἰδέα-γένος. 

La particella grammaticale compare nella domanda socratica implicando 

già la determinazione (X va ricercato in sé, dunque X è di per sé qualcosa). In 

Cratilo 439e1-5 viene stabilito il legame tra la determinazione del ‘qualcosa’ e la 

caratteristica solo eidetica del permanere immutabile in ciò che è, mentre in 

Fedro 249b7-c1 e in Repubblica 476a6-507b è indicata l’unicità dell’idea platonica, 

requisito della determinatezza. In Resp. 476-477, viene distinta la determinazione 

dalla qualità copulativa, poiché il τι, proprio distinguendosi dal nulla, è di per sé 

ontologicamente determinato6.  

Platone non assume un τι indefinito, dacché la domanda di esistenza7 è 

sempre riferita ad uno εἶναι τι, per esempio all’uguaglianza8. Individuando il 

qualcosa che è nell’unità determinata della forma intellegibile, sembra che con la 

filosofia platonica venga fissato l’assunto basilare dell'ontologia pura quale 

scienza dell’oggetto che realmente è, assegnando un preciso soggetto ontologico 

all’intenzione linguistico-formale del 'qualcosa’. 

Timeo 49c-50b argomenta, difatti, che soltanto ciò che permane 

immutabile nella propria determinazione è τόδε καὶ τοῦτο, mentre quel che, 

instabile e mutevole, diviene, risulta solo τοιοῦτον9. Simile distinzione sembra 

 
5 ἀγένητον, ἀνώλεθρόν, ἀτρεμὲς, ἀτέλεστον. Le sole entità che sappiamo corrispondere ai σήματα 
parmenidei sono le idee platoniche (Forcignanò 2017: 33-35). Fronterotta (1994: 849-850) conclude 
che Parmenide abbia ‘spogliato’ della materialità i φυσικά, giungendo sino ad un livello di astrazione 
intermedio tra sensibile e intellegibile.  
6 Fronterotta (2007: 127). 
7 Trabattoni (2003). 
8 In Phaed. 74a l’alternativa configurata nella domanda è tra l’essere qualcosa (τι εἶναι) o nulla affatto 
(μηδέν).  
9 Tim. 49d7-c1, ἄλλοτε ἄλλῃ γιγνόμενον è contrapposto a ἔχον βεβαιότητα τι. 
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completare le precedenti linee 38a-c, in cui è spiegato perché, correttamente, 

ai γιγνόμενα non vada attribuito affatto l’essere.  

Questi passi mostrano, dalla prospettiva ontologica platonica10, che ai 

γιγνόμενα manca precisamente lo statuto ontologico di ‘cose’. Platone, infatti, 

argomenta che la mancanza della determinazione ontica caratterizza gli stessi 

corpi fondamentali della materia11, mostrando come l’insufficienza ontologica 

del cosmo sensibile sia congenita alla sua costituzione, e dunque ineliminabile 

(ponendo metaforicamente le idee ἔξω τοῦ οὐρανοῦ12). Esclusivamente le idee, 

allora, sono entità determinate, mentre a ciò che in altro modo è erroneamente 

si attribuisce la determinazione come se fosse stabile (μένειν)13. Perciò, l’essere è 

sempre essere di ‘qualcosa che è’ in Platone anche perché ‘ciò che diviene’ no 

risulta ‘qualcosa di determinato’.  

I γιγνόμενα, tuttavia, pur esistendo in modo alternativo all’essere 

determinato (οὖ-τι), non sono assolutamente non essenti (μὴ ὂν δὲ μηδαμῇ). In 

quanto conglomerati spazio-temporali di qualità14 esito della ‘cooperazione’ 

dell’intellegibile e della χώρα15, giacché le idee sono ἀμεικτότατα16, i γιγνόμενα 

non sono sostrati delle proprietà, come lo sono le idee nella κοινωνία17.  

Difetta, quindi, l’attribuzione del pronome τι ai divenienti: proferire ‘ciò che 

diviene’ non significherebbe individuare un determinato oggetto del divenire18, 

 
10 Grasso (2021: 55). 
11 Tim. 48b-c-; 53c4-5. 
12 Ademollo (2013: 79-80). 
13 Già Parmenide valutava ‘platonicamente’ le realtà fisiche. Le opinioni dei mortali (βροτῶν δόξας) 
vertono sulle cose naturali che solo appaiono (fr. 19: κατὰ δόξαν) cui i mortali assegnano a ciascuna 
un nome (δ' ὄνομ … ἑκάστωι) e stabiliscono per esse quelli che, rispetto alla 'via che è’, sono solo 
nomi (fr. 8 vv. 38-39, πάντ' ὄνομ[α]), cioè le caratteristiche contrarie ai σήματα dell’essere, 
appropriate solo al ‘destino’ delle realtà fisiche (fr. 19).   
14 Buckels (2020); Enn. VI, 3. 15. 
15 Fronterotta (2021: 88-89). 
16 Phil. 59c4; Symp. 211e1. 
17 La μέθεξις tra intellegibile e sensibile non è μείξις, mentre la κοινωνία sì (Soph 254d; 253b10-c2). 
18 Phead. 76d9-e10. Come μεταξύ τι, μεταξὺ οὐσίας (Resp. 477b1-479d), i γιγνόμενα sarebbero 
qualcosa in quanto oggetti di opinioni e sensazioni. Tuttavia, quest’ultime sono rese possibili dai 
κοινά (dell’anima individuale) che organizzano i pathémata: nessun grado conoscitivo assume i 
γιγνόμενα direttamente come ‘oggetti’ (Thaet. 185a-186b). Infatti, le ‘stabili e vere opinioni’ (βέβαιοι 
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ma evidenziare la mancanza di determinatezza nei divenienti. L’esistenza dei 

γιγνόμενα è, perciò, contrassegnata dalla ‘vuotezza’ ontica, che ne esclude 

l’indipendenza, allorché nel divenire incessante si configurano come inessenziali 

verosimili19 bundles di proprietà anche contrarie (πολυειδής, ἀνωμαλότητος20), 

senza che nessuna sia la loro propria, esclusiva e perenne. Viceversa, gli oggetti 

determinati possiedono un proprio ὅ ἐστιν eterno, puro ed immutabile 

(μονοειδής, ἀσύνθετα, εἰλικρινές21). 

 

In Platone, la determinazione del qualcosa risulta quindi propria solamente 

dei molteplici generi non-instanziati22, ciascuno qualcosa in sé realmente 

 
καὶ ἀληθεῖς δόξαι), formulabili involontariamente (Resp. III, 413a) anche da uno schiavo (Men. 82a-
b), non vertono su oggetti, ma sul ‘sensibile’ (τὸ αἰσθητόν, Tim. 37b-c). 
19 Tim. 59c-d. 
20 Tim. 57e1-58c2. 
21 Rickless (2006); Symp. 211b1; Phil. 59c3. È possibile distinguere purezza e uniformità ontologica 
dell’ente eidetico, quali requisiti di indipendenza e autonomia rispetto alle molteplicità dei 
divenienti, da presunte autonomia e indipendenza ontologica delle idee rispetto, invece, agli altri 
enti eidetici. L’espressione αὑτὸ καθ' αὐτό, infatti, sottende più caratteristiche delle idee: 
separatezza, auto-identità (uniformità), immutabilità, e autonomia e indipendenza ontologica. 
Sembra opportuno distinguere autonomia e indipendenza in quanto auto-sufficienza ontologica 
garantita della saparatezza eidetica dal sensibile (Giovannetti, 2022: 77-78), dalla auto-identità 
dell’idea in quanto individuo ontologico uniforme, diverso e distinto da ciascun’altra forma 
intellegibile. Nella κοινωνία del Sofista non sembra trovare posto la radicale indipendenza e 
autonomia ontologica di ciascuna idea, ma solo l’auto-identità. Infatti, se nulla (scil. qualcosa) non 
comunicasse con nulla (qualcosa) non vi sarebbe affatto l’ambito eidetico, giacché la struttura 
desmologico-combinatoria di esso esclude esattamente l’isolamento (e dunque, l’auto-sussistenza) 
degli elementi che costituiscono l’intero. Come nel caso delle lettere dell’alfabeto e delle note 
musicali (Theat. 206a207e; Soph. 253a1-b10; Phil. 18b1-d2), è esclusa l’assoluta indipendenza e 
autonomia delle idee tra loro (Soph. 251e; 259d-e). In Phil. 63b8-c1 è esplicitamente dichiarata 
impossibile l’isolata indipendenza e autonomia dei generi: τὸ μόνον καὶ ἔρημον εἰλικρινὲς εἶναί τι 

γένος οὔτε πάνυ τι δυνατὸν (un genere come qualcosa che è puro, solo e isolato non è affatto 
possibile sia qualcosa). Inoltre, se non si desse nessuna mescolanza reciproca (σύμμειξις), niente di 
significante potrebbe dirsi (λέγοιεν ἂν οὐδέν, Soph. 251b1-6). 
22 Ademollo (2013: 83). 
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esistente23 e vivente24. Mentre, siccome il partecipante sensibile in sé25 non 

sussiste, erroneamente ci appare qualcosa ‘parzialmente stabile’26. 

È possibile allora concludere che Platone abbia congiunto il pronome 

indefinito τι al verbo εἶναι distinguendo l’oggetto determinato che è sempre da ciò 

che non è determinato, ma sempre diviene27. Con l’ontologia platonica il pronome 

indefinito τι viene, pertanto, a coincidere con l’aggettivo determinativo τοῦτο, 

riferito ad oggetti reali intrinsecamente determinati dallo statuto ontologico del 

proprio ὅ ἐστιν. 

Se è così, il congiungimento dell’essere al τι si rivelerà, quindi, 

fondamentale per evidenziare che il qualcosa è, sia nella alterità rispetto a ciò 

che è contraddittorio e mutevole (ὄντα/γιγνόμενα) sia nell’alternativa tra 

qualcosa che è e nulla affatto (τι ὠς ὄν28/μηδαμῶς ὄν29). Nella filosofia platonica, 

 
23 Se gli εἴδη non fossero ὄντα non sussisterebbero i caratteri ontologici del reale, dunque né 
ὁμολογία e δόξα, né la διάνοια delle tecniche empiriche, giacché, se i παραδείγματα non 
costituissero un ambito autonomo, mancherebbero la τάξις matematica del cosmo e le proprietà che 
i γιγνόμενα assumono e perdono nel divenire. Sarebbero, inoltre, impossibili νόησις e φρόνησις della 
ἐπιστήμη διαλεκτικὴ, non essendovi né verità né scienza nel sensibile (Resp. 529a-b; Tim. 29c; Phil 
59a-b). 
24 Tim. 31a5; notevole la ricorrenza dell’accostamento tra τι, εἶναι ed εἶδος (Parm. 135a2-3; Phaed. 
102b1-2; Tim. 51c3-4; la formula di Soph. 260b7, ἕν τι γένος ὄν). In Phaed. 66e compare l’espressione 
αὐτὰ τὰ πράγματα riferita evidentemente alle idee. Si veda anche la testimonianza aristotelica, Met. 
VII, 2, 1028b20-25. 
25 Fine (2003: 330). 
26 Ademollo (2018: 38-39). 
27  Tim. 27d-28a. 
28 Soph. 238b 
29 Μηδαμῶς ὄν non rappresenta la negazione esistentiva di qualcosa che possiede una propria 
essenza. I non enti fittizi (Chimera), per Platone, non sono ‘qualcosa’. Si potrebbe pensare, dato che 
a ‘ciò che non è’ vengono riconosciuti gli ‘attributi’ negativi dell’assenza di numero, dell’indicibilità e 
dell’impensabilità, che i non enti fittizi, anche per Platone siano, giacché possono essere pensati e 
discussi (nei miti e nei racconti) e, almeno linguisticamente, soggetti di logos dotati di capacità 
predicativa (‘Pegaso è alato’). Tuttavia, la ragione ontologica fondamentale per cui, per Platone, non 
possiedono la determinazione del τι risiede nel fatto che non 'comunicano’ con altre entità, non 
possiedono la capacità di agire su altro e di patire da qualcos’altro, che per Platone definisce (Soph. 
247d-e; significato analogo di ‘ὅρος' in Menex. 238d7) la vitalità e la presenza reale di qualcosa. Non 
interagendo con gli enti, non sono affatto, condividendo con il non essere l’assoluto isolamento, 
l’impossibilità di entrare in relazione (προσαρμόττειν) con ‘ciò che è’. In questo senso, non sono né 
γιγνόμενα, né ὄντα, né μίμηματα, ma a-sostanziali e insussistenti prodotti dell’immaginazione. 
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infatti, qualcosa che è, è pienamente e puramente30, il pensiero è di qualcosa che 

è31, e il λόγος dice qualcosa di qualcosa che è32. Precisando che τι è l’idea33, risulta 

lecito parlare positivamente di ‘tinologia’ in Platone34. 

 
Come nota Christine J. Thomas: ‘according to Plato’s metaphysic’s of somethings a something is a 
being, some one countable thing that is self-identical, different from every other being and capable 
of being affected by of itself affecting other beings’ (2018: 644-46; 662-66; cfr. anche Aronadio 2018: 
91 ss.). A rigore, ponendo il λόγος σημαίνων relazioni tra cose che sono, se, E.g. Centauro e Chimera, 
non ‘comunicano’ con nulla, impredicabili, non dovrebbero essere neppure termini del linguaggio 
(ὀνόματα), innominabili persino nel discorso falso (che dice ‘cose che sono come non sono’). Se 
l’aporia risiede, perciò, nel fatto che comunque nel linguaggio vengono nominati come ‘qualcosa’, 
sebbene, in termini ontologici, niente di tutto ciò lo è; Platone procede razionalmente nell’escluderli 
dalla propria filosofia dell’essere. Sembra, infatti, che lo Straniero si sforzi nel suo ragionamento 
proprio per giungere alla conclusione prospettata da Aronadio su intenzionalità e referenzialità 
(2018: 93, n. 81, condensabile nella constatazione di 238d7-8) per cui l'impossibilità di dire e pensare, 
positivamente assunta come ‘dicibilità dell’indicibile' e ‘pensabilità dell’impensabile’, conduce agli 
esiti finali riguardo il μηδαμῶς ὄν meontologico: sul piano logico, il silenzio (οὐ λέγειν), su quello 
epistemologico, il ‘non pensiero’ (ἄγνοια, Resp. 477a-478c). Il sintagma compare, infatti, solo 
linguisticamente, per bandire dall’essere τò μὴ ὂν αὑτὸ καθ' αὐτό (258c), il quale non ricopre alcun 
ruolo positivo nell’ontologia eidetica, mentre il ragionamento che lo pone per ricacciarlo dall’essere 
e congedarlo dal discorso (sugli ὄντα) ha valore positivo solo in quanto fase dell’indagine (Aronadio, 
96-97). In 237d2-4 l’impiego del termine γυμνόν evidenzia che il τι non è isolato, ma sempre in 
relazione a qualcosa che è realmente. Non dovrebbe trattarsi di una ‘opzione’ limitata al contesto, 
bensì della posizione platonica fondamentale - che risolve l’aporia ‘dell’apparire senza essere’ (236e) 
- rafforzata sino all’excursus sul logos (262b ss.). Infatti, immediatamente prima dell’avvio della 
sezione sulla κοινωνία è sollevata l’esigenza di trovare una via di indagine sull’essere e il non essere, 
tenendo fermo che ‘il non essere è realmente non ente’ (254d1-2), cioè ragionando solo sugli ὄντα. 
Via che conduce alla conclusione di 258b-d, in cui al τὸ μὴ ὂν ἦν τε καὶ ἔστι μὴ ὄν - il non essere che 
era ed è non essere -, ovvero alla parte del genere del diverso opposta all’essere, viene infine attribuita 
l’unità numerica e riconosciuto lo statuto di τι γένος ὄν tra gli ὄντα (260b7-8). Dunque, μηδαμῶς ὄν, 
nulla affatto, risulta, in modo parmenideo, realmente inaccessibile (Fr. 2, v. 7, ἀνυστόν; Soph. 239a-
c): assolutamente assente, esprime la contrarietà (ἐναντιότης), solamente logica e concettuale, al τι 

ὠς ὄν (qualcosa che è).  
30 Resp. 476e10-477a7: τι πότερον ὂν è παντελῶς ὂν, εἰλικρινῶς ὄντος. 
31 Parm. 132b11-c2: νόημα τινός ὄντος. 
32 Soph. 262e: τι περί τινός εἶναι. 
33 Lett. VII 343b9-c1. La struttura chiastica della frase stabilisce la corrispondenza tra ὄντος e τι in 
quanto determinazione essenziale: l’anima ricerca il proprio oggetto essente (τὸ τι), la forma eidetica; 
cfr. Forcignanò (2016: 164-165). In accordo il rapporto tra τι ed essere nella concezione del non-
essere del Sofista; cfr. Fronterotta (2021b: 211-212). 
34 Il termine ‘tinologia’ risulta problematico, giacché il τι platonico è ‘qualcosa di determinato' in 
quanto essente. Tuttavia, il vocabolo risulterebbe adeguato allorché si riconoscesse che Platone 
concepisce il ‘qualcosa’ come primario rispetto allo εἶναι. In tal caso, ’tinologia’ non si riferirebbe, 
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3. L’essere nel Sofista  

 

La semantica del τι platonico trova esplicazione in Soph. 237c-239a, 

sviluppo di Resp. 477a-479d. Il valore ontologico del τι è illustrato muovendo dal 

μὴ ὂν: se il non essere è refrattario all’essere, ad unità e pluralità numerica, 

viceversa, solamente ciò che è si congiunge a qualcosa che è35 (τῷ ὄντι προσγένοιτ' 

ἄν τι τῶν ὄντων), ad unità e pluralità numerica. Di conseguenza, non è corretto 

riferire ‘qualcosa’ a quel che non è (τὸ μὴ ὄν ... οὐδ'ἐπι τὸ τὶ φέρων ὀρθῶς ἄν τις 

φέροι): giacché la determinatezza è propria solo dell’essere, tutto quel che resta 

indeterminato, o non è affatto, oppure, non è veramente. Dunque, chi non si 

riferisce a qualcosa di determinato non dice niente di sensato (τὸν δὲ δὴ τὶ 

λέγοντα ... παντάπασι μηδὲν λέγειν). Poiché «qualcosa di determinato» è detto 

sempre di ciò che è (τὸ «τὶ» ... ἐπ' ὄντι λέγομεν ἑκάστοτε), condizione necessaria 

 
nell’ontologia eidetica platonica, a τι resi ὂν ὄντως οὖσαν dallo status dei propri ὅ ἐστιν, piuttosto 
indicherebbe che l’essere stesso in quanto εἶδος sarebbe un τι il cui ὅ ἐστιν è la permanenza nella 
stabile presenza eterna: lo ὂν farebbe capo ad un τι in virtù di cui è uno tra caratteri fondamentali del 
reale. La ricerca interessata alla posizione platonica riguardo il τι ontologicamente inesistente 
(fittizio), basandosi sulla differenza tra intenzionalità linguistica e referenzialità logico-ontologica, 
sembra, allora, incontrare due criticità. (1) Il logos intenzionale non referenziale, rivolgendosi ad un τι 
che non è ὄν, pur significante, che valore ha, giacché platonicamente è né vero né falso, non 
riferendosi a qualcosa che è? (2) Simile ‘τι linguistico-semantico’ non trova testualmente posto 
nell’ontologia eidetica e nell’epistemologia platonica, le quali assumono il τι essente onticamente 
determinato, lo εἶναι τι. Pierre Aubenque reputa 'occasione mancata' la non sussunzione dello ὂν 
come ‘specie’ del τι (stoico), tuttavia, se il τι platonico compete agli ὄντα, simile gerarchizzazione 
indebolirebbe la potenza scientifica della dialettica nella sua presa sull’essere. Rischio che Platone 
sventa circoscrivendo l’essere ai veri enti, proprio negando lo statuo ontologico del ‘qualcosa’ a ciò 
che, a vario titolo, resta ontologicamente indeterminato. Platone sembra, però, concepire la 
‘sussunzione’ dello εἶναι nel τι indicata sopra. Nella Lettera 58 Seneca, elencando le categorie in cui 
Platone distingue la totalità degli esseri, come prima pone ‘ciò che è’ (quod est) solo pensabile 
(cogitabile est), distinguendolo dal quid stoico in base all’onniestensività metaontologica di questo 
nel ricomprendere tanto ciò che è quanto ciò che manca di esistenza e di sostanza (Aubenque, 1991: 
379-80). L’immanenza del ‘qualcosa’ nella sfera dell’esistente è posta nell’immediata congiunzione di 
quod ed est (ontologia), mentre l’autonomia del quid dallo est sottende il ‘qualcosa’ come totalità 
comprensiva di esistenti ed inesistenti (tinologia). È, però, forse rinvenibile anche in Seneca una 
distinzione tra due ‘tinologie’: quella stoica, che nel 'qualcosa’ ricomprende anche ‘cose’ inesistenti, 
e quella platonica che pone il ‘qualcosa essente' (la determinazione) come prima categoria ontologica, 
primario e ‘comprendente’ l’essere stesso.  
35 Soph. 238c6-253a1-5: i verbi ἁρμόττειν-συναρμόττειν ‘significano’ solo tra ὄντα.  
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della sensatezza dei discorsi è riferirli a qualcosa di determinato (ὡς ἀνάγκη τόν 

τι λέγοντα ἕν γέ τι λέγειν). Dire ‘qualcosa’ è perciò corretto solo di ‘ciò che è’, 

giacché è impossibile riferire il ‘qualcosa’ ad altro se non alle cose che sono 

(μόνον γὰρ αὐτὸ λέγειν γυμνὸν καὶ ἀπηρηωμένον ἀπὸ τῶν ὅντων ἁπάντων, 

ἀδύνατον). Poiché ‘for Plato “to be” means inseparably both “to exist” and  “to 

have a certain determinateness” ’36, la determinatezza, fondandosi sulla stabile 

presenza garantita da semplicità e uniformità ontologica, concerne solo le idee37.  

Se, infatti, il non essere assoluto è assente, giacché non-qualcosa 

indeterminato, l’essere sarà presente (e presenza) perché sia di per sé un 

qualcosa, sia costituito dalla pluralità di τι realmente enti. 

La triplice ripetizione μὶαν ἰδέαν-μιᾶς-μίαν in Soph. 253d-e esorta a 

chiedersi se tale unica idea sia un εἶδος qualsiasi, assunto per illustrare il 

funzionamento del metodo dialettico38, oppure se non sia evocata una ben 

precisa forma eidetica. L’occorrenza della formula ὑπὸ μιᾶς ἔζωθεν 

περιεχομένας conferma39 che si tratta del genere dell’essere, giacché sua 

caratteristica è ‘avvolgere’ tutte le idee dall’esterno (τὸ ὂν ... περιεχομένην) in 

quanto onnipervasivo40.  

Se il significato principale dello εἶναι in Platone è presenza, immutabile 

permanenza stabile41 di ciò che è, allora l’auto-sussistenza sarebbe intrinseca 

agli εἴδη; attribuire loro l’essere consisterebbe nell’esplicitazione di una 

caratteristica già posseduta essenzialmente dalle idee: è realmente presente 

soltanto ciò che, autonomo e indipendente, è veramente essente. 

 Lo status di presenza eterna sembra, però, scaturire dall’operatività della 

κοινωνία eidetica: una caratteristica ontologica x è eternamente presente 

nell’ente che di per sé è l’individuo ontologico separato di una determinata 

essenza reale y, per mezzo della comunicazione tra il genere della caratteristica 

 
36 Aronadio (2021: 40), Teisserenc (2007: 239). 
37 Leszl (1975: 108-113); decisivi contesto e significato di οὐσία in Soph. 258b2. 
38 Resp. 507b; Phaedr. 265d3. 
39 Già Teisserenc (2007: 143-46). 
40 Giovannetti (2022: 242).  
41 Fronterotta (2020). 
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ontologica ‘comunicata’ (X) e il genere dell’essenza reale ricevente la 

‘comunicazione’ della caratteristica ontologica ad esso indispensabile per 

sussistere eternamente come elemento e carattere del reale (Y)42.  

È stato, tuttavia, escluso che nel Sofista vi sia una distinzione reale tra 

l’essere stesso e l’essere di ciò che è. Sul piano ontologico, lo εἶναι ἁπλῶς sarebbe 

qualcosa la cui natura è unicamente essere (esse ipsum subsistens), perciò 

esposto alla critica aristotelica di Metafisica Beta 343.  

La concezione dell’essere del Sofista sembra, ciononostante, implicare 

esattamente la sua ‘sostanzializzazione': qualcosa di determinato (250c, .. τι τὸ 

ὄν) avente la propria natura (τὸ ὂν .. κατὰ τὴν αὑτοῦ φύσιν44), diverso da altre 

entità intellegibili (τὸ ὂν ἀλλ' ἕτερον δή τι τούτων), e disponibile all’anima 

razionale ( .. ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ τιθείς45), τὸ ὂν αὐτὸ46 è uno εἶναι τι, l’individuo ontologico 

in sé unicamente e puramente essere: l’idea dell’essere (254a47).  

In 259b Platone ribadisce inequivocabilmente che l’essere è una forma 

eidetica: diverso da tutti gli altri generi (τὸ δὲ ὄν ... ἕτερον τῶν ἄλλων ἀν εἴη 

γενῶν), né ciascuno degli altri, né tutti gli altri insieme (ὄν οὐκ ἔστιν ἕκασον 

αὐτῶν οὐδὲ σύμπαντα τὰ ἄλλα), è solo sé stesso (πλὴν αὐτό). Infatti, l’essere è di 

per sé uno e non è le altre forme (ὄν ἓν μὲν αὐτό ἐστιν ... τἆλλα οὐκ ἔστιν). 

Nel Sofista Platone inverte, allora, il rapporto tra τι ed εἶναι: mentre nella 

Repubblica al τι viene aggiunto lo εἶναι, nel Sofista lo εἶναι stesso (τὸ ὄν) è τι. Se 

 
42  Cherniss (1957: 258-262); esplicito Teisserenc (2007: 238). La critica si è particolarmente 
concentrata sull’esempio vocali-consonati (Zaks 2017). Simile paragone, come nota Teisserenc (2007: 
240), è impiegato da Platone quale paradigma esplicativo della modalità combinatoria intra-eidetica. 
Riferendosi alla modalità ontologico-strutturale della κοινωνία, non approfondisce quella ontologico-
essenziale per cui ciascuna idea è costituita come ‘elemento' della συμπλοκὴ. 
43 Centrone (2008: LIX-LXVIII); Berti (1975). 
44 Teisserenc (2007: 250-51). 
45 Le idee, pur non essendo solamente contenuti mentali (Parm. 132b2-14), sono presenti nelle anime 
(Phil. 26b6; Lett. VII, 342c6), oggetti dell’anima razionale (Phaed. 66e-79d; Phaedr. 247b3-c1), della 
conoscenza noetica (Resp. VI-VII), e del pensiero (Tim. 52a). 
46 Soph. 254b5; 257a1; 258b2. 
47 Fronterotta traduce ‘τοῦ ὄντος ... ἰδέᾳ’ con ‘ambito dell’essere’ in ragione dell’occorrenza di 

‘χώρας’, concependo l ’idea dell’essere come la totalità dell’essente, παντελῶς ὄν. Significato 
analogo di χώρα in Resp. 516b6. 
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l’effettivo ‘parricidio’ consiste nell’introduzione di molteplicità e differenza nella 

sfera auto-identica dell’essere parmenideo48, non comporta che l’essere in sé 

perda la propria semplicità, unità, ed auto-identità. Se in un contesto plurale di 

entità intellegibili essenzialmente differenti, la natura del genere dell’essere è 

tanto in sé che in relazione ad altro (Soph. 255c-d), allora, τὸ ὄν in quanto γὲνος 
è unità semplice in sé stesso, di cui tutte le idee partecipano; mentre, τò 

παντελῶς ὄν, la totalità intera e molteplice degli ὄντα, è l’essere comune 

ricevuto da tutte le cose che sono, κοινόν τι (διὰ πάντων, Soph. 259a5). La ἰδέα 

τοῦ ὄντος si rivelerà essere entrambe le cose49, dunque né solo la ‘proprietà 

comune’ agli ὄντα, né l’universale astratto dall’unità dei modi differenziati di 

essere.  

 
48 Fronterotta, 2007a; Lezsl, 2014: 18 
49 L’alternativa tra i termini parmenidei μουνογενές (genericamente unitario)/οὐλομελές (integro, 
coeso) (fr. 8 DK vv. 2-6; Abbate 2018: 22) entrambi relativi allo ὁδοῖο ὡς ἔστιν, suggerisce la presenza, 
già nel testo parmenideo, della questione se l’unità dell’essere è di un ‘qualcosa' univoco, eterno, 
puro, assoluto, auto-identico, e in sé sussistente (τὸ ὂν αὐτὸ), oppure dell’ambito unitario, 
eternamente presente, della coesa totalità plurale delle cose che sono (παντελῶς ὄν). Giovannetti 
ha recentemente criticato l’esegesi del παντελῶς ὄν di Fronterotta (2007a: 99) per cui l’essere non 
sarebbe più uno dei γένη, ma l’intera totalità degli enti reali. Lo studioso ritiene che Platone 
riconosca l’essere solo come il γένος che svolge duplice funzione fondamentale, senza assumerlo 
come l’intero ambito del reale racchiudente tutte le idee. Il genere dell’essere agirebbe le proprie 
funzioni all’interno della rete relazionale del reale, quale sua parte immanente, di cui sarebbe la 
κοινωνία a ‘produrne’ l’attività, facendolo emerge nel suo proprio statuo ontologico di γένος. Simile 
interpretazione non sembra sfuggire alla circolarità aporetica: riconosce un primato ontologico alla 
rete relazionale del reale sul genere dell’essere, ritenuto, però, dall’autore ‘causa’ sia dell’essere dei 
generi (261: the whatness that causes for all the other kids to exist), sia della struttura connettiva in 
cui questi sono già sempre coinvolti (causes the entire structure of the weave itself ). Sembra indubbio 
che il genere dell’essere svolga le proprie funzioni nella συμπλοκὴ. Tuttavia, se la sfera del reale è 
costituita dalla συμπλοκὴ dei veri enti resi tali dal genere dell’essere, e la trama delle loro 
combinazioni è a sua volta ‘attivata’ dal genere dell’essere in quanto principio ontologico, allora è 
l’ambito dell’essere. Se grazie all’intreccio delle Forme l’essere ‘emergesse’ quale genere eidetico 
(come può apparire da 250b-c) sarebbe il dinamismo della trama del reale a ‘produrre’ il carattere 
dell’essere conferendogli lo statuto di genere, mentre accade il contrario. Il genere dell’essere, infatti, 
non dipende da nessuna delle Forme, né dalla trama del reale, non potrebbe esser altrimenti causa 
dell'essere di tutti i generi e principio operativo della sussistenza eterna della συμπλοκὴ. Tutte le 

idee, dunque, sono poiché ‘racchiuse’, dal genere dell’essere (τι), nel δεσμός dinamico della χώρα del 
παντελῶς ὄν.  
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Se è così, la concezione platonica dell’essere non risulta inficiata dalla 

critica aristotelica50. La struttura ontologica eidetica, infatti, si fonda sulla 

combinazione di τὸ ὄν e τὸ θάτερον, senza che essere e differenze si escludano 

negli ὄντα, e senza che il genere dell’essere non sia più solamente essere: le 

differenze tra gli εἴδη sussistono senza rimuovere l’auto-identità dell’essere 

stesso in quanto ἰδέα (Soph. 256c11-257a6). Se, come vuole Aristotele, ὄν fosse 

già sempre presente come multiforme nelle sostanze51, nei significati delle 

categorie e dei loro modi52, sebbene sempre relativo ad una qualche natura 

unitaria ed unica53, non avrebbe un solo significato, una natura unica e assoluta, 

e nessuna tra le sostanze e le essenze potrebbe identificarsi con l’essere 

simpliciter. Se l'essere fosse solo in sé, d’altro canto, ciò che essenzialmente vi si 

distingue non sarebbe affatto. Inoltre, poiché non esiste un genere che è solo in 

sé (τò γένος ἀπλῶς μὴ ἔστι παρὰ τὰ ὠς γένους εἴδη54), anche se l'essere fosse 

aristotelicamente genere, non esisterebbe in sé stesso. Perciò, l’essere, non 

essendo univoco, né è sostanza né è essenza di nessuna cosa (τὸ δ' εἶναι οὐκ οὐσία 

οὐδενί οὐ γὰρ γένος τὸ ὄν55), ma, comune a tutto, è solo il predicato più universale 

di tutti56.  

Dunque, l’essere in sé stesso risulta, per Aristotele, incompatibile sia con la 

sostanza e con l’essenza di qualcosa, sia con il concetto di genere. Tuttavia, ciò 

non sembra escludere che l’essere sia ‘qualcosa’ di unitario avente una natura 

propria, piuttosto evidenziare l’impossibilità di considerarlo genere, essenza, e 

sostanza, nei sensi aristotelici.   

La comunicazione eterna del genere eidetico dell’essere con il genere del 

diverso rispetto a tutte le altre idee, infatti, implica la distinzione ontologica 

dell’essere stesso dagli altri γένη, la sua semplicità e unicità, distinzione estranea 

 
50 Met. III, 998b20-27. 
51 Lezsl (2014: 69). 
52 Met. V, 7, 1017a20-25; IX, 10; XI, 3, 1060b32. 
53 Met. IV, 2. 
54 Met. VII, 12, 1038 a, 5-6; Top. 102 a, 30-35; Met. V, 6, 1016 a25. 
55 An. Post. II, 7, 92b12-13. 
56 Met. X, 2, 1053b19-25. 
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allo schema logico-ontologico genere/specie, il quale produce una ambiguità 

della nozione di γένος57, assente nell’ambito eidetico: gli ὄντα assunti dalla 

dialettica non risultano εἴδη del γένος essere, ma ‘τι’, distinti e diversi 

dall’essere,58 che rendono la dialettica ὅ ἐστιν ὂν ὄντως ἐπιστήμην οὖσαν59. 

 Che per Platone l’essere è sempre di ‘qualcosa di determinato', allora, 

significa anche che, nel caso dell’essere stesso, il τι è la determinazione dell’essere 

come tale, idea autonoma, diversa e distinta dalle altre in base al carattere reale 

di cui è il γένος (τὸ ὂν αὐτὸ).  

Se la partecipazione intra-eidetica coinvolge differenti oggetti reali 

determinati e stabilmente relati, ma reciprocamente distinti, se i caratteri 

essenziali delle idee ‘comunicano’ tra loro per assumere le proprietà reciproche, 

ciò vale soprattutto per la partecipazione tra l’idea dell’essere e tutte le altre: le 

idee, dotate della propria essenza auto-identica, sono il determinato oggetto che 

sono, derivando l’univoco carattere dell’essere per partecipazione60. 

Il genere dell’essere è, perciò, unitario ed eternamente presente, giacché 

rende eternamente “attiva”61 la presenza stabile di tutte le forme intellegibili in 

quanto ὄντα operativi del reale: pur essendo qualcosa di determinato, è altresì il 

principio ontologico operativo dei veri enti. Al contempo, concernendo 

esclusivamente l’essere (Crat. 439b6-7; Resp. 508d3-462), ambito proprio del 

 
57 Met. I, 9, 991a30. 
58 Συναγωγή e διαίρεσις risultano fasi operative della κοινωνία tra entità intellegibili indivisibili 

(γένη/εἴδη). La dialettica ricostruisce, perciò, le eterne relazioni intra-eidetiche che costituiscono 
l’ambito dell’essere (Soph. 253d-e; Fronterotta 2007a: 48-60). Si dovrebbe, dunque, dedurre che (1) la 
κοινωνία dei generi sommi prelude l’impiego della scienza dialettica alle sole idee e (2) συναγωγή e 
διαίρεσις non indicano esclusivamente operazioni dell’intelletto (Giovannetti, 244-45), né rinviano 
allo schema genere-specie. Sulla dialettica strettamente eidetica si confrontino Resp. VI, 511c-d, Pol. 
286a-c, Phil. 58e-59a. 
59 Phaedr. 247e1-2: ‘scienza del ciò che è della entità realmente essente’. Cf. Symp. 211c8-9; Resp. 532a-
b. 
60 Teisserenc (2007: 254); Karfik (2011: 144); Soph. 259a6-7. 
61 Soph. 251a-252c fa coincidere l’esser dinamicamente relati dei generi nel tessuto ontologico 
connettivo con la loro presenza eterna in esso. 
62 Per la traduzione, Fronterotta (2017: 115, n. 10). 
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filosofo63, l’ontologia eidetica platonica sembra rappresentare l’articolazione 

ontologica dello ὁδοῖο ὡς ἔστιν parmenideo. 

 

4. L’essere platonico e lo Esse ipsum in Tommaso D’Aquino 

 

Negli anni 1252-1259 Tommaso d’Aquino riflette sull’ontologia platonica64 e 

aristotelica. Il De ente et essentia è l’opera in cui l’Aquinate espone il rapporto tra 

Esse ipsum e sostanze immateriali65.  

Nel quarto capitolo si legge che la sostanza intellettuale è forma in atto in 

virtù di sé stessa, ma non assolutamente semplice, bensì costituita di ‘essenza 

intellegibile’ (intelligentie quiditas) ed essere. Perciò, vi è qualcosa che è solo 

essere (aliqua res que sit esse tantum) di per sé sussistente (ipsum esse sit 

subsistens).  

Siccome l’essere non è parte dell’essenza delle sostanze separate, ma si 

aggiunge ad esse dalla res che è l’essere stesso (res que sit suum esse), in qualsiasi 

cosa diversa da tale res, la sua forma e il suo essere sono distinte (in qualibet alia 

re preter eam aliud sit esse suum et aliud quiditas uel natura seu forma sua)66.  

Altrove Tommaso esprime analoga precisazione, distinguendo ente e cosa 

(‘ente’ deriva dall’atto di essere, mentre ‘cosa’ esprime la quiddità cioè l’essenza 

dell’ente67).  

Nelle sostanze separate, dunque, l’essere non è intrinsecamente presente 

nella forma, bensì oltre la forma (in intelligentiis sit esse preter formam), perciò 

 
63 Soph. 254a8-10. 
64 Tommaso non lesse il Sofista. Ebbe accesso al Timeo e, forse, al Fedone e al Menone (STh, I q. 84 a. 
3). È, perciò, lecito interrogarsi sulla provenienza dell’eventuale affinità tra la metafisica tommasiana 
e l’ontologia eidetica del Sofista. L’ipotesi di risposta che emergerà, in forza di ciò che sappiamo sia 
sulle fonti del platonismo assunte da Tommaso (Hankey 2002), sia dalle interpretazioni tommasiane 
delle idee platoniche (De sub. Sep. cap. 9; STh, I q. 15 a. 1), è che l’Aquinate sia giunto 
fondamentalmente in modo autonomo a teorizzare una metafisica dell’essere affine a quella 
contenuta nel Sofista.  
65 Berti (2012).  
66 É la distinzione tommasiana, di matrice platonica, tra in se e in ordine ad aliud (Ventimiglia 1997: 
343-45). 
67 De ver., q. 1 a. 1 resp. 
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la sostanza intellettuale è forma ed essere (intelligentia est forma et esse)68: La 

forma è ciò che è di per sé (intelligentie quiditas est ipsamet intelligentia), mentre 

l’essere ricevuto da Dio è ciò in base a cui la sostanza intellettuale esiste nella 

realtà (esse suum receptum a Deo est id quo subsistit in rerum natura)69.  

Tommaso distingue l’essenza delle sostanze intellegibili sia dal loro essere 

(esse commune), sia dall’ente primo che è puro essere70, la causa prima, Dio 

(primo ente quod est esse tantum, et hoc est causa prima que Deus est).  

Anche se nel De ente il vocabolario della partecipazione non è esplicitato, 

tra Esse ipsum e sostanze intellettuali sussiste la partecipazione71 dell’effetto alla 

causa: la causa prima ‘effettua’ per partecipazione l’essere in esse, che lo 

accolgono in modo limitato72. Ricorre l’esempio della luce del Sole (4, 392-93), 

che indicando una ‘sproporzione’ tra causa ed effetto, significa che le essenze 

ricevono 'meno essere’ rispetto all’essere simpliciter73. Infatti, l’essenza è ciò in 

virtù di cui una res è ens giacché l’esse commune è ricevuto, via partecipazione 

 
68 In Exp. Libri de Ebdomadibus, cap. 2 Tommaso riconosce espressamente la ydea platonica come 
forma immaterialis subsistens quale specialis forma participans ipsum esse.  
69  In I Sent., dist. 25, q. 1, art. 4. 
70 Molinaro (1990: 98-99).  
71 Tommaso distingue i seguenti ‘modi’ della partecipazione: della specie al genere; di un soggetto 
all’accidente; della materia alla forma; dell’effetto alla causa (l’effetto riceve il proprio essere dalla 
causa che lo possiede in modo ‘superiore’, come la luce nell’aria dalla luce del sole); del concreto 
all’astratto. 
72 STh, I, q. 8 a. 1. 
73 Sembra esservi prossimità teoretica con la discussione della partecipazione tra l’idea e i sensibili 
in Parm. 131b-e. Viene là sollevata l’aporia per cui, se l’idea è ‘una e identica’ (ταὐτὸν καὶ ἐν) ma 
‘presente' nei molti, restando separati, essa risulterebbe separata da sé stessa. Socrate propone così 
il paragone tra la forma intellegibile e la luce del giorno, che ‘avvolge’ contemporaneamente tutte le 
cose, senza essere separata da sé. Parimenti, tutte le sostanze intellettuali sono ‘avvolte’ dallo Esse 
ipsum, partecipandone in modo che esso è contemporaneamente presente in tutte senza esser 
separato da sé stesso, rimanendo trascendente ad esse. Il confronto regge, dunque, finché è posto 
tra la luce del giorno e i sensibili: le sostanze separate partecipano del primo ente ricavandone 
l’essere, così come tutto ciò che temporalmente è avvolto dalla luce del giorno ne deriva la luminosità. 
L’esempio socratico non aiuta a chiarire, però, se le sostanze intellettuali siano ‘partecipanti’ nel 
senso di racchiuse nello Esse ipsum come sue determinazioni reali. 
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dall’Esse ipsum, nella essentia (actus essentiae)74: in quanto qualcosa comune a 

tutte le nature è l’essenza sostanziale a rendere lo ens primum objectum 

intellectus, in quanto commune omnibus.  

 

Nel terzo capitolo, Tommaso dichiara erroneo sostenere, come i platonici, 

che genere e specie si predichino alle essenze separate concepite come qualcosa 

di realmente esistente. Tommaso ribadisce la tesi aristotelica per cui la 

distinzione genere/specie nelle realtà eidetiche è impossibile, giacché 

separando una sostanza dalla propria essenza, genere e specie non sono più 

predicati di un determinato individuo, cioè cessano di essere sostanze seconde75. 

Tommaso rileva, quindi, che l’essenza concepita come qualcosa di realmente 

presente separato dalla materia non conduce alla conoscenza dei particolari. Le 

idee platoniche, invece, sono considerate essenze separate realmente esistenti, 

che in quanto universali76, non conducono alla conoscenza del singolo 

particolare sensibile.  

L’Aquinate sembra condividere la critica aristotelica alle idee77, ma, forse, 

anche ritenere che il metodo dialettico è impiegato da Platone alle sole forme 

intellegibili in vista della loro conoscenza. Il fatto che Tommaso menzioni i 

platonici dovrebbe escludere il riferimento diretto a Platone.  

Segnalato l’errore dei platonici, resta da considerare l’essenza come tratto 

comune che contiene indistintamente tutto ciò che è nell’individuo. Nelle 

sostanze composte l’essenza è il centro unificatore dell’essere e delle qualità, 

ovvero la quiddità che è causa di esse (esse sola forma sit causa … per formam 

 
74 Deus est ens per essentiam, et alia per participationem (STh, I q. 4 a. 3 ad. 3). Tommaso pone la 
distinzione tra essere ‘esistenziale’ e ‘copulativo' (De Ente, 1; STh, I q. 3 a. 4) nella differenza tra Esse 
ipsum ed esse commune, escludendo il panteismo (te Velde, 2021 n. 26).  
75 Cat. 5, 2b25-35. 
76 Tommaso interpreta le idee anche come universali separati escogitati dalla confusione delle tre 
forme di distinzione che opera l’intelletto: l’operazione componente-dividente (separatio), propria 
della scienza divina, è confusa con l’operazione che individua le quiddità mediante abstractio della 
forma dalla materia, e con quella matematica che ‘astrae’ l’universale dal particolare (Super Boetium 
De Trin. q. 5, art. 3). Mentre le ultime due concernono, in Platone, il rapporto tra idee e sensibili, è la 
prima l’unica appropriata esclusivamente alle idee. 
77 Met. I, 6, 987b5-10 e Met. XIII, 5, 1079b15-20, come risulta da In Met. 1. X, lect. 3, n. 3. 
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materia efficitur ens actu et hoc aliquid78). In quanto ‘comune a tutte le nature’, 

la essentia è come l’universale solo perché comune alla molteplicità delle 

sostanze. Così, essa esiste solo in intellectu come peculiare ens rationis: né 

unitaria né molteplice, dunque non separata dagli individui, è però universale in 

quanto simile in tutte le cose (uniuersalitas illius forme secundum quod refertur 

ad res ut similitudo rerum).  

La essentiam rei, perciò, si ricava dall’accezione di ente che pone qualcosa 

di reale (sumitur essentia ab ente quod aliquid in re ponit): rimuovendo dalla 

sostanza composta tutte le qualità materiali che non riguardano la forma 

intellegibile per cui esiste essendo ciò che è79.  

È escluso, dunque, il concettualismo80, ma non ancora chiarito se l’essenza 

separata sia ‘qualcosa’ di reale in sé. È, però, stabilito che astrattezza, 

immaterialità, unità, universalità, e intellegibilità non esauriscono lo statuto e il 

significato ontologico delle sostanze intellegibili, sia platoniche che 

tommasiane81. Tommaso, inoltre, considera l’essenza assoluta alla maniera 

scolastica, come qualcosa di cui si può rendere conto a prescindere 

dall’esistenza (fenice), dunque in modo non platonico. Tuttavia, ammette che 

nelle sostanze separate l’essenza coincide con la forma stessa dell’intellegibile. 

Le sostanze intellettuali, infatti, sono la propria essenza separata “in atto”, 

dunque non la comune forma paradigmatica (specie) ricavata dalla materia 

(forma esse intelligibiles in actu quod separantur a materia et a conditionibus 

eius).  

La quiddità della sostanza intellegibile è ciò che essa stessa è (est ipsum quod 

est ipsa) non trovandosi in essa nulla oltre la forma (nichil sit ibi preter formam): 

sono stabiliti, per le sostanze intellettuali, insieme all’indipendenza dalla 

materia, i caratteri eidetici dell’indivisibilità e dell’auto-identità. Poiché ciascuna 

di esse coincide solamente con la propria quiddità, non avendo in sé nulla di 

 
78 De Ente, 2; Met. VII, 6 1032a. 
79 Analoga la ‘deduzione’ dell’idea dal sensibile; cfr. Fronterotta (2019: 35); Phaedr. 249c1. 
80 Tommaso distingue gli enti separati, da ciò che, separato, si trova nella materia (i concetti di ente, 
sostanza, accidente, etc.). 
81 Gli εἴδη sono non-instanziati e non-mescolati nel medesimo senso degli speculabili della theologia 
(Super Boetium De Trinitate, q. 5 a. 4). 
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diverso da sé stessa, la loro differenza propria sussiste in base alla propria 

essenza semplice. Benché si possa conoscere il modo in cui si differenziano, le 

differenze peculiari tra le essenze intellettuali restano, per Tommaso, ignote 

all’intelletto umano. Parimenti, la modalità operativa della distinzione tra le idee 

risulta intelligibile per l’anima razionale, anche qualora non si possedesse la 

conoscenza noetica di ciascuna idea.  

Si può concludere che le essenze intellettuali tommasiane sono qualcosa di 

determinato, ma solo l’aggiunta dell’essere in esse ne decreta la reale esistenza. 

Tommaso sembra concepire la sostanzialità delle essenze separate alla maniera 

del τι platonico, identificando l’essenza con ciò che la sostanza intellettuale è di 

per sé82. L’essenza intellegibile non è, quindi, una intentione (ratio), né 

assimilabile ai κοινά83 aristotelici, bensì qualcosa semplice ed auto-identico, 

separato dalla materia, che partecipa dell’essere: condizioni proprie solo degli εἴδη 

platonici.  
 

Nel quinto capitolo Tommaso ripete che l’essere delle sostanze intellettuali 

non è assoluto ma ricevuto, limitato dalla capacità della natura ricettiva. Invece, 

la loro quiddità è assoluta, giacché nelle forme delle sostanze intellegibili non si 

trova una molteplicità di individui di una stessa specie (inuenitur multitudo 

indiuiduorum in una specie). Poiché, l’essenza delle sostanze separate è più 

nobile e vera, lo è anche l’essere che ricevono (in simplicibus ueriori et nobiliari 

modo, quod etiam esse nobilius habent84). 

Tommaso sembra, pertanto, accettare tesi assolutamente platoniche. (1) le 

forme, in sé separate, sono le essenze delle sostanze intellettuali, indivisibili e 

auto-identiche (2) più vere perché dotate di un maggior grado di essere, e 

indipendenti dalla materia manchevole di essere. (3) l’essere delle sostanze 

separate è limitato rispetto all’essere simpliciter, perché questo è puro essere, 

 
82 De ente, 4; Comm. al Liber de causis, prop. 7; De Sub. Sep., 7.  
83 I κοινά, necessariamente implicati nel sensibile, sono sempre in un sostrato sostanziale (καθ' 

ὑποκειμένου τινὸς λέγεται ἀεί), perciò nessuno di essi è un ‘questo’ (τόδε τι). 
84 Classico argomento platonico (Pol. 286a7-b1). 
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mentre le sostanze separate sono ciò che sono, distinguendosi dall’essere stesso, 

ricevono il proprio essere per partecipazione.  

 

Alcuni tomisti hanno rinvenuto l’origine dell’elaborazione dello Esse ipsum 
nella concezione plotiniana dell’essere come puro agire85. La radice teorica della 

distinzione tommasiana tra Esse ipsum ed essenze separate sarebbe plotiniana86, 

mediata dal Liber de causis e da Avicenna: la dottrina della determinazione 

dell’essere come ontogenesi del reale. Simile ipotesi implicherebbe l’esistenza 

delle essenze come qualcosa di determinato, in cui l’essere stesso ha le proprie 

determinazioni87: l’essere presente nelle forme è sempre ‘unito a qualcosa’, un 

‘contenuto oggettivo’: l’essenza che lo accoglie88. Oltre a trarre la conseguenza 

che per Tommaso la distinzione tra essenza ed essere nelle sostanze intellettuali 

è reale, le essenze delle sostanze separate sarebbero al contempo partecipanti 

dello Esse ipsum, racchiuse in esso89, e sue delimitazioni reali.  

Da ciò si deducono tre punti fondamentali. (1) L’essere stesso sussiste in 

maniera indipendente come la res che è puramente essere. (2) Partecipato dalle 

essenze intellegibili è, in esse, sempre l'essere di qualcosa in cui essenza ed 

essere restano distinti90. (3) Lo Esse ipsum, oltre ad essere causa delle sostanze 

separate partecipanti, le racchiude in sé tutte. 

 

Alla luce del quadro metafisico sin qui ricostruito, è forse possibile 

rivalutare la tesi tommasiana dell’essenza come potenza rispetto all’essere 

ricevuto da Dio, che è atto. La dottrina dello act-potency limitation principle, per 

cui il progressivo dispiegarsi del reale avviene per delimitazione dell’infinità 

dell’essere (atto), mediante la ricezione di esso dalle essenze (potenza), sembra 

mescolare il piano intellegibile con quello delle creature materiali. Simile 

 
85 Berti (2012). 
86 Norris Clarke (1952: 186). 
87 In De div. nom. I, 2 n. 75, 22. 
88 De Ente, 2016: 201; Geiger (1942: 36-37), ‘partecipazione per composizione’. 
89 De ente, 5: intelligentie sunt finite superius; STh, q. 8 a. 1 ad. 3: Deus est in rebus sicut continens res.  
90 te Velde (2021). 
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dottrina sostiene, inoltre che le sostanze separate, non possedendo l’essere nella 

propria essenza, sono essenti solo in potenza, derivando l’essere dall’ente primo, 

che sarebbe aristotelicamente ‘atto di essere di un’essenza’91. Tuttavia, è possibile 

replicare che pur non ‘essendo’ in modo indipendente, nondimeno le sostanze 

intellettuali sono incorruttibili e immutabili, perciò non potenziali nel senso che 

potrebbero anche non essere o corrompersi; ciò che appare renderli enti 
necessari. Sarebbe proprio lo schema potenza-atto, ciononostante, a fare della 

ontoteologia tommasiana una metafisica esemplarista, in cui l’infinità della causa 

efficiente si delimita nei propri partecipanti determinati92. L’autentico nucleo 

teorico della ontoteologia tommasiana, però, più che nella reimpostazione 

ontoteologica della correlazione potenza-atto93 sembra rinvenibile nella 

concezione partecipativa dell’essere esposta nel Sofista di Platone94.  

La correlazione potenza/atto, infatti, non pare evocata da Tommaso per 

esplicare il rapporto tra limite e illimitato, ma per motivare la coesistenza di unità 

e molteplicità nell’essere: lo Esse ipsum è semplice perché atto trascendente95 

tutte le essenze, ma è molteplice allorché le racchiude in sé causando l’essere in 

tutte (esse commune96), che se non fossero ‘in potenza’ non sarebbero né plurali 

né distinte dallo Esse ipsum.  

Il rapporto partecipativo alla base della pluralità e della distinzione 

ontologica, è spiegabile, infatti, con i concetti di presenza e assenza: l’essere, 

assente nelle essenze delle sostanze intellettuali, è presente parzialmente in 

ciascuna, ricevuto dall’ente primo, che è completamente e assolutamente essere 

(non partecipato)97.  

 
91 Berti (2012). 
92 Contat (2012: 16-17). 
93 Norris Clarke (1952: 192-94). 
94 Prima di C. de Vogel (1961: 341-343), il rapporto tra Platone e Tommaso D’Aquino fu discusso da 
Henle (1954), poi da Berti (1975), da Cortest (1988), da Possenti (1998, 2016). Il ‘platonismo’ della 
concezione tommasiana dell’essere è stato accuratamente esaminato da Brock (2005, 2006) e da te 
Velde (2021), senza riferimenti al Sofista. 
95 Brock (2005: 24). 
96 Exp. De Div. Nom. Cap. 5 Lec. 2, 660. 
97 Exp. Libri De Ebdomadibus, 271a. 
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Sembra risultare dal testo tommasiano che le sostanze intellettuali non 

sono meramente potenziali anche perché ricevono l’essere direttamente nella 

forma, coincidente con tutta la loro essenza, la quale, semplice e immutabile, è 

eternamente presente nell’infinità dello Esse ipsum98 come subiectum essendi. Se 

è così, l’essere ricevuto per partecipazione sarebbe presente nelle essenze 

separate non accidentalmente, ma in modo necessario. 

L’ente primo, dunque, pur essendo qualcosa non sarebbe delimitato da una 

essenza particolare, ma sintesi ontologica di tutte: intrinsecamente diverso 

dall’essere ‘potenziale’ ricevuto dalle sostanze intellettuali, senza limitazione né 

determinazione, è la totalità non qualificata e puramente essente delle 

determinazioni99 attive.  

Ne conseguirebbe che lo Esse ipsum, essendo solo essere100 puro e 

semplice101, è altresì la res rispetto cui le essenze separate sono al contempo suoi 

partecipanti, sue differenti determinazioni, e, tutte insieme, racchiuse in esso102. 

Se nell’ontologia eidetica platonica l’essere assoluto è partecipato 

eternamente da tutte le altre determinate e illimitate idee, giacché la sua natura 

onnipervasiva causa il loro essere comune, ponendo in essere l’illimitato e 

immutabile intero plurale; è, forse, altrettanto possibile ritenere che l’esse 

commune della totalità delle sostanze separate costituisce l’unità plurale 

dell’infinità dello Esse ipsum? 

Da quanto sin ora esposto, almeno tre punti necessitano approfondimento. 

(1) in cosa consista il contenuto ontologico delle essenze delle sostanze 

immateriali; (2) se queste godano di una perseità ontica sostanziale o solo 

formale, come termini metafisici di una relazione partecipativa eterna con lo 

Esse ipsum; (3) se l’ontoteologia tommasiana delle sostanze immateriali si 

configura come esemplarismo.  

 
98 De Pot. q. 7, a. 3, ad. 9. 
99 Brock (2006: 291). 
100 Berti (2012). 
101 De ente, 5. 
102 STh, I q. 8 a. 2-3. 
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Tommaso espone la difficoltà dell’ontologia eidetica del Sofista103 nel 

commento al De Ebdomadibus (II, 269b): qualcosa partecipa di qualcos’altro solo 

quando già è (aliquid iam est), ma l’essere lo riceve per partecipazione a ciò che 

è l’essere (quod est esse). 

 Nel De ente Tommaso evoca la distinzione boeziana per designare la 

differenza reale tra essenza ed essere nelle sostanze intellettuali. La formula 

‘substantiis creatis intellectualibus’ solleva l’interrogativo della creazione delle 

sostanze immateriali: sono esse di per sé la propria essenza cui è aggiunto 

l’essere, oppure sono create integralmente ex nihilo?  

Nel De ente è segnalata la perseità delle essenze intellettuali rispetto alla 

materia e la loro condizione di ‘vicinissime al primo principio’. Nella Summa 

Theologiae Tommaso esplica l'atto della creazione divina ponendo lo Esse ipsum 

come causa partecipativa prima, analogamente al modo in cui Platone pone 

l'unità oltre le molteplicità, paragonando il rapporto partecipativo tra Dio e le 

creature a quello esemplaristico platonico tra idea e sensibili104, precisando, nella 

Quaestio 45 art. 4, che creato è tutto ciò che, appartenendo all’essere sussistendo 

nel proprio essere, è sostanza, sia separata sia materiale. 

Il chiarimento puntuale riguardo la creazione delle sostanze intellettuali è 

contenuto in De substantiis separatis (cap. 10): senza movimento (absque motu) e 

senza alcuna potenzialità presupposta (nulla potentia preasupposita), quali 

sostanze ingenerate e incorruttibili (ingenerabilium et incorruptibilium), sono 

prodotte esclusivamente dallo Esse ipsum, che perciò è in tutti i modi infinito 

(modis omnibus infinitum). Tommaso ribadisce la dipendenza ontologica 

esclusiva delle sostanze immateriali dal primo ente, tuttavia nega loro 

potenzialità e inconsistenza ontica, affermando che queste non sono prodotte 

da nessuna potenzialità, ma dallo Esse ipsum, che proprio producendole in essere 

è infinito. La creazione delle sostanze separate risulta ‘produzione in essere’ co-

eterna all’ente primo, concernente sostanze ingenerate e incorruttibili prodotte 

 
103 Sasso (1991: 164); Giovannetti (2022: 250-51). 
104 STh, I q. 44 a. 1. 
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senza movimento (perciò eterne105), e non ‘effetto’ creativo temporalmente 

rilevabile. 

Se la partecipazione è l’operazione ontologica che, differenziando le 

essenze intellettuali dall’ente primo, quali immutabili sostanze auto-identiche, 

esprime la loro causativa coestensività (infinità), non si configura come 

‘passaggio di stato’ o ‘mutazione’ dal non essere.  

Tommaso riconosce esplicitamente che Platone, pur ritenendo eterne le 

sostanze immateriali, non tolse loro la causa dell’essere (De Sub. Sep., 9). Analoga 

struttura ontologica sembra, difatti, desumibile dal Sofista platonico: nella 

partecipazione immutabile della co-eternità causativa degli εἴδη all’idea 

dell’essere, lo ὅ ἐστιν di ciascuna idea è racchiuso come ‘parte’ essente 

nell’infinità dell’ambito dell’essere. 

 La soluzione teologica per spiegare lo iato ontologico tra le creature 

corporee e l’ente primo avanzata da Tommaso risiede nella libera volontà della 

causa essendi di rendere enti le sostanze. Simile spiegazione sembra, tuttavia, 

insufficiente a sciogliere l’aporia della creazione delle sostanze separate, 

nonostante riconosca che lo Esse ipsum è res actus essendi che pre-possiede 

infinitamente tutto l’essere in sé, e perciò è causa prima106.  

L’Aquinate fornisce, però, anche una soluzione filosofica, che pare sciogliere 

l’aporia. La creazione delle sostanze separate, dal punto di vista delle loro 

essenze, si presenta come relazione di dipendenza ontologica reale, ma dalla 

prospettiva dello Esse ipsum è una relazione ‘solo secondo l’intelletto'. La loro 

partecipazione allo actus essendi ha quindi il carattere di una operazione 

ontologico-metafisica eterna a parte ante, per cui la ‘produzione in essere’ delle 

sostanze immateriali è di partecipanti eterni a parte post107 quali atti 

incorruttibili della infinita aeternitas assoluta dello Esse ipsum.  

La difficoltà più grande risiede, allora, nel riconoscere la natura dello Esse 

ipsum in quanto sia res quod est esse tantum, sia esse perfectum simpliciter108. 

 
105 STh, I q. 10 a. 1 co. 
106 De div. nom. V, l. 1 n. 629. 
107 STh, I q. 10 a. 2 ad. 1-2. 
108 De ente, 5, 378. 
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Simile natura suggerisce che la creazione delle sostanze intellettuali è 

operazione onto-teologica immediata109. Dunque, una dipendenza ontologica 

fondata sulla produzione in essere delle stesse sostanze separate nella immobile 

stabilità immutabile del nunc stans divino, quali attive coestensioni, 

sostanzialmente differenziate, dello Esse ipsum. Lo scarto tra la singola sostanza 

e Dio risiederà, quindi, nella perseità del contenuto ontico della sostanza110, che 

in quanto determinazione essente è legata ad esso sub specie aeternitatis111.  

 

Se tutto ciò è vero, l’ontoteologia tommasiana delle sostanze immateriali si 

configura come una metafisica dell’essere sostanzialistica, in un senso affatto 

diverso, ad esempio, dall’esemplarismo di John Wyclif e di Walter Burley. Le 

sostanze immateriali tommasiane, essendo enti separati, sono sì ‘esemplari 

determinati’, ma non sembrano svolgere alcuna funzione paradigmatica per le 

instanziazioni delle creature materiali, né essere cause efficienti, in ragione del 

principio per cui nessun ente creato causa qualcosa di simile a sé stesso112.  

L’esemplarismo platonico del rapporto tra intellegibile e sensibile non 

dovrebbe concernere la metafisica dell’essere e delle sostanze intellettuali 

tommasiane, giacché queste ultime non coincidono con la concezione delle idee 

platoniche esposta in STh, I q. 15. Tommaso ivi riconosce le idee come forme 

esemplari delle creature particolari, ipostasi intellegibili delle forme 

aristoteliche delle sostanze sensibili, contenute nell’intelletto divino e identiche 

alla sua essenza, quali principi di generazione e conoscenza: Dio racchiuderebbe 

le forme (specie) di tutte le creature (l’esser-cavallo, l’esser-uomo, etc.). 

Sembra essere cogente, invece, l’affinità tra l’ontoteologia dello Esse ipsum 

e delle sostanze immateriali e l’ontologia eidetica del Sofista, anche proprio 

poiché entrambe scevre dal rapporto esemplaristico col sensibile. La concezione 

tommasiana delle sostanze immateriali sembrerebbe non attribuire loro alcuna 

 
109 De sub. Sep., 11: «Tutte le sostanze immateriali derivano immediatamente da Dio ciò che sono». 
110 Tommaso fornisce solo una descrizione ‘formale’ delle sostanze immateriali, il cui contenuto 
sostanziale è per noi ‘occulto’. Il carattere ontologico di cui ciascuna idea platonica è genere, invece, 
ci è almeno noto.  
111 De Sub. Sep. 9. 
112 STh, I q. 45 a. 5. 
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funzione paradigmatico-causativa113, ma postularne l’indipendenza in quanto 

saparatezza sostanziale, quali oggetti onticamente determinati nel loro duplice 

legame partecipativo con lo Esse ipsum. 

 

L’affinità tra Esse ipsum e ἰδέα τοῦ ὄντος consiste, allora, nel fatto che 

entrambe sono la res in sé puro essere, non coincidente con lo esse uniuersale114, 

ma penetrando in tutte le sostanze separate, senza essere parte della loro 

essenza, le racchiude tutte, coincidendo con l’essere dell’unità illimitata delle 

sostanze realmente essenti, trascendendole quale loro immediata causa essendi, 

e dunque supremo subiectum della theologia115.  

Pertanto, lo esse commune è diverso in cose diverse116, mentre lo Esse ipsum 

non è diverso da nulla, in quanto totalità unitaria in sé stesso117, è puro essere 

della totalità delle perfezioni esistenti. La diversità dell’essere delle sostanze 

dipende dalla diversità tra le sostanze, e non dalla polisemia dello actus essendi. 

L’essere platonico (κοινόν τι), eterna stabile presenza di enti determinati, è 

‘comunicato’ con lo stesso significato dello esse commune tommasiano118: sia le 

idee, sia le sostanze immateriali ricevono l'essere in conformità alla loro natura 

di sostanze separate incorruttibili.  

Se dunque lo Esse ipsum ‘is the ace proportioned to the unity of the various 

dimensions of the essence perfectley fused’119, senza identificarsi con nessuna di 

esse, né con tutte, la differenza tra l’infinità dello Esse ipsum e la totalità 

 
113 La questione è comunque controversa. In De Trinitate q. VI a. 1, Tommaso, esponendo la risolutio 
secundum rem dall’effetto alla causa, pone quale ‘ultimo termine’ le sostanze separate in quanto 
‘cause supreme massimamente semplici’.  
114 De Ente, 5; De Potentia, q. 7 a. 2 ad. 4. 
115 L’oggetto della metafisica, per Tommaso, è lo esse commune (Aertsen 2004:145). 
116 De Ente, 5. 
117 De ente, 5; C.G. I, 26. 
118 Pur ammettendo la gradualità ontologica, lo esse commune tommasiano possiede un unico 
significato: sussistenza, presenza reale (De ente, 4). 
119 De ente, 5. Brock (2006: 288) ritiene lo esse una particolare perfezione (ratio), che come le altre, è 
presente nella natura divina, la quale resta separata e in sé differente da tutte. Nella sua esegesi 
esemplaristica, introduce, perciò, la nozione di idea tommasiana, la quale indicherebbe la 
separatezza e la determinatezza delle specie delle creature materiali, contenute nella natura divina, 
ma distinte da essa. 
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differenziata degli actus essentiae delle infinite sostanze immateriali sembra 

essere quella platonica tra il τι eterno onnipervasivo (διέρχομαι120; 

διεσπαρμένος121) ’oltre’122 le determinazioni delle illimitate forme intellegibili, che 

racchiudendole (περιέχω) tutte è intrinsecamente infinito. 

 

Dalle analogie nel rapporto tra Esse ipsum ed essentiae intellectualibus, e tra 

ἰδέα τοῦ ὄντος ed εἴδη, consegue l’affinità tra scienza dialettica e scienza 

autonoma delle sostanze separate123, e riemerge l'oscillazione tra le accezioni 

parmenidee dell’essere (μουνογενές/οὐλομελές). 

In questo senso, l’ontoteologia tommasiana, per quanto originale124, sembra 

porsi in continuità con lo sviluppo platonico dell’ontologia parmenidea: 

dall’ambivalenza del monismo ontologico assoluto e dell’ontologia tinologica 

della causalità partecipativa.  

 
120 Soph. 159a 
121 Phaedr. 265d3-4 sulla disseminazione della μίαν ἰδέαν nella realtà.  
122 STh, I q. 8 a. 1 ad. 1. 
123 La dialettica è ἐπιστήμη μεγίστη infallibile (ἀναμάρτητος) della ‘χώρα’ dei μέγιστα ὄντα. La 
scientia divina tommasiana è ‘suprema’, conoscendo le sostanze separate e Dio (Porro 2017: 562-
566).  
124 Mondin (2002: 149-168). 
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Why is Being not a Genus?1 

 
Abstract: Aristotle famously holds that there is no such thing as a single genus of 
being, or of what is (τὸ ὄν). This paper aims to offer a comprehensive account of his 
arguments in defence of this stance. I begin by examining a renowned passage of 
Metaphysics B3, where Aristotle argues that being is not a genus based on the 
somewhat controversial assumption that a genus cannot be predicated of its own 
differentiae. Part of my aim is to show that this assumption is adequately supported 
by certain predicational principles which Aristotle lays out in Topics IV.2 and VI.6. 
I then aim to draw attention to two lesser-known arguments, to be found in Topics 
IV.6 and VI.3. I will mainly focus on the latter passage. Aristotle here insists that a 
genus must distinguish its members from members of other genera: since it is 
predicated of absolutely everything, being cannot distinguish the items of which it 
is predicated from anything else; as such, it fails to qualify as a genus. Having 
considered the most serious challenges which this argument may face, I will show 
that these can be overcome by invoking certain principles of predication deriving 
from Topics IV.1. 
 
Keywords: Being; Genus; Aristotle; Metaphysics 

 

Introduction 

 

Aristotle considers being, alongside oneness, to be among the most universal 

attributes of all: at the same time, he cautions that not all universal attributes 

qualify as genera [Met. A9, 992b12-13]. Thus, while he reports Platonic and 

Pythagorean thinkers as having counted being among the highest genera of all 

[Met. B3, 998b4-11], he argues that being is not a genus (or: that there is no such 

thing as a single genus of what is) [998b22-26]. This paper aims to offer a 

comprehensive account of his arguments in defence of this stance, which I shall 

hereafter refer to as ‘BNG’. 

I begin by examining the renowned argument for BNG which Aristotle 

offers in Metaphysics B3. The latter has been a source of interest for such 

 
1 I am indebted to Michail Peramatzis for his invaluable comments on an earlier draft of this paper. I 
also thank two anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments and suggestions. 
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influential philosophers as Heidegger (Being and Time, p. 3). More recently, B3’s 

argument has been brought to the attention of analytic meta-metaphysicians by 

McDaniel (2017: 7), who takes Aristotle to defend a particular version of what 

Turner has called ‘Ontological Pluralism’ (2010: 5), namely the view that there 

are different kinds (or perhaps modes) of being.2 B3’s argument has also been 

widely criticized by ancient and contemporary readers alike. Alexander objects 

to it on account of its ‘rather verbal (λογικωτέρα)’ character [In Met. III, 206,12-

13]. Barnes calls it ‘a short, bad argument’ (1994: 215). Shields (1999: 255) takes it 

to be underpinned by the assumption that being is not a homonym, which (he 

retorts) is incompatible with Aristotle’s claim that ‘being’ is used in many ways 

[Met. Γ2, 1003a33]. McDaniel similarly suggests that B3’s argument seems to 

presuppose that there is in fact a generic sense or concept of ‘being’, since it 

relies on the assumption that everything is (2017: 30-31). In §2 of this paper, I aim 

to ward off such lines of criticism by defending a more charitable reading of B3’s 

argument for BNG. The latter famously draws on the assumption that a genus is 

not truly predicated of its own differentiae. As I aim to show, this assumption is 

adequately supported by certain predicational principles which Aristotle lays 

out in Topics IV.2 and VI.6. 

Throughout the rest of the paper, I shall draw attention to certain passages 

of the Topics, where Aristotle similarly sets out to defend BNG, but which have 

only received little (if any) scholarly consideration. These passages differ from 

Met. B3, in that Aristotle here attempts to defend BNG without assuming that a 

genus cannot be predicated of its own differentiae. The first argument, from 

Top. IV.6, posits that being cannot be a genus of anything because it cannot be 

a genus of things that are one. The second argument, from Top. VI.3, states that 

being cannot be a genus because, if it were, it would fail to separate its members 

from members of other genera. I will consider some of the main objections 

which each argument might face, and show why these do not succeed.  

 
2 It would certainly be interesting to examine whether Aristotle’s commitment to BNG is compatible 
with, or even entails a commitment to some form of ontological pluralism. The last two paragraphs 
of my Conclusions implicitly touch upon this problem, which however likely calls for a separate 
discussion. 
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Two prefatory notes are warranted at this stage. First, I should comment on 

what I take to be the main thrust of Aristotle’s endorsement of BNG. In the 

Topics, Aristotle defines a genus as a type of common feature, which essentially 

belongs to many objects that are different in species from one another [Top. I.5, 

102a31-32]. As part of a thing’s essence, a genus is the sort of feature which it 

would be appropriate to put forward in order to exhibit what that thing is (τί 

ἐστι): for instance, the genus animal is part of man’s essence; should one ask 

what the species man is, it would be appropriate to answer that it is a certain 

type of animal [102a32-35].3 From this vantage point, Aristotle’s endorsement of 

BNG has two chief implications. First: if being is not a genus (or a species, or a 

differentia), then being cannot be part of a thing’s essence; when we state that x 

is a being, we do not exhibit the type of thing which x essentially is. Secondly: 

for different types of item, to be is not essentially one and the same thing; rather, 

for certain values of ‘x’ and ‘y’, what it is for x to be is ultimately something 

different from what it is for y to be. In this paper’s conclusions, I shall comment 

on how this insight bears on Aristotle’s doctrine of the categories. 

A second, cautionary note, concerns the use of the verb ‘to be’ underpinning 

Aristotle’s various arguments in defence of BNG. Aristotle more or less explicitly 

distinguishes between the existential and the predicative use of the verb ‘to be’ 

in various passages of the Posterior Analytics: specifically, he seems to 

distinguish a thing’s existence from that thing’s being what it essentially is [A.Po. 

A2, 72a18–24; B8, 93a14–28] (Peramatzis 2011: 210). As a result, BNG seems to lend 

itself to at least two possible readings: Aristotle might be denying that there is a 

single kind of way for each and every thing (a) to exist, or (b) to be what it 

essentially is. None of the various passages which I shall examine clearly 

indicates which of these two interpretations of BNG Aristotle sets out to defend. 

In fact, I take it that Aristotle’s defence of BNG does not demand that we endorse 

either reading to the exclusion of the other. As we shall see, the common 

underlying assumption of Aristotle’s various defences of BNG is that ‘each and 

 
3 Here, I ignore certain potentially controversial aspects of Aristotle’s remarks concerning the role 
which genus and differentia respectively play as part of a species’ definition [Top. VII.3, 153a15-22]: 
e.g. whether they are supposed to play an equally important role, or the genus is somehow more 
important than its differentiae. For a dedicated discussion of this issue, see Granger (1984). 
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every being is’, and Aristotle would likely accept that this assumption holds true 

regardless of whether we interpret it along existential lines (meaning that each 

and every being exists) or along predicative-essentialist ones (meaning that each 

and every being is essentially some or other type of thing). This is not to say that 

either view is uncontroversial, but simply that Aristotle may be inclined to rely 

on either interpretation of the above assumption when arguing for BNG.4 

Before discussing Aristotle’s arguments for the claim that being is not a 

genus, I shall briefly present his argument for the claim that being is not the 

species of some higher genus. As we shall see, the latter meaningfully 

contributes to Aristotle’s formulation of (and, ultimately, to his answer to) the 

question of whether being is a genus or not. 

 

1. Everything is 

 

Aristotle broadly defines universals as common features, namely as items 

which are apt to belong to (ὑπάρχειν) or to be predicated of (κατηγορεῖσθαι) 

many objects [De Int. 7, 17a39-40; PA I.4, 644a27-28; Met. Z13, 1038b11-12].5 

Alongside oneness, Aristotle takes being to be a universal feature of a peculiar 

sort, in that it belongs to or is truly predicated of absolutely everything [Top. IV.1, 

121a17-18, 121b3-7; Top. IV.6, 127a27-28, 127a33-34].6 In other words, Aristotle 

holds that each and every thing is. 

One chief implication of his endorsement of this view is explored in Top. 

IV.1 [121a10-19], where it is argued that being cannot be a species of some 

hypothetical higher kind. Aristotle’s argument meaningfully draws on the 

assumption that a genus may not ‘participate (μετέχειν)’ in its own species. 

‘Participation’ is here defined in terms of essential predication: x participates in 

 
4 I address some potential controversies surrounding the existential and the predicative-essentialist 
reading of Aristotle’s claim that ‘each and every thing is’ in §1 and §2.3 respectively. 
5 I understand belonging as a real or non-linguistic relation, and predication as its linguistic 
counterpart: that F is predicated of x means that F is said to belong to x; F is truly predicated of x iff F 
is not only said to belong to x but also belongs to x in reality. For Aristotle’s thoughts on the priority 
of reality over true statements, see Cat. 12 [14b9-23]. 
6 Also see Met. Γ2 [1004b20], B3 [998b20-21], and I2 [1053b20-21]. While Aristotle’s views about being 
and oneness are intimately connected, I shall hereafter narrowly focus on the former. 
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y if and only if y (or, perhaps, y’s name), as well as the account which states what 

it is to be y, are truly predicated of x.7 Based on this definition, Aristotle 

establishes that, as a rule, species participate in their genera (τὰ μὲν εἴδη μετέχει 

τῶν γενῶν), but not conversely. For instance, the species man participates in its 

genus, animal, insofar as all men are essentially animals (i.e. living organisms of 

a determinate type). By contrast, the genus animal does not participate in its 

species, man: for it is not the case that every animal is essentially a man. 

This rule being granted, Aristotle presents being as a clearly unsuccessful 

candidate for being a species of a hypothetical higher kind. Note, in passing, that 

species are synonymously predicated of their subjects: thus, if being is a species, 

the definition of being must be predicated of all things that are [see Cat. 5, 3a33-

3b9]. In the light of these considerations, Aristotle’s argument may be 

reconstructed as follows. 

 

Assume that being is a species of a hypothetical higher genus, F. Being is 

truly predicated of everything: by assumption, the hypothetical higher 

genus F is a being; therefore, being must be predicated of its alleged genus, 

F. Moreover: if being is a species, and species are synonymously predicated 

of their subjects, being must be synonymously predicated of F; hence, the 

definition of being must also be predicated of F. By the stated definition of 

‘participating’, it follows that, if being is a species of F, F must participate in 

one of its own species. However, genera cannot participate in their own 

species. Hence, it is absurd for being to constitute a species of a 

hypothetical higher genus. 

 

Aristotle’s argument goes to show that, even if being did constitute a single 

common kind, it would not constitute a species of some higher genus. Rather: 

because it is truly predicated of everything, it would have to be classed among 

the highest kinds of all (τὰ ἀνωτάτω τῶν γενῶν) [Met. B3, 998b17-19] or the 

primary genera (τὰ πρῶτα γένη) [998b19-21]. In what follows, I aim to offer an 

 
7 Compare with Cat. 5 [2a19-27]. 
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exhaustive account of the reasons why Aristotle holds that being in fact fails to 

qualify as such a genus. 

Before doing so, I shall mention some possibly problematic aspects of 

Aristotle’s claim that being is predicated of absolutely everything, which I will 

however have to largely ignore in what follows. First, take non-standard kinds 

of object, such as items which have existed in the past but which no longer exist 

in the present (e.g. Homer), and imaginary items (e.g. the kind goat-stag). Since 

both sorts of item presumably are not, one may wonder whether—and, if so, 

how—Aristotle takes being to be truly predicated of them. While Aristotle himself 

seems to address this issue in De Int. 11 [21a18-33], this is a controversial matter 

which calls for a separate treatment.8 Secondly, Aristotle seems to hold that, if a 

certain object is, then being is truly predicated of it. However, some modern and 

contemporary philosophers may object to the view that being is a predicable 

item, or at any event to some version thereof.9 Suffice it to say that this 

assumption is clearly at play throughout the Topics and the Metaphysics. Finally, 

one may suggest that the statement ‘all beings are’ amounts to a mere tautology. 

As we shall see, however, Aristotle’s endorsement of this claim has far-reaching 

implications for his attempt to answer the question as to whether being may 

qualify as a genus or not. 

 

2. A genus cannot be predicated of its own differentiae 

 

Aristotle’s most renowned argument in defence of the claim that being is 

not a genus [‘BNG’] is presented in Met. B3. Aristotle notes that some of his 

predecessors (notably, Pythagoreans and certain Platonists) have countenanced 

being and one as genera [998b4-11], and goes on to argue that neither feature 

may in fact qualify as a single genus of beings. 

 

 
8 For a discussion of Aristotle’s thoughts on these borderline cases, see Jacobs (1979), Carson (2000), 
and Mignucci (2007). 
9 See, for example, Kant’s celebrated claim that ‘Being is obviously not a real predicate’ (Critique of 
Pure Reason, A598/B626). 
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But it is not possible for either one or being to be a single genus of beings. For it is 
necessary for the differentiae of each genus to be and for each of them to be one, 
but it is impossible either for the species of the genus to be predicated of their own 
differentiae or for the genus to be predicated apart from its species. So, if one or 
being is a genus, no differentia will be either a being or some one thing. [998b22-26] 
(Trans. Madigan, slightly modified.) 

 

B3’s argument for BNG may be reconstructed as follows: 

 

1. Being is truly predicated of the differentiae of each genus (for being is 

truly predicated of each and every being, and each differentia is a 

being). 

2. Assume, for the sake of argument, that being is a genus. 

3. Hence, the genus being must be predicated of its differentiae. 

4. However, a genus cannot be predicated of its differentiae.10 

5. Hence, we must either grant that being is not a genus, or that (while 

being a genus) being is not truly predicated of its differentiae. 

6. The latter option is absurd, since being is truly predicated of 

everything, including the differentiae of each genus.  

7. Hence, there is no such thing as a single genus of being [BNG]. 

 

All commentators of B3 seem to agree that the above argument for BNG 

relies on the assumption that a genus is not truly predicated of its differentiae, 

which I hereafter refer to as ‘NGD’.11 Indeed, NGD entails that the two claims, 

that being is a genus, and that being is truly predicated of everything (including 

the differentiae of each genus), are mutually incompatible. Since Aristotle 

accepts the latter claim, he must reject the former. In the following subsections 

of §2, I aim to defend B3’s argument for BNG by showing that Aristotle lends 

adequate support to NGD in various passages of the Topics.  

 
10 As I explain below, I take premiss 4 to follow from Aristotle’s claim that ‘it is impossible either for 
the species of the genus to be predicated of their own differentiae or for the genus to be predicated 
apart from its species’. 
11 See, for instance, Ross (1924: 235) and Madigan (1999: 73). 
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Before proceeding, I will briefly discuss what I take to be two important 

aspects of B3’s argument. First, I take NGD to imply that a given genus, F, cannot 

be predicated of its own differentiae, namely of those differentiae whereby F 

itself, as opposed to some other genus G, divides into species. For instance, 

animal and knowledge are different genera (neither of which is subordinated to 

the other as a species). Thus, the differentiae of animal are different from those 

of knowledge: a kind of knowledge does not differ from another (e.g.) by being 

biped [Cat. 3, 1b16-24].12 According to NGD, animal cannot be predicated of its 

own differentia, being biped. Thus interpreted, NGD would not disqualify a given 

genus, F, from being predicated of those differentiae through which genera 

other than F itself divide into species. This reading looks particularly 

advantageous since it allows us to circumvent one of Alexander’s objections to 

B3’s argument [In Met. III, 206,12-207,4]. Drawing on Aristotle’s remark that a 

differentia must signify a quality [Top. IV.2, 122b12-17], Alexander notes that at 

least one genus, i.e. quality, must be predicated of differentiae. On the current 

proposal, this does not constitute a genuine objection to NGD, since the 

Aristotle of B3 does not deny that a genus may be predicated of any differentiae 

whatsoever, but of any of its own differentiae. Because, e.g., being biped is not a 

proper differentia of qualities, but of substances, nothing absurd follows from 

the claim that quality is predicated of being biped.13 

Secondly, I take it that Aristotle does not explicitly invoke NGD throughout 

998b22-26.14 Rather, NGD seems to follow from two of the claims which he 

advances in the above passage: 

 
12 Similarly, a kind of animal presumably does not differ from another by being grammatical. 
13 On the proposed reading, the genus quality may not be predicated of those features through which 
it divides into different species. This insight is consistent with the principle (examined in the 
following paragraph) according to which the same item may not be a species and a differentia of the 
same genus. In effect, Aristotle’s own classification of kinds of quality suggests that at least some 
differentiae of the genus quality do not fall under the genus of ‘ποιόν’ itself, but rather under some 
other category, such as ‘πάσχειν’: cf. ‘παθητικαὶ ποιότητες καὶ πάθη’ [Cat. 8, 9a28-29]. This gives rise 
to some questions, which I will however have to leave open. Do the differentiae of qualities signify 
that the kinds which they are predicated of are qualified in a certain way? If so, how is this possible, 
without said differentiae being kinds of or individual qualities themselves? 
14 Compare with the argument for BNG which is offered in Met. K1 [1059b31-34], where it is explicitly 
stated that none of the differentiae of a given genus ‘participate in’ that genus. 
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a. the species of the genus cannot be predicated of their own differentiae 

(ἀδύνατον δὲ κατηγορεῖσθαι ἢ τὰ εἴδη τοῦ γένους ἐπὶ τῶν οἰκείων 

διαφορῶν); 

b. a genus cannot be predicated apart from its species (ἢ τὸ γένος ἄνευ 

τῶν αὐτοῦ εἰδῶν). 

 

Aristotle seems to be implying that a given genus, F, is not truly predicated 

of anything apart from its species (claim b), and from the items of which its 

species are themselves predicated: in other words, every member of F is either 

a species of F, or an individual member of one of F’s species. For instance, 

something is not an animal without being either a certain type of animal, such 

as the species man, or an individual animal, such as an individual man. However, 

F’s differentiae presumably are not species of F, nor are F’s species predicated of 

them (see claim a): in other words, F’s differentiae are neither species nor 

individual members of F. For instance, being biped is a differentia of animal, but 

is presumably neither a type of animal nor an individual animal. Therefore, F is 

not truly predicated of its own differentiae: for instance, animal is not truly 

predicated of being biped. 

This proposal has two main merits. First, claim a, which states that species 

cannot be predicated of their own differentiae, need not be cast aside as being 

‘irrelevant to what Aristotle is proving’, as Ross would have it (1924: 235), but can 

be shown to make a clear contribution to B3’s argument for BNG, insofar as it 

lends support to Aristotle’s endorsement of NGD (premiss 4). Secondly, the 

Aristotle of B3 is shown to motivate his endorsement of NGD. Moreover, the way 

in which he does so appears to be wholly consistent with his own attempts to 

defend NGD in Top. IV.2 and VI.6, which I proceed to examine in the following 

subsections. 
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2.1. 

 

I shall start from the following passage of Top. IV.2. 

 
Also, see whether he has placed the differentia inside the genus as a species, e.g. 
saying that being odd is essentially a number (οἷον τὸ περιττὸν ὅπερ ἀριθμόν). For 
being odd is a differentia of number, not a species. Nor is the differentia thought to 
participate in the genus; for what participates in the genus is always either a 
species or an individual, whereas the differentia is neither a species nor an 
individual. Clearly, therefore, the differentia does not participate in the genus, so 
that being odd too is no species, seeing that it does not partake of the genus. 
[122b18-24] (Trans. Pickard-Cambridge, slightly modified.) 

 

Aristotle here argues that the differentiae of a given genus are not members 

of that same genus, since (i) whatever falls under a given genus F is either a 

species of or an individual F, while (ii) F’s differentiae are neither species nor 

individual members of F. For instance, being odd is not a number, since every 

number is either an individual or a type of number, while being odd is a 

differentia, as opposed to a type of or an individual number. Since the 

differentiae of a given genus F are not themselves members of F, it follows that 

F is not truly predicated of its own differentiae. On my proposed reading of Met. 

B3, this same line of reasoning underwrites Aristotle’s appeal to NGD at 998b22-

26. 

The key underlying assumption of the above argument is that the 

differentiae of a given genus, F, are neither species nor individual members of F. 

One way of corroborating this assumption would be to insist that F’s differentiae 

are rather features that are predicated of F’s species or of the latter’s individual 

members [Cat. 5, 3b1-2]. Or, as Aristotle points out in the Metaphysics, 

differentiae are not themselves species, but rather features in virtue of 

possessing which the species of a given genus differ from one another: for 

instance, being biped is not itself a type of animal, but rather a feature by 
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possessing which one type of animal (e.g. man) differs from another (e.g. horse) 

[I8, 1058a2-7].15  

Separating the differentiae of a given genus from the latter’s species would 

also allow Aristotle to overcome the following, possible objection to his 

endorsement of NGD. Aristotle would likely accept that predications such as ‘the 

biped is an animal’ are true. Perhaps, one might suggest that this commits him 

to the view that the genus animal is truly predicated of its own differentia. Yet 

this is not the case. For the subject term of the above predication (‘the biped’) 

does not designate the differentia being biped itself, but rather some or other 

animal of which that differentia is truly predicated, namely a biped thing. Thus, 

the predication ‘the biped is an animal’ is true, not insofar as the differentia itself, 

being biped, but rather insofar as some biped thing, such as the species man or 

an individual man, is an animal.16 

 

2.2. 

 

I now turn to the following, renowned passage of Top. VI.6. 

 
Again, see if the genus is predicated of the differentia; for it seems that the genus 
is predicated, not of the differentia, but of the objects of which the differentia is 
predicated. Animal (e.g.) is predicated of man and of ox and of the other terrestrial 
animals, not of the differentia itself, which is said of the species. For if animal is to 
be predicated of each of its differentiae, then many animals would be predicated 
of the species (πολλὰ ζῷα τοῦ εἴδους ἂν κατηγοροῖτο); for the differentiae are 
predicated of the species. Moreover, the differentiae will be all either species or 
individuals, if they are animals; for every animal is either a species or an individual. 
[144a31-144b3] (Trans. Pickard-Cambridge, slightly modified.) 

 

The above passage offers two arguments in support of NGD. One such 

argument, which I here discuss very briefly, is virtually identical in form to the 

 
15 Thus, differentiae are not themselves species, but so to speak ‘produce’ species, or ‘make the same 
genus other’, meaning that they make members of the same genus specifically different from one 
another [Met. I7, 1057b4-7; I8, 1058a7-8]. 
16 Alexander offers a comparable argument, by using being rational as an example of a differentia of 
animal [In Met. III, 205,30-206,1].  
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Top. IV.2 argument for the claim that number cannot be predicated of its own 

differentiae. It runs as follows: 

 

Every animal is either a species of or an individual animal. Let us assume, 

then, that each differentia of animal is itself an animal. It follows that each 

differentia of animal is either a species of animal (like man) or an individual 

animal (like an individual man). Yet this would be absurd. For (as we saw in 

§2.1) the differentiae of a given genus are neither species nor individual 

members of that genus. Therefore, animal is not (truly) predicated of each—

and, in effect, of any—of its differentiae. 

 

Aristotle takes the conclusion of the above argument to exemplify the more 

general rule, according to which a genus is not truly predicated of any of its own 

differentiae. Thus, like Top. IV.2, Top. VI.6 defends NGD based on the following 

two assumptions: (i) that whatever falls under a given genus is either a species 

or an individual member of that genus; (ii) that the differentiae of a given genus 

are not themselves species or individual members of that genus. 

Top. VI.6 also presents us with a further, more controversial argument in 

defence of NGD, which I shall focus on throughout the rest of this subsection. It 

runs as follows: 

 

Let us assume that the genus animal is (truly) predicated of each of its 

differentiae. Clearly, the differentiae of animal are predicated of the latter’s 

species. It follows that ‘many animals’ are predicated of one and the same 

species of animal. Yet this would be absurd. Therefore, animal is not (truly) 

predicated of any of its differentiae. More broadly, a genus is not truly 

predicated of any of its own differentiae. 

 

The most controversial aspect of this argument seems to lie in Aristotle’s 

claim that, if animal were predicated of each of its differentiae, then ‘many 

animals’ would be predicated of the same species. 

The traditional interpretation of this claim is laid out by Ross (1924: 235). On 

this reading: if man were defined as a rational biped animal, but animal were 
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itself an attribute of being biped and of being rational, then animal would be 

transitively predicated of man many times over, first insofar as being biped is, 

then insofar as being rational is, and so forth for each of the differentiae of man. 

Hence, the definition of man would be redundant, insofar as the genus term 

would appear many times over in it. Due to such redundancy, we must reject the 

view that a genus is predicated of its differentiae. This reading is expanded upon 

by Lewis (2014: 15-18), who holds that predicating a genus of even one of its own 

differentiae would result in a violation of certain rules of predicate composition, 

which Aristotle appears to defend in the De Interpretatione. One resulting 

absurdity is that the statement ‘man is a biped animal animal’, which the Aristotle 

of the Sophistici Elenchi would refer to as ‘babbling’, will qualify as a single 

assertion.  

The working assumption of the traditional interpretation is that, if animal 

were predicated of biped, then the same attribute (animal) will be predicated of 

man many times over. As pointed out by Berti (2009: 135), this line of 

interpretation could in principle have been vindicated if Aristotle had written, 

say, ‘πολλάκις τό ζῷον’ instead of ‘πολλὰ ζῷα’. Since this is not the case, it 

seems advisable to search for an alternative reading. 

Upon one such alternative, which is proposed by Shields, Aristotle’s 

argument involves an implicit appeal to the notion of homonymy. Suppose that 

the predications ‘the species man is an animal’, ‘this (individual) man is an 

animal’, and ‘being biped is an animal’ each had a true reading. Shields suggests 

that, if that were the case, the definition of ‘animal’ which is predicated of man 

or of some individual man would have to be ‘significantly unlike’ the definition 

of ‘animal’ which is predicated of being biped (Shields 1999: 252-253). By 

Categories standards [1a1-6], it would follow that being biped, on the one hand, 

and the species man or some or other individual man, on the other, are 

homonymously called ‘animals’. On Shields’ view, this outcome is problematic 

since it involves an uncontrolled proliferation of definitions of the term ‘animal’: 

thus, if animal were predicated of being biped, one would be at a loss as to which 

definition of ‘animal’ is involved in any statement wherein animal is predicated 

of something. 
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There are two main reasons for resisting Shields’ interpretation. First, what 

Shields shows is that, if a genus were predicated of its differentiae, ‘animal’ 

would be used in many ways (πολλαχῶς ἂν λέγοιτο τό ζῷον), while what 

Aristotle states is that many animals would be predicated of the same species 

(πολλὰ ζῷα τοῦ εἴδους ἂν κατηγοροῖτο): it is by no means obvious that Aristotle 

would treat these two claims as being equivalent. Secondly, Shields’ reading 

yields results which are notoriously unfavourable to Aristotle, since it faults him 

with a gross self-contradiction. According to Shields, Aristotle thinks that being 

cannot be a genus since, if it were, it would have to be predicated of its own 

differentiae, in which case being would have to be a homonym. Upon this 

reading, B3’s argument for BNG draws on the assumption that being is not a 

homonym. However, the contradictory of this assumption seems to underwrite 

Aristotle’s commitment to the view that ‘being’ is used in many ways [Met. Γ2, 

1003a33] (Shields 1999: 255). In the light of these considerations, it seems worth 

searching for a more charitable, linguistically more intuitive reading of the 

‘πολλὰ ζῷα’ clause. This is what I set out to do in the following paragraphs. 

As we saw, Aristotle suggests that, if a genus were predicated of its 

differentiae, then ‘many animals’ would be predicated of a species of the kind 

animal. For instance: if animal were predicated of being biped, the species man 

would be many animals. There is a rather straightforward way in which this 

claim might be interpreted, without invoking the notion of homonymy: if animal 

were predicated of being biped, then one and the same species, man, would in 

fact turn out to be many species of animal. I will now present this reading—

which is proposed by Berti (2002: 91-92; 2009: 124-125)—and further corroborate 

it, by considering a possible objection and showing how the latter might be 

overcome. 

Because a genus is only predicated of its species (or individuals), it follows 

that, if a genus were predicated of any of its differentiae, the latter ‘would 

become itself a species’ thereof (Berti 2002: 91). Now, if man is essentially a biped 

animal, and being biped were a species of animal, then man would be many, as 

opposed to a single species of animal: ‘man would be one animal as subject of 

the predicate “animal” and another animal as subject of the predicate “biped”’ 

(Berti 2009: 125). The reason why this would be absurd is that, as a biped animal, 
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an individual man would be identified as a member of many species, as opposed 

to one and the same species of the genus animal.  
One could perhaps retort that an individual member of a certain genus may 

in effect fall under two species of said genus, on the assumption that one such 

species is subordinated to the other. Suppose, then, that an individual man were 

one type of animal insofar as animal is predicated of it, and another type of 

animal insofar as being biped is. In order for this not to constitute an absurdity, 

one would need to assume that one such type of animal is subordinated to the 

other as its sub-species: namely, that man is a sub-species of being biped (or, 

perhaps, vice versa). Yet this would seem to yield a further absurdity. A 

differentia seems to distinguish the items of which it is predicated from other 

items which lie at the same level of specificity within the same genus: for instance, 

being biped distinguishes men from other footed animals (e.g. from quadruped 

animals, such as horses). Thus, if being biped and man were both species of 

animal, man would not seem to be a subordinate species of being biped (or vice 

versa): rather, they would be two coordinate species. If so, being a man and being 

biped would look like two mutually incompatible properties. 

Let us remark that the listed absurdities ultimately stem from the 

assumption that being biped is not only a differentia, but also a species of the 

genus animal. From this vantage point, the ‘πολλὰ ζῷα’ clause in Aristotle’s 

argument supplies us with a concrete example of what could go wrong if we 

violated the principle, according to which the differentiae of a given genus are 

not species of that same genus. 

 

2.3. 

 

I have thus far tried to show that, in Top. IV.2 and VI.6, Aristotle puts 

forward similar arguments in defence of the claim that a genus is not truly 

predicated of (any of) its own differentiae [NGD]. The claim follows from the 

conjunction of the two following assumptions: (i) a genus is not predicated of 

anything apart from its own species and individual members; (ii) the differentiae 

of a given genus are neither species nor individual members of that same genus. 

On my proposed reading of Met. B3’s argument for BNG, the Aristotle of B3 
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invokes both of these assumptions in order to justify his appeal to NGD. If this 

reading is correct, then one might perhaps attempt to object to Met. B3’s 

argument by suggesting that it would be illegitimate for Aristotle to rely on 

either of the two aforementioned assumptions, while trying to establish that 

being is not a genus.  

One such objection may be formulated by drawing on certain 

considerations made by Shields. While both of the above rules may be readily 

assumed to apply to all standard sorts of genera of the likes of animal, Shields 

has called into question the applicability of the former rule to non-standard 

universal features of the likes of being. In order to be predicated of its subjects 

as a genus is predicated of its species, a universal should qualify as a property of 

a privileged sort: it should specify the essence of the items of which it is 

predicated. Additionally, Shields claims that: if something is such a privileged 

sort of property ‘anything instantiating it must be a substance’ (1999: 253). If 

Shields is right, then being will clearly fail to qualify as such a privileged sort of 

property, on account of the fact that it is not only predicated of substances, per 

the doctrine of the categories: for qualities, quantities, relatives, etc. are beings 

too, but are not substances. Shields’ strategy can however be questioned on 

different accounts. First, if we took being to be a genus, but not to be predicated 

of all of its subjects as a genus is of its species, it would appear that being does 

not, after all, genuinely qualify as the genus of its alleged species. As a result: by 

challenging Aristotle’s choice to apply assumption i to the case of being, in order 

to object to his deployment of NGD in Met. B3, one would end up objecting to 

the claim that being is not a genus by assuming that being does not genuinely 

qualify as a genus.  

While this strategy does not seem promising, Shields’ challenge does give 

rise to the question as to whether it would be possible for a certain universal 

attribute to genuinely qualify as a genus, even if the items of which it is 

predicated are not substances. As evidence to the effect that Aristotle in fact 

holds this to be possible, one may note that he customarily refers to substance 

as well as to quality, quantity, relative, etc. as genera [A.Po. A.22, 83b13-16; Top. 

I.9, 103b20-23; Soph. El. 22, 178a4-8]. Given his definition of the term ‘genus’, this 

suggests that Aristotle takes the categories to indicate which sort of thing the 
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items of which they are respectively predicated essentially are, regardless of 

whether the latter are substances or not. As a result, Aristotle’s doctrine of the 

categories seems to offer support precisely to the view that a genus is supposed 

to be predicated of its subjects as the genus is of its species, even if its subjects 

are not substances.17  

To conclude: assuming that being is a genus, there is no apparent reason to 

presume that being should not be predicated of its subjects as a genus is 

predicated of its species, even though it is not the case that every being is a 

substance. It thus seems warranted for Aristotle to argue for BNG by invoking 

assumption i, and thus by assuming that: if being were a genus, it would not be 

predicated of anything apart from its species (or individual members). Because 

the differentiae of each genus are beings, the differentiae whereby being divides 

into species would themselves have to be species of being (or individual beings). 

Yet this would be absurd, per assumption ii. Therefore, being is not a genus. 

As a last resort, one might perhaps wish to object against B3’s argument, by 

retorting that it would be illegitimate for Aristotle to invoke assumption ii, while 

trying to establish that being is not a genus. However, it is by no means clear to 

me how this objection could be further developed or motivated. I shall therefore 

cast it aside, and proceed to examine two lesser known passages of the Topics, 

where Aristotle similarly endorses BNG, albeit without relying on NGD.18 

  

 
17 In Met. Z4-Z5, Aristotle acknowledges that whether non-substances are essentially such-and-
such types of being (or: whether they have essences) is a somewhat controversial question. Here, I 
shall not delve into the details of this controversy, but simply point out that, throughout 1030a17-
b13, Aristotle defends a fairly liberal account of essence-bearers: both substances and non-
substances have essences and definitions, although the former do so primarily, and the latter 
derivatively. 
18 This concludes my interpretation of B3’s argument for BNG. In developing it, I have refrained from 
drawing parallels with some equally famous arguments from the Metaphysics, such as Γ4’s defence 
of the principle of non-contradiction (PNC). For one such comparison, see Zingano (2016: 52-55), 
who raises interesting questions concerning Aristotle’s aims in B3. For instance: is B3’s argument 
meant to serve as a direct proof of BNG, or rather as a mere refutation of the contradictory position? 
Since Γ4’s defence of PNC is controversial in its own right, and the relationship between B3 and Γ4 
lies beyond my present concerns, I shall leave this question open. 
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3. Being cannot be a genus of things that are one 

 

In Top. IV.6, Aristotle proposes to test whether a certain universal attribute 

F has been correctly predicated of another object as its genus, by examining 

whether F in fact fails to qualify as the genus of anything at all [127a20-21]. One 

common-place rule for carrying out this test is to ascertain whether an attribute 

which is truly predicated of everything has been predicated of a given object as 

its genus. In that case, the genus will not have been correctly stated, since those 

attributes which are predicated of everything do not qualify as genera of 

anything. In order to support this contention, Aristotle goes on to argue that 

being cannot be a genus of anything at all, based on the insight that being cannot 

be a genus of things that are one. 

 
Again, see whether he has named as genus or differentia some feature that goes 
with everything; for there are several attributes that follow everything: thus (e.g.) 
being and one are among the attributes that follow everything. If, therefore, he has 
rendered being as a genus, clearly it will be the genus of everything, seeing that it 
is predicated of everything; for the genus is never predicated of anything except of 
its species. Hence one too would be a species of being. The result, therefore, is that 
of all things of which the genus is predicated, the species is predicated as well, 
since being and one are predicated unqualifiedly of everything, whereas the species 
ought to be predicated of a smaller range of items. [127a26-34] (Trans. Pickard-
Cambridge, modified) 

 

Aristotle’s argument can be summarized as follows: 

 

1. A genus is not predicated of anything apart from its species. 

2. Assume, for the sake of argument, that being is a genus. 

3. It follows that everything of which being is predicated is a species of 

being. 

4. Being is predicated of everything which is one. 

5. Hence: if being is a genus, one must be a species of being. 

6. However, one cannot be a species of being: 
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i. Any given species must be predicated of fewer items than its 

genus is;19 

ii. Therefore, one cannot be a species of being unless it is 

predicated of fewer items than being is; 

iii. However, being and one are co-extensive attributes: one is 

predicated of everything of which being is predicated, and vice-

versa.20 

7. Hence, being is not a genus. 

 

To sum up: if it were a genus, being would be a genus of everything (πάντων 

ἂν εἴη γένος, 127a28-29), including all things that are one; however, being is not 

a genus of things that are one; therefore, being is not a genus at all.  

The above argument meaningfully relies on the assumption that a species 

must be predicated of fewer items than its genus is (premiss 6.i), which an 

objector could perhaps refuse to grant. Suppose, for example, that Adam were 

the only existing animal in the universe. Or, alternatively, that men were the only 

existing animals. In either case, the genus animal and its species man would 

seem to have the same number of members. In order to reply to this objection, 

Aristotle could perhaps invoke the Top. I.5 definition of ‘genus’. As anticipated 

in this paper’s introduction, Aristotle holds that a genus comprises many objects 

which are different in species from one another. This suggests that a given 

universal, F, does not qualify as a genus unless it divides into different species. 

In either of the proposed scenarios, however, the universal animal would not 

divide into different species, for all animals would be men. This suggests that, in 

the proposed scenarios, it would be inappropriate to call animal a genus of 

which man is a species. Rather, ‘man’ and ‘animal’ would seem to be different 

names which designate one and the same kind, i.e., a single type of living 

organism. If that is correct, then neither scenario would seem to supply a 

 
19 This rule is similarly invoked in Top. IV.1 [121b1-14] in order to establish that being is not a genus of 
one, or vice-versa. 
20 Also see Met. Γ2 [1003b22-30], where Aristotle similarly claims that being and one are convertible 
attributes.  
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conclusive counter-example to the claim that a genus must have a greater 

extension than its species.  

 

4. Being separates off its subjects from absolutely nothing 

 

I will conclude by examining the following passage of Top. VI.3: 

 
If he has phrased the definition redundantly, first of all check whether he has used 
an attribute that belongs to everything—either to entities in general, or to all that 
fall under the same genus as the object defined; for the mention of this is sure to 
be redundant. For the genus must separate that which it is predicated of from the 
other things (δεῖ γὰρ τὸ μὲν γένος ἀπὸ τῶν ἄλλων χωρίζειν), and the differentia 
must separate that which it is predicated of from the other things which fall under 
the same genus. Now, that which belongs to everything separates off its subjects 
absolutely from nothing (τὸ μὲν οὖν πᾶσιν ὑπάρχον ἁπλῶς ἀπ’ οὐδενὸς χωρίζει), 
while that which belongs to all the things that fall under the same genus does not 
separate them off from the things contained in the same genus. Any addition, then, 
of that kind will be pointless. [140a24-32] (Trans. Pickard-Cambridge, slightly 
modified.) 

 

What I wish to draw attention to here is Aristotle’s claim that a given genus 

‘must separate that which it is predicated of from the other things’, which seems 

to imply that a genus must somehow distinguish its own members from 

members of other genera. Before I go on to substantiate this reading, it is worth 

noticing that it is by drawing on this insight that contemporary commentators, 

like Madigan, have sought to lend plausibility to BNG: 

 
[T]o speak of something as a kind presupposes some determinate content and a 
contrast between that determinate content and the content of other kinds […] To 
speak of being as a kind implies no such contrast, for all things are beings. To speak 
of one as a kind implies no such contrast, for all things are ones. As terms of 
universal extension, one and being are too broad to count as kinds (Madigan 1999: 
75). 
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The following paragraphs aim to spell out this line of defence of BNG in 

greater detail, and to show that it is in effect textually supported by Aristotle’s 

remarks at 140a23-32.21  

Aristotle here argues that an attribute which belongs to all beings (such as 

being or one) should not be put forward as a defining feature of a given species 

because this would be pointless (‘μάταιον’): it would not serve the purpose of 

defining that species. That is because such an attribute fails to satisfy a basic 

requirement which universal attributes must meet in order to qualify as genera: 

it fails to separate the items of which it is predicated from other types of thing.  

To understand how Aristotle understands this requirement, let us look at 

the example of two standard genera such as animal and plant. These are 

different kinds of organism, neither of which is subordinate to the other: all 

animals, as well as all plants, are living organisms, yet no animal is a plant and no 

plant is an animal. On the one hand, being an animal does not separate men from 

horses, in that the attribute animal is predicated of all items of which man is 

predicated, as well as of all items of which horse is. However, being an animal 

does separate men from trees in that the feature animal is predicated of all items 

of which the species man is predicated, but of none of the items of which the 

species tree, which falls under the genus plant, is.  

In the light of these considerations, I take the above passage to imply that: 

 

in order for some universal feature F to qualify as a genus, it is necessary 

for there to be at least one genus G other than F, such that: (i) F is not a 

subordinate kind of G; (ii) G is not a subordinate kind of F; and (iii) F is not 

predicated of any of the items of which G is predicated.22  

 

While genera such as animal and plant meet the above requirement 

(hereafter referred to as the ‘separation requirement’), being clearly does not. In 

 
21 Also see Top. V.2 [130b11-18]. 
22 Conditions i and ii posit that it is neither true to say that G is predicated of all items of which F is 
predicated, nor that F is predicated of all items of which G is predicated. This however leaves open 
the possibility that F be predicated of some of the items of which G is predicated, and vice-versa. 
Condition iii is meant to rule out this possibility. 
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§3, it was noted that, since being is predicated of everything, but a genus is only 

predicated of its own species (and individuals), it follows that: if being were a 

genus, it would be predicated of all kinds other than itself as their genus.23 Thus, 

if we assume that being is a genus, we must grant that there is no genus G, such 

that G is not subordinated to being as a species (cf. condition ii). As a result, there 

can be no genus G such that being is not predicated of any of the items of which 

G is predicated (cf. condition iii). Insofar as it fails to meet the separation 

requirement, being is thus disqualified from being a genus.  

One important benefit of this interpretation is that being fails to qualify as 

a genus both where it is predicated of lower kinds of the likes of animal, and of 

any of its alleged primary species. Being does not separate off men from trees, 

since it is predicated of all items of which animal is predicated, as well as of all 

items of which plant is predicated. The same argument would apply for any given 

pair of genera—neither of which is subordinated to the other—the further up we 

go in their hierarchy. Having reached the summit, we shall find that: if it were a 

genus, being would also fail to separate off any of its allegedly primary species 

from any other species S, since it would be impossible for S to fall under a genus 

G other than being, without G being in turn a subordinate kind of being. 

One may object to such line of defence by claiming that the separation 

requirement for generality is too strict. Indeed, in 121b30-122a2, Aristotle seems 

to allow that a single item may fall under two genera, neither of which is 

subordinated to the other, as long as these are both subordinated to a common 

higher genus. Knowledge and virtue are two genera; neither of them is 

subordinated to the other; they are both subordinated to the genus disposition; 

and it would be correct to class prudence (φρόνησις) both as a kind of knowledge 

and as a kind of virtue. Thus, knowledge and virtue do qualify as genera even 

though knowledge is predicated of at least one item of which virtue is predicated, 

and vice-versa.  

 
23 This argument relies on the assumption (i) that a genus is not predicated of anything apart from 
its species and individual members, but not on the further assumption (ii) that the differentiae of a 
genus are neither species nor individual members of that same genus. Thus, I take the argument not 
to rely on NGD. 
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Of the various ways to meet this objection, the following seems to be most 

effective. The counter-example cautions that knowledge and virtue can both 

qualify as genera of prudence, even though neither kind is subordinated to the 

other, since both are subordinated to a higher common genus. In order to 

undermine the current defence of BNG based on this insight, one would need to 

argue that it is in fact possible for there to be a genus G other than being, such 

that (i) being is not a subordinate kind of G and (ii) G is not in turn a subordinate 

kind of being, as long as we assume that (iii) being and G are subordinated kinds 

of a common higher genus H. One clear reason why Aristotle would reject clause 

iii is that being would thereby be posited as a species of a higher genus H, which 

option he deems absurd on account of the fact that H would itself be a being, 

and would therefore have to ‘participate in’ its own species (cf. §1). 

 

Conclusions 

 

I will conclude by summarising the main results of my argument, and by 

exploring some of the chief theoretical implications of Aristotle’s endorsement 

of BNG. 

As I have shown, each of Aristotle’s arguments for BNG, in Met. B3, Top. 

IV.6, and Top. VI.3, meaningfully draws on the (perhaps controversial) 

assumption that being is predicated of absolutely everything. This assumption 

being granted, each of the above arguments is plausible, based on Aristotle’s 

conception of the nature of genera and differentiae. First [Met. B3], if being were 

a genus, it would have to be predicated of its own differentiae. This is absurd, 

for: (i) a genus is not predicated of anything apart from its species and its 

individual members; (ii) the differentiae of a given genus are by nature neither 

species nor individual members of that genus, but rather features whereby 

members of that genus differ specifically from one another. Secondly [Top. IV.6]: 

if being were a genus, things that are one would have to constitute a species of 

being. This is also absurd, for: (i) being and one are attributes of equal extension; 

(ii) a genus has by nature a wider extension than any of its species. Finally [Top. 

VI.3]: it is in the nature of each genus to separate its own members from 
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members of other genera; however, if being were a genus, it would separate its 

own members from absolutely nothing. 

The major repercussion of Aristotle’s endorsement of BNG can be best 

grasped by reference to his conception of a genus as a sort of common attribute 

which is part of the essence of its subjects. It is perhaps in this light that we 

should understand Aristotle’s claim that, because it is not a genus, being is not 

the substance of anything: ‘τὸ δ’ εἶναι οὐκ οὐσία οὐδενί· οὐ γὰρ γένος τὸ ὄν’ [A.Po. 

B7, 92b13-14].24 That being is not a genus implies that being is not a single 

common feature, which is part of the essence of each and every one of its 

subjects.  

This insight seems to impact Aristotle’s doctrine of the categories in 

significant ways. As has been previously remarked, Aristotle often speaks of 

substance, quality, quantity, relative, etc. as genera. Sometimes, he specifically 

refers to some of them as the highest divisions, genera, or categories of being 
[A.Po. A.32, 88b1-3; DA II.2, 412a6]. Because Aristotle appears to take the genera 

of the categories as separate kinds of being, but holds that there is no single 

genus of being, such as might be predicated in common of all such genera [also 

cf. Phys. III.1, 200b34-36; Met. Λ4, 1070b1-2; EE I.8, 1217b23-35], it seems natural 

to infer that the categories of substance, quality, quantity, etc. are not strictly 

speaking definable. Since the definition of each kind consists of a genus and 

differentia(e), but being may not figure as the genus term in the definition of any 

of the categories, it will not be possible, in strict terms, to distinguish the 

categories from one another as each constituting a particular kind of being.25 

This gives rise to the question as to whether there is any sense in which the 

categories may be defined. In other words: how is it possible for us to state what 

it is for something to be a substance, or a quality, or a quantity (etc.)? 

Furthermore: on what grounds may Aristotle support the contention that beings 

falling under one and the same category are one in kind with one another?  

A final question that is worth considering arises from McDaniel’s contention 

that B3’s argument for BNG ‘seems to presuppose that there is a general concept 

 
24 Also see Met. Z16 [1040b18-19]. 
25 Aristotle may himself be making this observation in Met. H6 [1045a36-1045b7]. 
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of being’ since it relies on the assumption that ‘everything whatsoever is a being’ 

(2017: 31). I think that this suggestion should be resisted, since Aristotle can very 

well claim that each and every thing is truly said to ‘be’, while stressing that 

different kinds of thing are said to ‘be’ in different ways from one another. 

Borrowing Aristotle’s terminology: different kinds of thing (e.g. a substance and 

a quality, or a quality and a quantity, or a quantity and a relative, etc.) share the 

name ‘being’, but enjoy different accounts that state what it is for each of them 

to be a being [Cat. 1, 1a1-6]. Thus: Aristotle’s claim that everything is need not 

(and in effect does not) rely on the further presupposition that generically one 

and the same account of ‘being’ applies to each and every entity. Aristotle will 

presumably emphasise that the ways in which different types of thing are called 

‘beings’ are nonetheless significantly interconnected: presumably, the accounts 

which state what it is for each of them to be are not wholly different from, but 

must be partly identical with one another; indeed, what it is for different kinds 

of thing to be must partly consist in bearing some or other relation to one and 

the same kind of being, i.e. substance [Met. Γ2, 1003a33-b10]. Yet the details of 

Aristotle’s defence of this stance are notoriously controversial, and call for a 

separate discussion.  
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Geraldus Odonis on Being, Logic and Intelligibility 

 
Abstract: For medieval philosophers, the question of the starting point of 
intellection is linked to the starting point of metaphysics, understood as the 
science of first principles. According to the Franciscan theologian Geraldus Odonis 
(1285 - 1348) in his treatise De principiis scientiarum, the object of the first 
principles includes a domain of being which can be signified without requiring real 
existence nor non-existence. He seeks to introduce a broader notion of being, 
common to ens reale and ens rationis, which can account for the limits of 
intelligibility and any true discourse. The only suitable candidate for the first 
principles subject is the ens tertio adiacens, that is, the being signified by a 
propositional composition. This unusual identification must be understood in the 
light of other medieval discussions on the proper subject of Logic, propositional 
realism and the first object of the intellect. These considerations allow us to 
identify similarities between Odonis' theses and the developments around the 
notion of ‘supertranscendental’ and reflect on his contribution to a new 
understanding of metaphysics as a science of the pure intelligible. 
 
Keywords: first principles; propositional realism; subject of logic; ens tertio adiacens; 
supertranscendental 

 

Introduction 
 

Geraldus Odonis (1285-1349) wrote the longest and most complete medieval 

treatise on the first principles of knowledge: the principle of non-contradiction 

(de nullo simul esse et non esse) and the principle of excluded middle (de quolibet 

esse vel non esse). According to him, a treatise on this subject was yet to be 

written, since Aristotle did not give a sufficiently clear explanation of the 

common principles of the sciences in the Analytics and in the Metaphysics. This 

subject is challenging, since the terms composing the two first principles are the 

most universal and, therefore, the most remote from the senses. While Odonis 

openly expresses his intention to complement Aristotle’s work, the 

consequences of his exposition would defy central Aristotelian theses. If the 
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absolute primacy of principles is preserved and justified in detail, the status of 

metaphysics – its superiority over all the other sciences – will be called into 

question. It is not without reason that the treatise De principiis scientiarum 

belongs to a volume dedicated to Logic: according to Odonis, the first principles 

are strictly speaking logical – and not metaphysical. 

The first chapter of the treatise presents a rigorous analysis of the 

principles of non-contradiction and excluded middle and their properties. 

Odonis argues that the priority of first principles rests upon the scope of their 

component terms (subject and predicate), as well as their universality. The 

argument thus concentrates on analyzing the meaning of their terms. Looking 

for a domain of beings that corresponds to the scope of the principles, Odonis 

will move on by presenting the notion of esse tertio adiacens (the propositional 

copula) and the being that corresponds to it (ens tertio adiacens). In what follows, 

we will see how the generality of first principles rests on the generality and 

indeterminacy of the kind of being that serves as the foundation of meaningful 

discourse. This notion of being, which corresponds to the subject and predicate 

of the first principles, will immediately affect the understanding of metaphysics 

as the supreme science. 

 

1. The scope of first principles 

 

The division of scientific principles assumes the criterion of generality as 

presented in the Second Analytics (76a32-b2): among the principles of the 

demonstrative sciences, we distinguish those specific to each science (such as 

the definition of the line for Geometry) and the common principles, present in 

several sciences (such as ‘of equal things, we remove equal things, the 

remainders are equal’, valid for Geometry as well as for Arithmetic). Besides the 

common principles, we can speak of the most common principles, observed by 

any science and any demonstration: the principle of non-contradiction (de nullo 

simul esse et non esse) and of the principle of excluded middle (de quilibet esse 

vel non esse). Both principles outline the limits of meaning and for that reason 

consist in the very first certain knowledge – indeed, no one can be mistaken 

about them. Also, the first principles are absolutely unconditional, and all other 
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principles presuppose them. For this reason, it is not possible to provide a proof 

of their truth since this would presuppose that which it is supposed to 

demonstrate. To respond to objectors who think they can deny their universal 

validity, Aristotle shows in Book IV of his Metaphysics (1006a11-1007a20) that 

allowing for contradiction is to annihilate any possibility of meaningful 

discourse. 

It should be noted that the complex formulation of the principles does not 

affect their priority. In fact, a distinction is made at this point: one can speak of 

a principle’s simplicity in relation to its wordy formulation (quantum ad voces) or 

one can consider what is actually being stated (quantum ad sententiam). 

According to the first criterion, the principles of non-contradiction and 

excluded middle are complex and cannot be called first; according to the second 

criterion, on the other hand, they are absolutely first, the reason being that they 

provide the logical limitations of the meaningful discourse and do not establish 

a determined predication. Analogously, to say that ‘a line is straight’ is simpler 

that saying that ‘a line is either straight or curve’. But the second option is prior 

than the first statement, since it does not determine a given line, going beyond 

its common possibilities.  

 

These considerations provide the answer to the objection according to 

which the proposition ‘ens est ens’ (let us call it the ‘identity principle’) would be 

first with respect to the principles of non-contradiction and excluded middle 

(probably criticizing Antoine Andre’s position1). Because it has a simpler 

 
1 It is very likely that Odonis is adressing the position of John Duns Scotus’ pupil Antoine Andre († 
1320). In his commentary on the Metaphysics, Andre argues that the proposition 'omne ens est ens' is 
prior to the principle of non-contradiction. Andre accepts Aristotle's assertion that the principle 
‘impossibile is idem simul esse et non esse’ is the most certain (firmissimum). Yet, it is not to be 
considered the absolutely first principle (simpliciter primum). Andre's argues the true principium 
simpliciter primum must not be analyzed into simpler terms. However, the principle of non-
contradiction is overly complex. See Antonius Andreae, Quaestiones subtillissimae super duodecim 
libros Metaphysicae Aristotelis, ed. Venetiis: ‘Si ergo queratur quid est primum complexum 
simpliciter et primo primum, dico quod istud ens est ens. Istud enim principium habet terminus 
primo primos et ultimo ultimos et per consequens qui non sunt resolubiles in aliquos priores, immo 
omnis resolutio conceptuum stat ad conceptum entis ut ad simpliciter primum inter conceptus 
quiditationis’, (1491: q. 5). Also, in the 14th century there are other cases where the opinion according 
to which ens est ens is presented (and criticized) as an opponent to the primacy of the principle of 
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formulation and the predicate is immediately contained by the subject (they are, 

off course, identical), it should be concluded that the identity principle should 

be prior to any other principle. Odonis' answer to this objection is based 

precisely on the distinction between ‘to say more’ and ‘to say less’ in a 

proposition: ‘Ens est ens’ is an affirmation which expresses a determined 

predication. Therefore, the principles of non-contradiction and excluded 

middle remain first because of the indeterminate nature of their predicates. 

According to Odonis, the determination implied in the copula decides its 

primacy: the copula presented in the proposition 'ens est ens' is more 

determined that the disjunction 'esse vel non esse' or the conjunction 'non esse 

and non-esse'. 

Throughout his treatise, Odonis seeks to show the formal and semantic 

independence of the principles, i.e., their ability to apply to everything 

conceivable and signifiable. Ultimately, he seeks to identify the kind of being 

which fulfills all the conditions that correspond to the subject (nullo, quolibet) 
and predicate esse and non esse) of the first principles. In order to do that, three 

main consequences are drawn: (i) given that the first principles are stated simply 

and universally, without requiring anything except the nominal definition of 

their terms and the logical form they employ, they are best known, and no one 

can be mistaken about them2. (ii) Odonis asserts that the principles do not 

presuppose the actual existence of their subject (constantia subiecti)3. This 

means that the actual existence of the things designated by the subject and the 

predicate of the principles (their supposita) is not required for the determination 

of their truth. (iii) these principles are minimal in concept and maximal in scope, 

 
non-contradiction: such as in John of de Baconthrope, John Buridan, and Nicolas of Autrecourt. I 
dicuss these texts in Schmidt (2018). 
2 Geraldus Odonis (1997: 331): ‘Intendit igitur Aristotiles dicere [Met. IV, 3, 1005b12] quod hec 
principia sunt simpliciter et universaliter, et absolute et absque omni ypothesi seu suppositione, 
vera, habitis tantum quid nominis estremorum et debita forma enuntiandi. Unde infert Philosophus 
quod sunt fimissima intantum quod nullus possit errare circa ea’. 
3 Odonis (1997: 331): ‘Ex quo inferri potest amplius quod in hiis principiis non supponitur constantia 
subiecti’. 
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meaning they are most abstract and universal4. In this context, Odonis connects 

the notions of certainty, abstraction, simplicity and priority. Applied to the 

principles, this connection reveals their maximum scope (in ambitu maxima). 

This means that the subject and the predicate of the first principles can refer to 

anything – nothing escapes their reach. 

The argument has three moments: (a) the domain of real beings is excluded 

as a candidate for the subject of first principles; (b) the same is done in relation 

to beings of reason, which opens the way for (c) the introduction of a third kind 

of being, or rather a more common domain, enveloping real and fictional being, 

which will be identified with the subject of the principles because of its ‘omni-

encompassing’ scope. Since the terms of the principles extend to everything that 

can be composed in a proposition – basically everything we can speak about – it 

follows that their scope goes beyond that of the ens reale5. It is a confrontation 

between the domain of opinion (taken in the sense of a true or false significant 

discourse) and that of real things: 

 
Each of the terms of these principles extends to whatever can be the subject and 
whatever can be the predicate [in a proposition]. […] But this is not the case for 
real beings, which is clear from book four of the Topics [121b1-2], that the [scope 
of] opinion is more common than the [the scope of real] being.6 

 

This conclusion entails a somewhat surprising consequence: according to 

Odonis, the exclusion of the domain of real beings from the scope of the first 

principles (that is to say, beings endowed with essence and existence) imply that 

the principle of non-contradiction and excluded middle are not properly 

 
4 Odonis (1997: 331): ‘Tertio suppono quod hec principia sunt minima in conceptu et maxima in 
ambitu, et hoc est ea esse abstractissima et universalissima’. 
5 Clearly, one can speak of non-existing things as of existing things. One can speak as well of man as 
chimeras and even privations, such as blindness. The problem that begins to take shape here, and 
which will be developed later, is that of ‘empty references’, i.e., the problem of signifying non-
existents and still producing true propositions. 
6 Odonis (1997: 346): ‘Item. Utreque terminus horum principiorum extenditur ad omne subicibile et 
ad omne predicabile […]. Sed ens reale non; patet quarto Topicorum quod opinabile communius est 
ente. Quare, etc.’. 
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metaphysical7. Understood as a science of reality, metaphysics cannot possess 

principles that go beyond its own subject matter. Further, beings of reason are 

excluded as adequate candidates to the scope of first principles by the same 

arguments that have invalidated real beings. Here is the main argument: 

 
[…] given that the terms of these principles do not suppose the constancy of the 
thing, they do not suppose the opposite, namely, the non-constancy of the thing. 
But the being of reason divided against real being supposes the non-constancy of 
the thing. As if we said that ‘formal difference is either a real being or a being of 
reason’; if it is a real being, it possesses the constancy of the thing, if it is a being of 
reason, it does not possess the constancy of the thing. This is why the being of 
reason thus taken is not one of the terms of these principles8. 

 

The being of reason, understood in opposition to real being, is by definition 

the non-existent. Accordingly, a term that designates a being of reason in a 

proposition supposes the non-constancy of the thing signified. Thus, the scope 

of each of these domains is not broad enough to coincide with the scope of the 

first principles. Accordingly, Odonis seeks to introduce a being that can account 

for both: real beings and beings of reason. This can only be accomplished by 

postulating a third domain of being indifferent to the constantia rei. The mode 

of being that possesses these properties is immediately presented: the esse tertio 

adiacens – or the thirdly adjacent being, i.e., the copula unifying subject and 

predicate – and the being that corresponds to it: ens tertio adiacens9. Odonis is 

seeking the answer to the problem of the scope of first principles in the kind of 

being responsible for the propositional composition. 

Further in the text we learn that the ens tertio adiacens is identified with 

the ‘thing taken in the logical sense’ (res sumpta logicaliter), which is 

synonymous with the thinkable thing (res a reor reris). This expression attests 

 
7 Odonis (1997: 347): ‘Respondeo quod hec non sunt principia metaphisica adequate’. 
8 Odonis (1997: 347-8): ‘Termini horum principiorum sicut non supponunt constantiam rei, sic nec 
supponunt oppositum, scilicet non-constantiam. Sed ens rationis divisum contra ens reale supponit 
non-constantiam rei. Ut si dicatur ‘formalis differentia vel est ens reale vel est ens rationis’ ; si ens 
reale, habet constantiam rei, si ens rationis, non habet constantiam rei. Quare ens rationis ut sic non 
est aliquid de terminis horum principiorum’. 
9 See de Rijk (1997) and Spruyt (2009).  
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that Odonis’ division of beings is a reaction to two of its antecedents, namely the 

distinction between the two meanings of ‘res’ (res a reor reris, res a ratitudine) 

found in Henri of Gand and, more prominently, in Duns Scotus. To better grasp 

Odonis' explanation fully, we will present a brief account of both antecedents. 

 

2. Res a reor reris 

 

Henry of Ghent distinguishes the two meanings of res: a pure object of 

thought (res a reor reris) and a possible being (res a ratitudine)10. This division 

surpasses the dichotomy between beings of reason and real beings by adding a 

third way of considering something indifferently to its quiddity. We find the core 

of the distinction in article 21, question 4 of Henry’s Summa 11. In short, the res a 

reor reris can be assumed as a thinkable being; its sense encloses the possible as 

much as the impossible, what actually exists and what that does not exist in 

reality. It consists of everything of which a concept can be formed in the soul. 

On the other hand, the thing taken in the ‘ratified’ sense (res a ratitudine) is a 

possible quidditative being. Besides, among the things liable to exist, we can 

distinguish quidditative beings having received existence. Thus, a res is foremost 

a pure thinkable content, a simple aliquid; but it possesses a ratitudo, that is, a 

quidditative being, only insofar as it possesses an idea or a model (exemplar) in 

the divine intellect. Things which are not thought by God (the figmenta) are 

deprived of quidditative being and consequently of any being of existence. Thus, 

 
10 See Porro (2002). 
11 Ghent (1520: fol. 127rO): ‘Alia est ratio cuiuslibet rei creatae ut res est a reor reris dicta, quam ipsius 
esse essentiae quod convenit ei ex eo quod est natura et essentia quaedam; et res a ratitudine dicta, 
et hoc est ex eo quod habet rationis exemplaris in Deo, ut saepe dictum est. Dicitur enim ominis 
creatura res absolute ex hoc quod de se dicit aliquid de quo saltem natus est formari conceptus 
aliqualis in anima. Dicitur autem essentia et natura quaedam ex eo quod habet in divino esse 
rationem exemplaris, secundum quam nata est produci in actuali esse, a quo convenit ei esse 
essentiae. Unde, ut dictum est supra, quod tale rationem exemplarem in Deo non habet purum nihil 
est in natura et essentia, nec est res alicuius praedicamenti nec possibile fieri in effectu, quia Deus 
nihil potest facere in effectu cuius rationem exemplarem in se non habet ut sit in qualibet creatura. 
Alia intentio, quae dicitur res absolute a reor reris, quam habet ex hoc solo quod de se potest formari 
conceptus aliquis in anima, nec determinat ista rei intentio quod ipsa sit essentia quaedam in Deo 
exemplata, sed per indifferentiam se habet ad hoc et ad suum contrarium’. 
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the creation of a thing by God consists in giving being of existence to what 

already possesses being of essence (because considered in the divine intellect). 

There are, therefore, two levels of indetermination: that of the res a reor reris in 

relation to essence, and that of the res a ratitudine in relation to existence. 

In his 3rd Quodlibet, Duns Scotus takes up Henry of Ghent's division of being 

but detaching it from divine exemplarism12. In a more general sense, the res is 

defined by the non-contradictory. Res, taken in the most common, presents 

itself as an ‘aliquid’, understood as a purely conceivable thing (quodlibet 

concecptibile) and envelops both ens rationalis and ens reale. It is also identified 

with the first object of the intellect. In the less common sense, the res includes 

everything that exists or can exist outside the intellect. The notion of res in the 

most common sense has no limits and encompasses everything thinkable except 

the nothing (nihil), or the unrepresentable. For Scotus, the possibility of 

representation is entirely based on non-contradiction. Unlike Henry, Scotus 

considers that a being does not have any essence (quidditative being) before the 

creation (condition for there to be a creation ex nihilo). Similarly, after being 

created a thing acquires both its quidditative being and its being of essence. 

According to Odonis, similarly to Henry’s and Scotus’ accounts of res, we 

can distinguish an omni-encompassing domain, common to real beings and to 

beings of reason (it should be noted that Scotus’ res a reor reris does not include 

fictions such as the goat-stag and the golden mountain). As we can see, all three 

philosophers offer a typology of the res according to which the range of things 

that can be signified in a proposition is not confined within the dichotomy ens 

reale/ens rationalis. Despite differences in formulation, according to them the 

notion of ‘res a reor reris’ shares some essential features: i) it corresponds to 

 
12 Scotus (1639: 114): ‘Hoc nomen ‘res’ potest sumi communissime […], prout se extendit ad 
quodcumque quod non est ‘nihil’; […] ens ergo vel res isto primo modo accipitur omnimo 
communissime, et extendit se ad quodcumque quod non includit contradictionem, sive sit ens 
rationis, hoc est praecise habens esse intellectu considerante, sive sit ens reale, habens aliquam 
entitatem extra considerationem intellectus. Et secundo accipitur in isto membro minus 
communiter pro ente quod habet vel habere potest aliquam entitatem non ex consideratione 
intellectus. […] Et isto intellecto communissime, prout res vel ens dicitur quodlibet conceptibile 
quod non includit contradictionem (sive illa communitas sit analogiae sive univocationis, de qua non 
curo modo) posset poni ens primum obiectum intellectus; […]. In secundo autem membro [...] dicitur 
res quod habere potest entitatem extra animam’.  
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‘everything of which a concept can be formed in the intellect’, ii) it is 

independent of the esse existentiae; iii) it is only opposed to pure nothingness 

and iv) it accommodates the ens reale as well as the ens rationalis. 

 

3. Propositional being: ens tertio adiacens 
 

According to Odonis, the esse tertio adiacens can compose beings or non-beings 

indifferently since, when placed as third adjacent in a proposition, the verb ‘is’ is 

expressing a composition of the subject with the predicate without imposing 

any existential value, i.e., without requiring the constantia rei of the coupled 

extremes. It is only based on this characteristic that one can admit the truth of 

propositions like ‘cecitatem esse cecitatem’ (blindness is blindness) without 

imposing existence on a privation. The verb ‘is’ having the function of uniting 

the things signified in a proposition, also signifies this union (or division, in the 

case of negations). Thus, the esse tertio adiacens has a double function: it 

operates the copula and signifies it at the same time. The verb ‘is’ couples the 

subject and the predicate, while signifying the union, which ensures the 

intelligibility of the proposition.  

Up to this point, we were talking about the mode of being (esse) involved in 

the copula of a proposition in Odonis’ treatise. Now, it is important to speak of 

the being (ens) that corresponds to it: the ens tertio adiacens. Odonis explicitly 

identifies it with the enuntiabile of the proposition, i.e., its signification and 

immediate truth-maker: 

 
The being [ens] said from this being [esse] is called in some way a compound of 
subject and predicate, and this mode of being is nothing other than the whole that 
can be enunciated by the proposition.13 

 

This consideration is fundamental to understanding the realist dimension 

of the propositional signification for Odonis – which allows us to consider him 

as a propositional realist. According to him, the signified composition of the 

 
13 Odonis (1997: 485): ‘Secundum hoc ergo ens dictum a tali esse dicitur quasi compositum ex 
subiecto et predicato ; et hoc modo ens nihil aliud est quam totum enuntiabile per enuntiationem’. 
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copula in a proposition is identified with its enuntiabile. The propositional 

composition involves more than a mental composition, since it immediately 

refers to a complex entity. However, the esse tertio adiacens only considers this 

value in composition: it is not intelligible without the extremes. In the context 

of a complete utterance, the esse tertio adiacens corresponds to a composition: 

its enuntiabile. 

Like other realists, Odonis admits that there is actually something that 

corresponds to the meaning of the totality of the proposition, which is 

irreducible to the meanings of its terms. The esse tertio adiacens transcends all 

levels of signification, for it is already implied at the simple level of the subject's 

representation of the proposition, insofar as it must be able to express its own 

identity (affirmatio subiecti de seipso). For example, in ‘Sortes est albus’, the 

identity of Socrates is implied and complexly expressed by the following 

statement: Sortes est Sortes. So, the esse tertio adiacens is already supposed by 

the identity of the terms that form a proposition. Non-being and blindness 

cannot constitute the foundation of truth of propositions, since they are not. 

For Odonis, the esse tertio adiacens is the only esse that can constitute the 

foundation of such propositions like ‘non ens esse non ens’ and ‘cecitatem esse 

cecitatem’, which are manifestly true. In view of what has been said, the truth-

maker of propositions should correspond to an entity, to a domain of beings, 

specially when it does not signify existent things in reality. However, Odonis 

says so expressly: the ens tertio adiacens is neither real nor mental, but 

indifferent to this dichotomy of beings. Because of its indifference, the being 

that corresponds to the composition signified by the copula is grasped in the 

most universal and general way14. 

  

 
14 Odonis (1997: 355): ‘Sumitur igitur universalissime ens a tali esse indiferenter et generalissime ad 
omne habens tale esse tertio adiacens’. 
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4. The broadening of the notion of being and propositional realism 

 

We have seen that, in Odonis, the ens tertio adiacens or the res plays the 

role of propositional signification and truth-maker when taken logically, and 

what makes it suitable for this logical function is its indifference to real 

existence. The ens tertio adiacens is defined by its omni-encompassing scope. 

Like other medieval logicians, Odonis found it necessary to identify the truth-

maker of propositions with a special entity15, echoing the notion of enuntiabile 

found in logical treatises of the twelfth century: Ars Burana and the Ars 

Meliduna16. Odonis shares this realistic orientation with other 14th-century 

philosophers, such as Walter Burley, Grégoire de Rimini and Jean Wyclif. All of 

them developed personal but related solutions to what precisely is signified by 

propositions. In each case, the reasoning behind the postulation of an entity 

signified by any mental or oral proposition depends on a notion of being that 

shares the properties features by the ens tertio adiacens, or the thing taken in 

the logical sense (res sumpta logicaliter), its equivalent. Similarly, this is the case 

of Burley's ens maxime transcendens, when coupled by the proposition in re; 

likewise, we find the same meaning attributed to the triplet ens-res-aliquid 

when it concerns Rimini’s complexe significabilia; it is also the case of Wyclif’s 

ens logicum. For all these philosophers, what is signified by a proposition does 

not consist in a merely linguistic or mental entity, but rather in an extramental 

– and yet non-real – entity. It does not belong to any Aristotelian category, but 

overcomes them, envelops them. The necessity of postulating an all-

encompassing notion of being within a given propositional theory arises from 

the problem of explaining the truth of propositions whose reference is ‘empty’17: 

propositions dealing with non-existents or what we may call non-standard 

propositions, such as ‘Caesar is dead’. Thus, these borderline cases have 

motivated a common trend among these authors: a broadened notion of ‘ens’, 

 
15 Cf. Nuchelmans (1973: 177ff). 
16 de Rijk (1967: 453-638, 292-390). 
17 See de Libera (2002). 
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‘res’, and ‘aliquid’. This attitude is anticipated by Odonis, alongside Burley, and 

also present in Rimini and Wyclif. 

According to Burley for every true affirmation, there must be at the reality 

level an identity between two things. This amounts to saying that the terms of 

the proposition suppose for the same thing in reality. The totality of this 

propositional composition forms a proposition in re (or its synonyms, ens 

copulatum or res complexa) 18. It is signified by the mental proposition and acts 

as its primary truth-maker. Like the other logicians, Burley must account for 

problems concerning propositions and ‘empty references’. What could be, in 

reality, a truth-maker for the proposition ‘Cesar is dead’? Surely, says Burley, in 

such cases we cannot have any real identity or composition between the subject 

and the predicate. But then what does the proposition stand for? Burley will 

introduce a distinction within the understanding of the notion of ens as a 

solution to this. Here, understanding the status of the proposition in re amounts 

to understanding the nature of the ens maxime transcendens. 

 
It must be said that concerning the dead Caesar there is the identity between 
Caesar and Caesar, however this identity does not exist, but is an identity of reason. 
And for the identity between Caesar and Caesar it is not required that the identity 
and the diversity always be distinctions of [real] beings, but of transcendental 
[beings] in the highest degree, which is in the intellect. From this we can say that 
being is said in two ways: in the one way as common to all intelligible; on the other 
as existing. Similarly, in one way identity and difference are distinctions of 
transcendental being [at the highest point], in the other they are [distinctions] of 
being in effect, which is actually existent19 

 

Thus, like the ens tertio adiacens, the ens maxime transcendens is abstracted 

from actual existence and envelops both the ens reale and the ens rationis. Both 

 
18 See Cesalli (2001; 2003); Biard (2003a, 2003b). 
19 Burley (1497: fol. 58rb): ‘Dicendum quod Caesare corrupto identitas est Caesaris ad Caesarem, sed 
illa identitas non existit, sed est identitas rationis. Et idem Caesarem (sic) idem Caesari identitate 
quae non est nec oportet quod idem et diversum semper sint differentie entis <existentis sed entis> 
maxime transcendentis quod scilicet est in intellectu. Unde sic potest dici, quod ens dicitur 
dupliciter : uno modo ut est commune omni intelligibili, alio modo idem est quod existens. Sic idem 
et diversum dicitur uno modo ut sunt differentie entis transcendentis, alio modo ut sunt differentie 
entis in effectu, hoc est in actu existentis’. 
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correspond to pure intelligibility, that is to say, to everything of which a concept 

can be formed and can appear as subject or predicate in a proposition. 

In the treatise De ente, Burley explains that we can distinguish between 

levels of transcendentality (were ‘transcendental’ stands for a notion common 

to several categories). This definition allows us to distinguish the notions 

common to all categories and those common to only a few. We can thus speak 

of more transcendental notions, less transcendental notions, and notions that 

are transcendental at the highest point. Besides the transcendental being, 

Burley speaks of the being common to all intelligible (commune omni 

intelligibili), operating a second movement of transcendentality; since it 

surpasses the being common to the ten categories, it is transcendental to the 

highest degree20. Note also that Walter Burley identifies the ens maxime 

transcendens with the adequate object of the intellect (adaequatum obiectum 

intellectus) 21. In our opinion, like what we have seen in Odonis, this identification 

echoes Duns Scotus' Quodlibet III, insofar as the broadest sense of res, 

understood as a simple aliquid and opposed to nothing, is presented as 

convertible with every intelligible and identified with the first object of the 

intellect. 

In a very similar spirit, Gregory of Rimini develops the notion of complexe 

significabile22. In his Lectura super primum et secundum Sententiarum (1345), 

Rimini distinguishes three meanings of the notions aliquid, res, and ens, sorting 

 
20 Burley (1964: 106): ‘Item intelligendum quod illud dicitur transcendens quod est commune diversis 
predicamentis. Verbi gracia: omne absolutum est transcendens quia est commune tribus 
predicamentis- ut substancie, qualitati et quantitati. Similiter omne respectivum est transcendens 
septem predicamentis; et illud quod est commune omnibus predicamentis est transcendens, et est 
magis transcendens quam illud quod est commune aliquibus predicamentis et non aliis. Et ideo 
transcendens recipit comparacionem quia aliquid est magis transcendens, et aliquid minus, et 
aliquid maxime. Verbi gracia: absolutum est ens transcendens; et ens quod est commune per se 
decem predicamentis; et ens quod est commune omni intelligibili est maxime transcendens’. 
21 Burley (1955: 59): ‘[…] ens potest accipi tripicliter. Uno modo ut est maxime transcedens et 
commune omni intelligibili. Et sic est adaequatum obiectum intellectus. […] ens primo modo dictum 
dicitur ens in intellectu, quia est obiectum intellectus; et ita est ens in intellectu obiective’. 
22 See Bermon (2007), Biard (1997), de Libera (2002). 
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them out according to their commonness level23. In the more common sense 

(communissime), a res is anything that can be signified (either in a simple way, 

by nouns, or in a complex way, by propositions). Its meaning envelops true and 

false propositions, either bearing on real substances bearing on fictions. The 

whole meaning signified by a proposition must correspond to the notions of ‘ens’ 

or ‘aliquid’ according to this first sense only, but when compared to real existing 

things, it is said to be nothing. To explain this last counter-intuitive assertion, 

according to which the complexe significabile can be something and nothing, 

Rimini connects the broader meaning of ‘ens’ (aliquid, res) to the proposition 

‘non-ens est non-ens.’ Indeed, according to the broader sense of being, one can 

say that even that which is not (in the sense of ‘not existing as a real thing’) is 

something24. Odonis understanding of a broader notion of being is similar to 

Rimini’s.  

To conclude this section with a last case of a propositional realist whose 

ideas are very familiar to Odonis’, we will address the question of propositional 

being in John Wyclif (c. 1326-1384)25. Wyclif admits that propositions that are 

about things that don't exist (anymore or not yet) - such as ‘Caesar fuit’, 

‘Antichristus potest esse’ and ‘chimera non potest esse’) are equally true according 

to what they signify. Correspondingly, their primary propositional significations 

are called entia logica (or entia rationalis) and their status is determined 

negatively: they are neither substances nor accidents but are extracategorical26. 

 
23 Rimini (1984: 8-9): ‘[…] hoc nomen ‘aliquid‘ sicut et ista alia sibi synonyma ‘res’ et ‘ens’ possunt 
accipi triplicer: uno modo communissime secundum quod omne significabile incomplexe vel 
complexe, et hoc vere vel false, dicitur res et aliquid. […] Alio modo sumuntur pro omni significabili 
complexe vel etiam incomplexe, sed vere, id est per veram enuntiationem ; quod autem false, tantum 
dicitur non ens. [...] Tertio modo, sumuntur ista ut significant aliquam essentiam seu entitatem 
existentem’. 
24 Rimini (1984: 8-9): ‘[...] Philosophus IV Metaphysicae satis propre principium dat istam “non ens 
est non ens”, et hoc dico sumendo opposite ad aliquid tertio modo sumptum’. 
25 See Gaskin (2009), Cesalli (2005). 
26 Wyclif (1893: 77): ‘Iste eciam sunt vere, “Cesar fuit”, “ego non sum asinus”, “Antichristus potest 
esse”, et cetera huiusmodi; quia veritas est quod Cesar fuit, quod ego non sum asinus, quod 
Antichristus potest esse, etc. Et illas veritates dicte proposiciones primarie significant, et sic 
universaliter potest arguere de omnibus categoricis yppoteticis, et econtra. Iste tamen veritates nec 
sunt substancie nec accidentia, sed encia logica vel encia rationis’.  
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We find the development of this extracategorial notion of being in the treatise 

De ente predicamentali 27. Wyclif argues that the notion of ‘ens’ is not limited to 

categorial beings, for the division between substance and accident does not 

exhaust all beings, since there are special cases such as propositional truths. Any 

significant proposition corresponds firstly to an ens logicum, an extracategorical 

entity. Because every proposition is intelligible (including non-standard 

propositions) it corresponds to this the extracategorical being. In fact, Wyclif 

establishes that there must be a common notion of being coextensive with 

anything able to be signified by a proposition (primaria signabile per 

complexum). Wyclif means by ‘signabile’ whatever has the property of being 

signified in the context of a proposition28.  

Thus, as we can see, in the context of realist accounts of the proposition in 

the 14th century, some philosophers found that the scope of intelligibility should 

be thought in connection with the limits of propositional discourse and its 

verification devices. This is precisely the case of Geraldus Odonis’ notion of ens 

tertio adiacens.  

 

5. The first object of the intellect 
 

Odonis presents the ens tertio adiacens as having five convertible 

properties: conceptibile, significabile, subicibile, predicabile and contradictorie 

opinabile29. This means that it is convertible with the most common properties 

considered in Logic, which are all convertible with the thing taken in the logical 

 
27 Wyclif (1901: 1): ‘Supposito ex superius declaratis et dicendis in posterum, quod ens 
communissimum possibile equum cum intelligibili : Restat videre, si omne ens sit ens 
predicamentale. Videtur quod non quia omne ens predicamentale est substancia vel accidens; non 
omne ens est substancia vel accidens, ergo etc. Minor patet de negacionibus, et pretericionibus, 
futuricionibus et potenciis cum aliis veritatibus ypoteticarum, que non possunt appropriare alicui 
predicamento’. 
28 Wyclif (1930: 36): ‘Prima pars patet ex hoc quod omne ens esse est primarie signabile per 
complexum. [...] Et ex istis elicitur quam amplum sit ens, quia tam amplum sicut est primarie 
signabile per complexum. Voco autem signabile quod habet aptitudinem ut significetur, ut est omne 
ens, et patet quod omne ens est primarie signabile per complexum’. 
29 Odonis (1997: 355): ‘Hiusmodi ens habet quinque proprietates secum convertibiles, scilicet 
conceptibile, significabile, subicibile, predicabile, contradictorie opinabile’. 
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sense (res logicaliter sumpta). Indeed, terms like ‘conceptibile’ and ‘significabile’ 

are like adjectives of ‘res’ taken in this technical sense: as if one said ‘conceptibile, 

idest res conceptibilis’30. Thus, whenever we take something to be meaningful, 

the logical thing is implied. Odonis adds that in the Aristotelian adage ‘ab eo quod 

res est, vel non est, oratio vera vel falsa dicitur’31, the notion of ‘res’ must be taken 

in this logical sense. In consequence, the ens terio adicens corresponds to the 

subject matter of Logic, given that its scope contains basically propositions and 

the logical relations between them32. 

Therefore, the logical thing is common to all intelligible, indeterminate in 

relation to both real being and being of reason, subject of the first principles, 

truth-maker and final signification of the proposition. Odonis connects the 

primacy of the first principles to the first adequate object of the intellect, as was 

common for medieval philosophers. The principle of non-contradiction and 

excluded middle are absolutely first because they deal with the very beginning 

of intelligibility: the first common notion of being we can possibly grasp. In this 

context, the properties convertible with the ens tertio adiacens are identified 

with the first adequate object of the intellect. From this identification, Odonis 

concludes that Logic is supposed to be the supreme science due to the absolute 

community and abstraction of its subject. 

By taking up the distinction of the first objects of the intellect introduced 

by Duns Scotus (Scotus 1960: 69) in his Ordinatio (ordo originis, ordo perfectionis, 

ordo adaequationis), Odonis claims that the divine science remains prior from 

the point of view of perfection. But if there is a supreme science in the absolute 

 
30 Odonis (1997: 483): ‘Hec nomina “conceptibile”, “significabile” etc., et etiam signa distributiva, puta 
“quicquid” et “omne” sunt adiectiva, tamen sumuntur in neutra genere tamquam neutra substantiva. 
Quare subintelligitur aliquod substantivum quo ista substantivantur. Illud autem substantivum 
significat ens hoc modo sumptum vel rem hoc modo sumptam, cum dicimus “omne, idest omnis res” 
vel “conceptibile, idest res conceptibilis”. 
31 Odonis (1997: 483): ‘Illud autem cui intelliguntur attribui dico ipsum ens dictum a tali esse vel rem 
logicaliter sumptam, sicut dicitur in Predicamentis; “Ab eo quod res est vel non est, oratio vera vel 
falsa dicitur”’. 
32 Odonis (1997: 483): ‘Illud cui tamquam priori adequantur passiones prime et communissime 
considerate in logica, ipsum est subiectum primum in logica. Sed huius modi enti adequantur. […] 
quia, ut dictum est, hiusmodi passiones, puta conceptibile, significabile, subicibile, predicabile, 
oppositum vel opponibile, convertuntur cum huiusmodi ente’.  
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sense, it must be Logic33. What determines the primacy of a science is the 

community of its subject, and not its ontological primacy, or its real status. That 

is the reason why Metaphysics is not the supreme science simpliciter: it deals 

only with real entities. For Odonis, the ens tertio adiacens constitutes a prior 

knowledge insofar as it is more common than the domain of ens reale. The same 

entity also explains the unconditional validity of the principles of non-

contradiction and excluded middle. We can thus say that the ens tertio adiacens 

is the foundation of any true and meaningful (non-contradictory) discourse. By 

doing this, Odonis simultaneously dissociates the subject of metaphysics from 

the primary object of the intellect and the scope of the principles of non 

contradiction and excluded middle. As a direct consequence, metaphysics loses 

its status of supreme science.  

It is clear that Odonis position concerning the conflict between 

metaphysics and logic is a consequence of his views on the nature of proposition 

and the scope of meaningful discourse. Despite its chief metaphysical 

consequences, we argue that Odonis’ treatise assumes a logical, rather than a 

metaphysical stand. Given the connections between the scope of logic and the 

centrality of the notion of ens tertio adiacens in Odonis’ realistic interpretation 

of propositional meaning, we can see that the question of the priority of first 

principles is decidedly dislocated from metaphysical territory. Nonetheless, 

Geraldus Odonis is not alone in dissociating the first object of the intellect from 

the subject of metaphysics, nor in considering the scope of the principle of non-

contradiction as going beyond the limits of real being34. 

 
33 Odonis (1997: 427): ‘Et cum probatur quod scientia divina est prima scientiarum, verum est 
perfectione [...] sed loquendo de prioritate formali, secundum quam une scientia alterum 
presupponit formaliter, sic dico quod logica est simpliciter prima scientiarum omnium, de cuius 
subiecto primo hec principia formata sunt. [...] quod autem logica sit simpliciter prima scientiarum 
omnium probatur primo ex eius communitatem [...]. Sed logica est omnium scientiarum 
communissima, ut patet, quia est de obiecto communissimo [...] ergo est simpliciter prima’. 
34 The idea that the scope of metaphysics is not as encompassing as the scope of intelligibility can 
also be found in two 14th century philosophers: Francis of Marchia (c. 1290 – c. 1344), Nicholas 
Bonetus (c. 1280 -1343). We also believe that Scotus’ 3rd quodlibet have had an important impact 
into these Franciscans’ works. It influenced their understanding of the subject of metaphysics and 
its relation to the first principle of non-contradiction, realizing that both no longer rely on the same 
notion of being. That means we are facing a relevant detachment between what used to be 
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In fact, Odonis’ positions place him in a broader historiographical debate: 

the discussion of medieval advancements of super-transcendentals and their 

role in a new understanding of metaphysics. These discussions emerge from the 

conception of being as univocal to ens reale and ens rationalis.  

 

6. The starting point of intelligibility and the supreme science 

 

The question of the starting point of intelligibility arises whenever 

philosophers postulate common notions such as Odonis’ ens tertio adiacens or 

res sumpta logicaliter, leaving aside any link with real existence – thus 

enveloping both real beings and beings of reason – we can see a rearrangement 

of traditional transcendental schemes. The transcendentals (ens, res, unum, 

verum, bonum) give way to notions like ‘cogitabile’ or ‘intelligibile’. During the 

second scholasticism these notions will be called supertranscendentals: notions 

that pose nothing but pure representation. This could be seen as a fundamental 

trait of modern metaphysics. 

Faced with these changes in the treatment of transcendentals – more 

precisely regarding the scope of ens and res – some scholars claim that we find 

advancements of the doctrine of supertranscendentals, or even a definitive 

‘turning point’ from medieval metaphysics to modern metaphysics amongst 

 
considered an imperative union, that is, the principle on non-contradiction is the first metaphysical 
principle precisely because it is founded upon the first object of the intellect. In his Quodlibet, Francis 
of Marchia will disqualify the intention of being (ens) as the first intention of intellection. Instead, 
the intentions res and aliquid are both taken as more common and more encompassing. Each one is 
described as a neutral intention (intentio neutra), that is, prior to the division into first and second 
intention. Concerning Nicolas Bonetus’ Metaphysics, we can mention three major theses: (i) the 
subject of metaphysics embraces at once real beings and beings of reason; (ii) the first adequate 
object of intellect is not the same as the subject of metaphysics (since they do not share the same 
scope); and, in connection to that, (iii) the scope of the principle of non-contradiction is broader 
than the scope of the univocal notion of being, subject of metaphysics. Bonetus’ understanding of 
the subject of metaphysics, drew the attention of some scholars who consider his work as an 
anticipation of a supertranscendenal conception of metaphysics. I will not be able to explore these 
texts here. I discuss Odonis connections to Bonetus and Marchia’s explanations of common 
intentions in a forthcoming paper, titled ‘The first object of the intellect among Franciscans in the 
14th century: the cases of Francis of Marchia, Nicholas Bonetus, and Geraldus Odonis’. See also 
Folger-Fonfara (2008), Mandrella (2008), Aertsen (2012: 481-95), Goris (2008, 2011). 
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authors of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries35. We argue that the notion 

of ens tertio adiacens (or its synonym, the res sumpta logicaliter) in Odonis’ work 

can be qualified as supertranscendental, insofar as it includes everything that 

one can think or speak of, surpassing the level of categories. In Odonis, well 

before the first appearance of the term ‘supertranscendental’, we find a theory 

of common notions of intellection. However, our goal is not to determine which 

philosopher represents the ‘tournant’ from medieval to modern metaphysics – 

that is, if one can really speak of a definitive turning point. Our aim is rather to 

locate Odonis in the debate on the origins of supertranscendental terms as the 

basis of intelligibility. Of course, it is not appropriate to speak, already in the 14th 

century, of a metaphysical refoundation based on the notion of res as a thinkable 

thing. But we can find some points of tension, or rather adjustments concerning 

the subject of metaphysics and its status in this context. We have seen why 

Odonis dissociates the principles of non-contradiction and excluded middle 

from metaphysics, replacing it by Logic as first science.  

Of course, even if one could hold the objection that the distinctions of res 
proposed by Henry of Ghent and Duns Scotus does not amount to a 

supertranscentantal status, one must recognize that they provided the 

conceptual framework for it. The notion of res taken in its most common sense 

in Henry and Scotus share two essential traits with the supertranscendentals: 

they are indifferent to the ens reale or the ens rationis, as well as to the esse 

essentiae or the esse existentiae. Regarding Scotus’ 3rd Quodlibet, one must add 

that the common notion of res is explicitly identified with the first adequate 

object of the intellect, which represents another central feature of the 

supratranscendens. Nevertheless, if for these two philosophers the status of the 

notion of res does not affect the primacy of the notion of ens, this problem will 

immediately be posed by their successors. Henri and Scotus provide a ‘topology 

of being’ from which Odonis and his contemporaries departed from, reflecting 

on the relationship between intelligibility and reality, Logic and metaphysics. 

  

 
35 See Courtine (1990), Boulnois (1999, 2013), Paulus (1938), Guerizoli (2007), Doyle (1997). 
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7. The doctrine of supertranscendentals 

 

The notion of ‘supertranscendental’ in the 16th and 17th centuries 

represents an important step in the understanding of the relationship between 

medieval and modern metaphysics. According to the studies of J. Doyle (2012)36, 

the notion of ‘supertranscendental’ would be the ‘lost link’ between the medieval 

and the Kantian meaning of ‘transcendental’. Doyle seeks the elements that 

would explain the transformation of medieval metaphysics (understood as the 

science of ens in quantum ens) into modern metaphysics (understood as the 

science of the pure representable). This investigation is carried out by observing 

numerous occurrences of the term supratranscendens in logical and 

metaphysical treatises of the second scholasticism. According to him, the notion 

of supratranscendens, understood as a conceptual community between real 

beings and beings of reason, will become a commonplace from the 16th century 

on, and will eventually operate the ‘widening’ of metaphysics as a field of 

investigation. This evolution would represent the replacement of Aristotelian 

metaphysics in favor of a supertranscendental science of the object. Its subject 

matter would correspond to the ‘omni-encompassing’ notions of aliquid and 

intelligibile and which we would later call ontologia37. These notions are seen as 

a second overcoming of traditional transcategorial notions – ens, verum, bonum 

– hence the prefix supra-transcendens. We will now briefly consider two 

remarkable occurrences of these notions in order to determine if it is possible 

to spot similarities between Odonis’ theory and the developments of the 

sixteenth century38.  

Our first occurrence appears in the Logic manual Summulae summularum 
by Domingo Soto (1495-1560), one of the most important Dominican theologians 

of the 16th century and member of the famous ‘school of Salamanca’. In this 

work, we find the description of an arbor terminorum where one of the branches 

 
36 See Doyle (1997).  
37 See Devaux (2009).  
38 Doyle still presents us with a significant number of cases of philosophers who, in the seventeenth 
century, employed a supertranscendental notion identified with the intelligible as such – the great 
majority of whom consider supertranscendentals as properly logical concepts. Doyle (2012). 
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constitutes the common terms, the other the singular terms. The common 

terms are divided into non-transcendens, transcendens and supratranscendens: 

 
Among the common terms, some are universal in the highest degree, what 
logicians call ‘transcendent’, because they mean everything; they are six in number 
[…], namely, thing, being, one, good, something and true. Other terms are called 
‘supertranscendentals’, which extend to more things than transcendentals, such as 
‘imaginable’.39 

 

We find a similar distinction in Pedro da Fonseca (1528-1599). A Portuguese 

Jesuit philosopher and theologian. In his Commentariorum in libros 

metaphysicarum, Fonseca advances solutions that will be largely taken up by 

later metaphysicians. He also identifies the notion of supertranscendental with 

the pure intelligibility.  

 
The name ‘transcendental’ is that which is said of all true things and only of them. 
Thus, the transcendentals are said to be six: the being, the one, the true, the good, 
something, and thing. […] The other things, according to this opinion, are non-
transcendental, and among which are counted what have lately been called 
supertranscendentals, such as opinabile, cogitabile, apprehensibile, and others (if 
there are) are affirmed not only of true things, but of anything.40 

 

In his commentary on Metaphysics, Fonseca remarks that the term ‘aliquid’ 

can be understood latissime, that is to say, by encompassing both beings and 

non-beings: ‘[...] sumendum est quam latissime, ut entia and not entia 

comprehendat’41. However, it should be noted that Fonseca claims that the ens 

communissime sumpto (i.e., common to real beings and rational beings) is not 

 
39 Soto (1554: fol. 10r): ‘Circa terminum communem adhuc est notandum, esse aliquos terminos 
universalissimos, quos dialecti vocant transcendentes, quia omnia significent, qui nimirum sunt sex, 
[...] videlicet, res, ens, unum, bonum, aliquid, verum. [...] sunt etiam alii termini qui dicuntur 
supratranscendentes, qui ad plura se extendunt quam transcendentes, ut imaginabili, etc’. 
40 Fonseca (1607: 62): ‘Nomen transcendens est, quod de omnibus ac solis veris rebus dicitur. Sex 
porro transcendentia esse dicuntur, Ens, Unum, Verum, Bonum, Aliquid, Res [...]. Reliqua iuxta hanc 
sententiam sunt non transcendentia: in quibus numerantur ea, quae a recentioribus dicuntur 
Supertranscendentia, ut, Opinabilis, Cogitabilis, Apprehensibilis, et si quae sunt alia, quae non 
tantum de omnibus rebus veris, sed etiam de quibuscunque aliis vere affirmatur’. 
41 Fonseca (1615: fol. 12C). 
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the subject of metaphysics42. Metaphysics is a distinct from Logic as a science 

dealing with real beings, and thus it does not treat beings of reason as its proper 

subject. Hence, metaphysics does not deal with beings which only possesses an 

objective being in the intellect (like fictions do). 

 

Conclusion 
 

We outlined the historiographical debate on the super-transcendentals 

through the successive reiteration of the idea that the notion of ‘res’ or ‘ens’, 

taken as supertranscendental, is at the basis of all intelligibility. Indeed, the 

positions that introduce a notion of intelligible being within a metaphysical 

approach are quite specific, so it does not seem appropriate to speak of a 

continuous evolution of the medieval understanding of metaphysics towards 

modern metaphysics, taken as a science of the object, or ontology. Nevertheless, 

we can speak of ‘recoveries’, even of a particular course of the notion of ‘res’, of 

‘aliquid’ as the starting point of intelligibility.  

More precisely, the philosophical issue that seems to run through all these 

considerations is the double reflection on the limits of intelligibility and its 

independence from reality; it is a question of knowing whether intelligibility 

must be described as an objectivity prior to the esse existens, that is to say, the 

possibilities of representations are considered apart from the possibilities of 

existence. Accommodating this reflection within the scope of metaphysics 

indicates a certain valorization of the mental over the real – an attitude always 

in tension with the authority of Aristotle and the traditional view of metaphysics 

as scientia realis. 

With regard to Geraldus Odonis, we established a conceptual nexus 

between the ens tertio adiacens and the supertranscendental. The uprising of a 

supertranscendental notion of being in the early 14th century derives from the 

conflict between the metaphysical and the logical conception of being. These 

debates drove Odonis to provide a critical view of metaphysics: the science of 

 
42 Fonseca (1615: fol. 647E): ‘[…] quia ens communissime sumptum non potest esse scientiae 
subiectum’. 
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the ens reale must not occupy itself with logical concepts as its proper 

subiectum. The role of the ens tertio adiacens is both to ensure the possibility of 

true discourse about every intelligible thing or fact, as well as to explain the 

unconditional validity of the principles of non-contradiction of excluded middle. 

We saw how the ens tertio adiacens, syonym of the res a reor reris, is defined by 

its indifference concerning the real being and the being of reason and 

constitutes the subject of the first science: Logic. In this way, we highlighted the 

logical dimension of the discussion on supertranscendentals through Odonis’ 

treatise, while renewing the appreciation of its medieval sources. 
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The Notion of Res in the Medieval Theories of Signification:  

A Reconstruction of Duns Scotus’s and Antonius Andreae’s Contributions 

 
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is twofold, first, to assess the role that the 
notion of res played in the medieval semantic theory, specifically in the 
interpretation of the Boethian triad vox-intellectus-res, namely, concerning the 
signification of words. After an annotated reconstruction of the controversy, we 
will present Duns Scotus’s approach to signification and, along with other 
conceptions of res, the notion of res ut concipitur. Second, this paper aims to 
present and study the contribution of one of Scotus’s most faithful followers, 
Antonius Andreae, as it appears in his Scriptum in Artem veterem. In addition to 
being more definitive than his master’s proposal, Antonius’s solution to 
signification of words seems to move away from Scotus’s – or, at least, from its 
traditional understanding – and to open a new perspective on the signification of 
words that led the way for other relevant proposals. 
 
Keywords: Duns Scotus; Boethian triad; res ut concipitur; Antonius Andreae; theory 
of signification 

 

1. The Medieval Controversy over the Signification of Word: Two Models 

 

Whether words signify concepts or things is one of the main issues debated 

by the philosophers of language in the late thirteenth century. This dichotomy 

can also be understood as a discussion about the proper relationship between 

words, concepts, and things.1 This question determines what are and how to 

understand the notions of meaning and signification of words. This issue arose 

from the following Aristotelian passage, in its Latin translation, which 

corresponds to the first lines of De Interpretatione: ‘Sunt ergo ea quae sunt in 

voce earum quae sunt in anima passionum notae’ (Aristotle, Peri hermeneias, 

16a3-8).2 It means that spoken words –i.e., verbs and nouns which are in the 

 
1 About the medieval debate on the signification of names, see Mora-Márquez (2011, 2015 and 2016), 
Pini (1999), Rosier-Catach (1995), Panaccio (1992) and Ashworth (1987).  
2 Here the full text: ‘Sunt ergo ea quae sunt in voce earum quae sunt in anima passionum notae, et 
ea quae scribuntur eorum quae sunt in voce. Et quemadmodum nec litterae omnibus eaedem, sic 
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voice– are marks or conventional signs (notae) of a mental experience or that, in 

other words, the words are direct expressions of the affections of the soul, as 

the term passiones animae is usually translated. Aristotle did not clarify the 

semantic relationship between things and words, so Boethius’s (ca. 470-525) 

translation and interpretation of the Aristotelian work on logic opened a debate 

that continued through the medieval and modern periods. The terminology that 

arose to address this debate along with most of its theoretical problems were 

introduced by Boethius himself along with the interpretational tradition that 

followed his work.3 

First, before delving into the discussion and its two principal positions, and 

prior to analyzing the role played by the notion of res within that discussion, it 

is important to note that the controversy concerned the words that seek to 

signify or have signification, that represent or immediately refer to things that 

exist in the extramental world, outside the intellect and independently of the 

fact of our knowledge of them. In medieval terminology, these are called names 

of ‘first intention’ or common names. Second, we encounter the terms known as 

‘second intentions’, which refer to purely mental concepts in our intellects or 

ideas in their intentional content. These are logical concepts, such as ‘genus’ or 

‘species’, as well as relationes rationis, which are not based on the reality extra 

animam. The difference between the names of first and second intention was 

fundamental for Scholastic philosophy: while the former relates to something 

real, the latter is a meta-concept related to a name of first intention, indicating 

the type of logical class to which it belongs. For example: ‘animal’ is a name of 

first intention and ‘genus’ is instead a name of second intention, because it 

 
nec eaedem voces; quorum autem hae primorum notae, eaedem omnibus passiones animae sunt, et 
quorum hae similitudines, res etiam eaedem’ (Aristoteles II, 1-2, 5). For the Arabic and Medieval 
interpretation of Aristotle’s Peri hermeneias see Mora-Márquez (2011) and Black (1991). 
3 See Boethius, Comentarii in librum Aristotelis Peri hermeneias (1880, vol. II), the work where he 
discussed the question of whether words refer immediately to concepts or things and said that ‘vox 
vero conceptiones animi intellectusque significat […] licet voces nomina rerum sint, tamen non 
idcirco utimur vocibus ut res significemus, sed ut eas quae ex rebus nobis innatae sunt animae 
passiones’(Boethius 1880: II, 20 and 41), i.e. ‘although sounds are names of things, but we don’t use 
sounds in this way to signify things, but to signify those impressions of things in the soul which are 
within us (translation by Read 2015: 20). For the Boethian interpretation of the afore-mentioned 
Aristotelian text, see Magee (2013, 2010) and (1989: 7-48); see also Suto (2012). 
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indicates the logical relationship relating to the subjects to which ‘animal’ refers. 

Thus, we can say that animality seems to be a property that determines a class, 

so we cannot say that ‘Socrates is a genus’ but only that ‘Socrates is an animal’. 

As has been said, the majority of medieval theories on the signification of 

words, usually set out as such in the several commentaries on the Peri 

hermeneias (or De interpretatione in its Latin version), were based on or were in 

full agreement with the semantic model that had begun with Boethius’s 

interpretation. He presupposed an interrelation of the elements of the famous 

triad: vocal sound (vox), the concept it expresses (intellectus), and the essence 

that defines what we seek to know and talk about (res), which is what words 

signify and concepts represent. Accordingly, reality is fundamentally intelligible 

and, thus, that which has been comprehended mentally can be expressed 

verbally. The Boethian triad shaped the semantic aspect of the linguistic process 

status quo. While the first element of this triangle is the object studied by 

grammarians, the second is the object of logic, and the third is the object of 

physics and metaphysics. Despite the complexity of the debate about the 

meaning of words, it undoubtedly raises philosophical and substantive issues 

that are essential to language theory and metaphysics, and, by extension, to any 

field that requires precise definitions of what one is talking about; since it 

requires us to study and describe what we understand by res or by passio, for 

example. This issue also involves how Aristotelian categories are to be 

considered with regard to logic. 

Boethian readings had a substantial impact on medieval philosophy and the 

history of logic, for example, we can see how the Modist philosophers 

reinterpreted them as modi significandi, modi intelligendi et essendi.4 Within this 

theoretical context, authors such as Albert the Great and Thomas Aquinas 

(Ashworth 1991), among many others, called into question the nature of the triad 

by proposing that names immediately and primarily signify a concept in the 

intellect. This is the concept or mental representation of the extramental thing 

 
4 ‘Les modi significandi des mot parlés étant parallèles aux modi intelligendi des concept, eux-mêmes 
parallèles aux modi essendi des choses, on pouvait diré que les manières de signifier étaient fondées 
sur les manières de pensar et celles-ci à leur tour sur les manières d’être des choses’ (De Libera 1996: 
354). For the modistae, see Marmo (1994) and Rosier-Catach (1984, 1995). 
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–which is translated into species intelligiblis or passio animae, even though these 

two elements are distinct from each other and from the concept.5 Therefore, the 

words can only indirectly, mediately, and secondarily signify the thing in the 

world or real thing. According to this traditional and common position, which 

can be called the indirect signification of words, the affection of the soul or 

concept (conceptus) lies somewhere between the thing (res) and the term or 

word (sermo), which is taken as a conventional and arbitrary symbol. In other 

words, there is a connection between terms and mental content or intellectual 

representation, through which things arise in our intellects. The mental content, 

in turn, is associated with the thing outside the mind, such as in cases like an 

icon or likeness. In this sense, things are usually understood as the suppositum 

or res subiecta from which the concept arises in our minds and of which it is a 

sign. In sum, words mediately signify extramental things and immediately signify 

concepts (Ashworth 1991: 43). As it proposes the connection between word and 

thing is through something mental, this semantic model could be described as a 

mentalistic or cognitive approach to language. Even though we will explore 

Scotus’s contribution to the debate below, it is worth noting that the most 

relevant part of this semantic model is to describe and determine how to 

understand what we have called mental content or affection of the soul, 

precisely because of its importance in the signification of words. The medieval 

discussion partly focussed on the interpretation of the intermediate element of 

the Boethian triad –‘medium inter rem et sermonem vel vocem est concepus’ 

(Scotus, In Praed., q. 1, vol. I, 438) –, differences in that interpretation and the 

nature of that element’s relationship with words and things. This in-between 

element has been denominated in many different ways: concept, idea, definition, 

thought, or more precisely, intelligible species and passio animae, although we 

know there is not a clear identification between them. 

 
5 Based on the difference between signifying and understanding, Aquinas’s views on intelligible 
species changed and, in an advanced stage of its career, he distinguished them from the concept – 
which is a distinction that Scotus also will recognize (see Pini 1999: 43-47). The distinction between 
the mental word and the species intelligibilis led to the discussion on whether consider Aquinas as a 
realist instead of a representationalist, or vice versa. See Baltuta (2013), Hochschild (2010) and 
Panaccio (2001). 
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By contrast, the semantic model just outlined is in opposition to a new 

theory that emerged at the end of the thirteenth century that was quite distinct 

from the Boethian interpretative tradition. According this second view, a word 

signifies and refers to the extramental thing in its primary, immediate and direct 

form; i.e., words exclusively apply to (or are imposed on) the concrete individual 

objects and not to the concept. As stated by this new approach, which is an 

extensional interpretation of the issue, things have primacy in the signification 

of words, so that mental content is merely a representation of the extra animam 

thing, with the latter thus remaining necessary for understanding and knowing 

it. So, unlike the previous model, what matters in this model is identifying how 

to understand the thing (something to which we will devout substantial 

attention), as well as facing and trying to resolve more specific problems that 

arise therefrom, such as how to signify a thing that no longer exists or a thing 

that has no existence in the extramental world. We will look more closely at the 

contributions to this model in the final part of this text, by outlining the 

proposals of Roger Bacon and William of Ockham.  

 

2. Scotus’s Treatment of Signification of Words 
 

Now, having introduced the two main alternative positions of the debate –

that is, words directly signify a mental content and indirectly the thing; or words 

immediately signify the thing– we will shortly examine Scotus’s contribution and 

the proposal of one of his most distinguished followers, Antonius Andreae (ca. 

1333).  

Scotus’s treatment of the signification and meaning of words has been very 

well studied and described by Pini (1999 and 2001)6 and Marmo (1989), among 

others (Perler 2003 and 1993; Andrews 2003; Salinas Leal 2011; Vos 2006: 156-

 
6 As we shall see by our several bibliographical references, the research of Giorgio Pini, who has 
extensively worked on Scotus’s theory of cognition and metaphysics, is largely important for any 
study on the signification of words in medieval philosophy. In addition to these two papers about 
signification in the thirteenth century, he is the author of the two most comprehensive studies on 
Antonius Andreae’s metaphysics (1991, 1995) and has recently published the critical edition of an 
unedited commentary on Aristotle’s Metaphysics by Scotus: Notabilia super Metaphysicam 
(Turhout: Brepols, 2017). 
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168). Among many other issues, these studies deal with and raise the question of 

the originality (or lack thereof) of Scotus’s proposal, and whether that would 

reconcile the positions of the aforementioned debate. Given these 

comprehensive studies, we will summarize Scotus’s main concerns on the 

question of the signification of words, as these are the issued that are most 

relevant to Antonius’s treatment of the subject. 

Although Scotus did not write a treatise specially devoted to semantic 

questions or about the semantic use of words, a linguistic theory can be 

reconstructed from passages of his youthful early philosophical works, which 

are his commentaries on the Aristotelian logic works and on Metaphysics. In his 

early commentary on Peri Hermeneias, which is divided into two treatises, 

Scotus dedicated two quaestiones to the topic as follows: ‘Utrum nomen 

significet rem vel speciem in anima’ (Scotus, In Peri herm. I, q. 2, vol. II, 47-59) 

and ‘An nomen significet rem an passionem’ (Scotus, In Peri herm. II, q. 1, vol. II, 

137-145). In these texts, Scotus provides a systematic and comprehensive 

treatment of the debate on the signification of words, including a summary of 

the main contemporary theories and alternative approaches on the matter. This 

review and reconstruction, which was very influential for future philosophers 

(Ashworth 1981), has been read as a neutral and objective presentation of the 

discussion (Pini 1999 and 2001),7 but also as carrying out Scotus’s own 

interpretation of the issue (Perler 2003: 167-171). However, Scotus also briefly 

referred to and treated the signification of words in his mature theological 

works, which are the various versions of his commentary on Petrus Lombardus’s 

Sentences. The issue of the signification of words does not appear to have been 

of the same interest to Scotus in these works as it had been in the early ones. 

Specifically, in the Ordinatio, Scouts seems to support an extensional point of 

view or the second semantic model: ‘verbum autem exterius est signum rei et 

 
7 According to Pini (1999, 2001), Scotus would be a fair judge who examined both positions of the 
debate without choosing or favouring one to other and, what’s more, seems to show that they are 
not irreconcilable: two ‘variants of the same theory’ or ‘two presentations of the same position’ (Pini 
1999: 27, 43).  
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non intellectionis’ (Scotus, Ordinatio I, d. 27, 1, n. 83).8 Although some scholars 

consider that it is Scotus’s final solution to the debate (Salinas Leal 2011), others 

do not (Pini 1999), since it seems to contrast with his statements in the 

mentioned logical commentaries. In fact, as with other philosophical issues – as, 

for example, the question of the univocity of being – Scotus seems not to offer 

a definitive or clear determinatio on the matter. 

In any case, what we most wish to stress here is the way and the extent to 

which Scotus’s proposal allows a reconciliation of the two distinct positions or 

modes of considering the signification of words. In Scotus’s first description of 

the second semantic model, the extensional one, he tried to explain in what way 

we should understand that a word immediately signifies and refers to the res. 

To do this, he proposed to understand the res as a res ut concipitur, which is a 

fundamental notion that he brought from the Aristotelian preceding tradition. 

The ‘res ut concipitur vel intelligitur’ (Scotus, In Peri herm. I, q. 2, n. 39), i.e., thing 

that is conceived or considered, corresponds to the thing as conceived by the 

human intellect and it is identified with the concept in the mind. This kind of res 
refers to the intelligible thing, the thing that is understood, apprehended, and 

taken into consideration in its function of signifying, i.e., the representational 

content of the language in our intellect (esse cognitum). It is the thing as it exists 

in our minds, the quiddity as a concept associated with qualities in its mental 

existence. Since it refers to an entity or something that is in our soul as a likeness 

of a thing (Dahlstrom 1980: 85), the res ut concipitur is an object of the intellect 

that Scotus identified with the Aristotelian passio animae. Nevertheless, 

contrary to what a mentalistic approach would suggest, the res is not just a 

mental product of our intellect, which may resemble the extramental thing, but 

rather the intellectual conception or conceptus viewed as a soul’s property with 

its own entity. Our first understanding of the real world is based on this concept 

abstracted from the individuals and entities that actually exist in it that we 

experience. Thus, it is what is meant by a definition of a thing: that which defines 

 
8 ‘Licet magna altercatio fiat de voce, utrum sit signum rei vel conceptus, tamen breviter concedo 
quod illud quod signatur per vocem proprie, est res’ (Scotus, Ordinatio I, d. 27, q. 1-3, n. 83-84, vol. 
VI, 97-98); see also the corresponding passage in Lectura I, d. 27, q. 1-3, n. 51, vol. XVII, 357.  
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a thing as what it is, or the answer to the question ‘what is it? (quid). On an 

ontological level of analysis, the res ut concipitur is understood as the common 

nature or essence of the thing perceived. That is the essentia rei or ratio rei that 

we abstract from the objects of the world. In this sense, the res is conceived as 

the nature of the thing. Therefore, in a sense, it could be external to the mind, 

without being itself identical with the extramental thing that exists as an 

individual, as we shall now examine.  
Scotus contrasts the res ut concipitur with another possible mode of a res, 

that of the res ut existit. This is the particular, individual and concrete existing 

thing in the world, which exists as an individual with all its particular qualities 

or accidents: ‘res particulariter existens sub condicionibus individuantibus’ 

(Scotus, In Peri herm II, q. 1, n. 4, 583), i.e., a thing that exists in a particular way 

and with individualizing conditions. It is the res that actually exists in the 

material world (esse materiale) and which can be experienced by us. It is the 

individual in its objective and extramental being whose existence is independent 

of our understanding of it. Because it exists individualiter and per suam rationem 

propriam, we can say that the res ut existit is the nature of things per se or the 

real and ultimate subjects. The res ut existit cannot be understood or signified,9 

because a thing in this sense ‘nec per se intelligitur, sed secundum quod per se 

percipitur ab intellectu’ (Scotus, In Peri herm. I, q. 2, n. 8, 543), i.e., is not 

understood per se, but is understood insofar as it is perceived per se by the 

intellect (Pini 1999: 41). This is so even for the supporters of the second semantic 

model: the thing as existent in itself is not signified by the word. This 

individualiter existing res in the external world is signified by the word only 

since as conceived by the intellect or which is mind-dependent. Even Ockham 

coincides, since only one of his four given senses of the term significare clearly 

guides us towards a purely extensional semantic model, where the signification 

of words depends on the extramental existence of the object they stand for (Eco 

1984: 19).  

 
9 ‘Ad omnes auctoritates in contrarium dicitur quod per speciem vel passionem vel conceptum vel 
quodcumque aliud in aliis auctoritatibus significatur “res ut intelligitur”, ad denotandum quod “res 
ut existit” non significatur’ (Scotus, In Peri herm. I, q. 2, n. 39, 56). 
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This distinction between the res ut concipitur and the res ut existit, which 

have been identified with the Avicennian metaphysical distinction between 

essence and existence (Perler 1993: 110-115), is not an original contribution by 

Scotus, but could conceptually be found in Aristotle and, more precisely, in 

other authors before Scotus, like Siger of Brabant, who had previously proposed 

it (Pini 1999: 41-43). In any case, the res ut concipitur and the res ut existit are 

two modes or ways to be or to understand one and the same thing. They are not 

two different entities. Each res refers to the same entity or nature but this is 

conceived or understood in two different ways: as it is conceived by the intellect 

within itself – which is the concept – and as it exists outside the intellect, extra 

animam. It is worth stating that the nature of a thing could be in agreement with 

just one of these modes: someone who has already died is not a res ut existit but, 

inasmuch we have a mental representation of this person, is still a res ut 

concipitur. This idea, which is the basis of the Scotist theory of the common 

nature is closely related to or is inspired by Avicenna’s metaphysical distinction 

of the three ways to be an essence or three states of the essence (Avicenna, 1980: 

V, 1, 227-229). Latin versions of Avicenna’s texts introduced the notion of res to 

medieval philosophy. He described it as the proper reality of a thing and one of 

the many multivocal names to refer to being, understood as a synonym with the 

notion of ens (O’Reilly 2019). Both res and ens, together with the notion of 

necesse, have epistemological primacy. They are the first impressions of our 

intellect.10 According to Pini (2011), Avicenna’s description of the notion of res 
leads to a dual definition or two meanings of the term: as the quiddity and 

essence of something (what it is), and as the existence of something (the fact 

that it exists). But what concerns us now is his distinction of the three modes of 

considering the nature of the thing, which are not three different kinds of 

essences, natures, or entities. In addition to the res as conceived by the intellect 

and the res as it is in the sensible particulars as an individual, in Avicenna’s 

threefold distinction there is the essence considered absolutely, which 

corresponds to the third way of understanding a thing: the res absolute. In 

essence, it is a thing that exists in itself and independent of its existence in 

 
10 For an introduction to the notion of res as a transcendental concept, see Aersten (2002). 
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individuals or within our understanding, and thus it constitutes the so-called 

essential predicate. According to Scotus’s own formulation of this Avicennian 

threefold distinction in his commentary on Porphyry’s Isagoge (Scotus, In 

Porphyrii Isagoge, q. 9-11, nn. 16-17), the res absolute is the thing conceived 

according to its esse quiditativum and refers to the things that can exist in 

themselves devoid of any mode of existence, the quiddity qua quiddity of a thing. 

We will return to this notion further on. 

Considering the term ‘thing’ to be equivocal, Scotus also reshaped or 

rearticulated the threefold division of modes to have originated with Henry of 

Ghent, which he introduced in his Summa (Quaestiones Ordinariae). Although 

they differ from the Avicennian distinction, Henry distinguished three levels of 

reality: 1) res a reor reris or realitas opinabilis which is the reality purely mental 

and includes everything that can be conceived or supposed; 2) res existens in 

actu, res naturae, or realitas existentiae, which included things that actually and 

individually exist and can be experienced by us; and 3) res a ratitudine or realitas 

quiditativa or the ‘certified’ thing, which is Henry’s own contribution and refers 

to things which could be or are possible to be, opening thus the field of the 

possibility. In a sense, they are the thinkable things that do not necessarily have 

to correspond to their extramental existence, and instead correspond to the 

objects of intellection and to those things that at least have the proper being of 

an essence (esse essentiam) (Marrone 1988). 

Since res ut concipitur has been described as the essence of a thing 

abstracted from a particular object in the world, it can be identified with the 

Platonic universal or common forms or ideas. However, as Pini pointed out (Pini 

1999: 44-45) with regard to Scotus and the interpretive tradition developed that 

followed, this identification does not appear to apply, precisely because of the 

distinction between the res ut concipitur or essence, and the res ut existit or 

existence. Scotus maintains that the mental content referenced by this notion 

of res ut concipitur is partly distinct from the extramental thing, or that it is 

distinct from the existing thing as an individual as it relates to the world. While 

in his examination of the relationship between words and what they refer to, 

Plato seems not to distinguish between the res ut concipitur and the res ut 

existit, or the essence and the existence. According to Plato, the universal form 
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is the only mode of existence of a thing, thereby eliminating the threefold 

distinction between word, concept, and thing. 

To return to our main topic and to apply the distinction between the res ut 

concipitur and the res ut existit to the question of the signification of words, we 

find that, in Scotus’s reconstruction, words primarily and immediately signify 

the thing as it is conceived or thought (res ut concipitur) by the intellect, and not 

the extramental thing, which is secondarily signified by the word. In other 

words, according to Scotus, and Siger de Brabant before him, words signify 

extramental things but only as comprehended by the mind. In this sense, res ut 

concipitur corresponds to mental phenomena regarded as the affections of the 

soul or the conceptiones intellectus which are primarily signified by the word. 

They are universally abstracted from the particular, while res ut existit is the 

thing that particularly exists in the world as an individual. As a result, Scotus’s 

solution would state that the immediate and primary signification of words is 

the nature of the thing, but as that thing is understood (res ut concipitur). This 

is because a thing can be conceived in different ways. Accordingly, this res 

becomes the essence of what is outside the intellect. In this sense, Scotus seems 

to have supported an extensional view of the signification, as presented in his 

Ordinatio. In other words, Scotus would consider that a word primarily signifies 

things, but in a certain manner: as it is understood by the human intellect. In 

this sense, the meaning of a word is found outside the intellect and thus leads 

to the essence of the real thing.  

Although we will not address it here, Scotus’s review makes another 

distinction that is relevant for the debate about the signification. He states that 

the conceptus or res ut concipitur is defined as an intellectual conception, while 

the intelligible species is distinct but closely related to that conception. The 

species intelligibilis is a very significant, but complex, notion for the 

epistemology and the philosophy of language (see Perler 1996 and Spruit 1994; 

and for Scotus’s conceptualization of this notion, see Pini 2004 and 1999: 27-35). 

Basically, it refers to the result of the abstraction from the sensory or perceived 

information we receive from the world around us and its objects. It is a cognitive 

entity that we form or produce and through which we access, understand, and 

represent the nature of the real and extramental thing in our intellects. The 
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intelligible species, traditionally identified with the notion of intentio, is the 

notion ‘by virtue of which a thing is understood’ (Pini 1999: 45); the signum rei in 

mente, or the cognitive presence of the thing in our intellects (Pini 1999: 44). This 

concept is referred to by Scotus in his presentation of the first semantic model 

(i.e., the intentional approach to the signification) in such a way that according 

to him words signify the species intelligibiles which are in the intellect and, thus, 

their meaning is in the mind –‘significare est alicuius intellectum constituere’ 

(Scotus, In Peri herm. II, q. 1, 541). 

For that matter, when generally considering Scotus’s contribution, we see 

that the debate – or magna altercatio as described by him (see no. 7) – was 

focused on the way we should understand the notions of intelligible species, 

concept or affection of the soul – what we mean by passio animae – their 

distinctions and the role they play in the signification of words. His proposal 

deals both with the notion of the soul along with its functions and operations, 

as well as with our knowledge, as his main goal is to properly conceptualize the 

intermediate mental content involved in signification. At least in Scotus’s early 

proposal, the connection between the signification of words, or semantics, and 

the understanding or knowledge of our intellects, or epistemology, is 

fundamental. However, this cognitive dimension of the issue partly disappears 

or subsides when considering the second semantic model. This is especially true 

when analyzing the contribution of one of Scotus’s most distinguished disciples, 

Antonius Andreae. When addressing the issue of the signification of words, 

Antonius seems to move the focus towards the nature of the thing signified. This 

is an issue that can also be found in some of Scotus’s interpretations and reviews. 

Therefore, the concept of thing (res) and its role in the signification of names are 

introduced as essential elements for handling the discussion. 

 

3. Antonius Andreae’s Contribution to the Debate 
 

We have only limited information concerning Antonius’s life, but as is 

testified by some manuscripts (e.g., Pamplona, Cathedral, ms. 6), it seems 

unquestionable that Antonius was born in Aragon and that he joined the 

Franciscan order. We also know that Antonius lived in the custody of Lleida, in 
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the stadium of Monzón, where he probably spent the majority of his career, and 

where his death was documented sometime before the year 1333 (Mensa i Valls 

2017: 65-67; Pini 1991: 529-530). Like most of his contemporaries, he also 

commented on both books of Aristotle’s Peri hermeneias or De interpretatione 

in the form of a literal exposition and eighteen embedded quaestiones. This 

commentary is part of his Scriptum in Artem Veterem, a generic title for a set of 

five treatises related to the Logica Vetus, each one with the same general 

structure consisting of an expositio litteralis and several interspersed 

quaestiones (Gensler 1996)11. This Scriptum is one of Antonius’s most significant 

works, together with his commentary on Aristotelian Metaphysics, and a 

physical treatise called Tractatus quaestionum de principiis naturae. The 

treatises that form the Scriptum, which had already been composed in 1346 

(Courtenay 2011: 212), are the Scriptum super librum Porphyrii (on Porphyry’s 

Isagoge), the Scriptum super librum Praedicamentorum (commentary on the 

Categoriae of Aristotle), the Scriptum super librum Perihermeneias (commentary 

on the De interpretatione of Aristotle), the Scriptum super librum sex 

principiorum (commentary on the Liber sex principiorum of Gilbert de la 

Porrée), and the Scriptum super librum Divisionum Boethii (commentary on the 

De divisionibus of Boethius).  

Antonius’s sources in writing his commentary on the Peri hermeneias are 

Scotus’s commentary on the same work, but also Scotus’s commentaries on the 

Categoriae and Porphyry’s Isagoge (Gensler 1996: 52). The result is a reworking 

of Scotus’ early work on logic, which was closely related both doctrinally and 

textually, and whose doctrinal ambiguities Antonius solves by reformulating and 

 
11 In this study, which is one of the few global presentations of Antonius’s logical commentary, Marek 
Gensler studies the text in relation or comparison to the logical works by Scotus. In fact, it should 
be noted that Gensler precisely studied Antonius’s interpretation of some of Scotus’s main doctrines 
and his position in the formulation of Scotism, with particular attention to natural philosophy. 
Gensler concluded that, overall, Antonius was a faithful pupil of Scotus. Gensler defines Antonius’s 
mains philosophical issues in his Scriptum in Artem Veterem in two: the problem of the categories 
as real genres of being, and the problem of the universals and their relationship with the individuals. 
He also published the first catalogue of works by Antonius or ascribed to him (Mediaevalia 
philosophica Polonorum 31, 1992), which was subsequently refined by the comprehensive 
bibliographical bulletin and review by Mensa i Valls (2017).  
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reorganizing them. He does this by taking (almost literally) some passages from 

Scotus’s mature works, primarily from the Ordinatio and the Lectura. He 

extracts some passages from their theological and metaphysical anchoring and 

resituates them within a different textual and doctrinal framework, which in this 

case is the commentary on an Aristotelian logical text. Furthermore, Antonius’s 

commentary is also composed of quaestiones or passages that do not correspond 

to any of Scotus’s works and, therefore, may be regarded as original. Thus, 

Antonius’s commentary is a coherent, clear, and decisive text composed of 

different passages taken from Scotus’s early and mature works, along with from 

Antonius’s own contribution. In this sense, and following the studies of the 

commentary (Gensler 1996; D’Ors 1995; Carreras i Artau 1943), its structure fits 

and closely resembles the structure and composition of Antonius’s other works 

(see the description of Antonius’s commentary on Metaphysics in Pini 1991 and 

1995 or the study of his physical treatise in Gensler 2016). It seems clear that 

Antonius followed the same process in writing these works, thereby 

demonstrating a precise effort of interpretation, selection, and intervention in 

Scotus’s texts.  

Based on this rigorous exegesis of Scotus’s texts, Antonius’s contribution to 

the history of philosophy is his systematization, reconstruction, and 

reformulation of some of the main Scotist theses, with the aim of clarifying their 

ambiguities and enhancing their exposition and intelligibility, an idea that is 

reflected in his pseudonyms: Doctor dulcissimus, dulcifluus, and fundatissimus 

(Mensa 2017: 66). Furthermore, Antonius’s works were completely accessible to 

and very didactic for his students. Some of these texts became handbooks in the 

Franciscan Studia, thus laying the groundwork for later developments in Scotist 

philosophy. Beyond simply being a vehicle for transmitting the Scotist doctrine, 

many studies on Antonius’s works (see Pini 1991 and 1995) prove that he had his 

own conception and gave his own solutions to some questions, that he indeed 

had his own philosophical project. The question we are addressing here is very 

illustrative of this fact.12 Indeed, this study wants to underline the importance of 

 
12 Where ‘Antonio Andrés, así pues, conservando la letra de Escoto, modifica por completo el sentido 
de su doctrina’ (D’Ors 1995: 19). 
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Antonius Andreae in the history of philosophy as an author and not as a mere 

faithful follower and writer ad mentem Scoti. 

Antonius dealt with the aforementioned debate in the fourth quaestio of his 

commentary on the Peri hermeneias, in which he asked, ‘whether a name 

signifies a thing or an affection of the soul?’ (‘Utrum nomen significet rem vel 

passionem in anima’). This text has been transcribed and studied by D’Ors 

(1995),13 who analyzed the structure of the quaestio and its content in detail. 

D’Ors showed that Antonius used the same set of arguments to discuss the 

question as Scotus (see them in Pini 2001). Unlike him, whose solution to the 

debate, as we have already pointed out, is unclear or has not been clearly 

exposed, Antonius instead proposes a conclusive solution to the quaestio, which 

is the following: 

 
Et dico breviter quod illud quod proprie significatur per vocem est res, non res ut 
intelligitur, nec res ut existens, aut ut non existens, sed res absolute, ut abstrahit 
ab istis et est extraneum ei quodlibet illorum. 
 

Therefore, Antonius attributed the immediate signification of the words to 

the res absolute, the thing described, ‘as indifferent to actual existence and 

external attributes.’14 Consequently, on the one hand, it refers to an alternative 

conception of the thing separate from what can be found within sensible 

 
13 The philosopher-historian Ángel D’Ors (d. 2012) studied the structure and the content of two 
quaestiones of Antonius’s Scriptum in Artem veterem as are in the manuscript 2340 of the Biblioteca 
Universitaria de Salamanca in two distinct articles (see 1995 and 1996), where D’Ors additionally 
raised questions about the manuscript features and the textual problems of its tradition. He 
defended that the author of this manuscript from Salamanca is completely different from the author 
of another significant manuscript for reconstructing Antonius’s textual tradition, which is ms. 6 of 
the Biblioteca del Archivo de la Catedral de Pamplona. Among others, D’Ors also explored many 
issues related to logic and medieval semantics; for instance, the different interpretations of the 
Aristotelian doctrines in Peri hermeneias, which clearly includes Antonius’s commentary. 
For the study and transcription of another quaestio of Antonius’s commentary on the Peri 
hermeneias, which is ‘Utrum signum possit poni ex parte praedicati’, see Pérez-Ilzarbe (1995).  
14 It is worth saying that Antonius’s position and account of the debate are identified by Pini (2001: 
30-31) with the proposal of the English theologian Simon of Faversham (ca. 1240-1306). In his 
commentary on De interpretation, he also exposed that a word signifies a thing inasmuch as it is 
something in itself and not as it is understood. For Faversham’s position on suppositio, see Murè 
(2013). 
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particulars or individuals. So, this is not the thing ut existit individualiter in the 

real and extramental world. On the other hand, Antonius claimed that words 

should properly signify a thing as such, and not, as Scotus and others proposed, 

a thing by means of an intelligible form or as it is conceived by the intellect that 

can be universally predicated. The res absolute is the res in itself, indifferent to 

the mode of conception and the mode of signification, but it is also indifferent 

or previous to its determinations or realization, to its actual existence or 

nonexistence.15 Indeed, it is precisely for its indifference that, according to 

Antonius, it can be said that res means both the individual and actually existing 

thing extra animam and the passio animae or conceptus. This solution is far from 

Scotus’s early considerations, where, as we have already seen, he states that it 

makes no sense to say that words signify things absolutely if we do not specify 

that things are signified insofar as they are understood (Pini 1999: 25), ‘sed dicere 

quod res absolute significatur, est omnino inconveniens’ (Scotus, In Peri herm. 
II, q. 1, n. 14, 585).  

With this solution, which leads to a simplification of the discussion, 

Antonius moved the focus of the debate to the understanding and definition of 

the notion of res. This idea, which seems to be concerned with the extramental 

world, is related to the ontological considerations of the notion of essence and 

existence, but also to the consideration of universals, which appear to have 

primarily originated in the thing and secondly in the representational form given 

by the intellect. However, it is first worth noting the relationship between the 

notion of a thing absolutely considered (or the thing in its indifference) and the 

Scotists notion of a univocal concept of being, which has a proper conceptual 

unity. Without falling into logical contradictions, univocity postulates a 

conceptual community of being, that is, a universal unity behind everything that 

is. Thus, the univocity of being provides the foundation for a conceptual object 

common to all intelligible beings that is equated with the first concept known 

by the intellect. The concept of being, understood in this way, is independent 

from or indifferent to the determinations of its properties or accidents – as is 

 
15 Even this aspect of the res absolute, i.e. its indifference from the actual existence, seems to be also 
a characteristic of the res ut concipitur described by Scotus: ‘cui extraneum est existere, vel non 
existere’, (Scotus, In Peri herm. I, q. 3, n. 6, 90). See Marmo (1989: 164).  
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its existence – or to the real diversity or multiplicity of its real applications. In 

other words: the res that individualiter exist have something univocally in 

common. This common concept of being, which has its own identity, is simple, 

neutral, and indeterminate. It is for this reason that it is univocally applied to all 

objects that are and to which it is indifferent. So, this concept is also indifferent 

to the intrinsic modes of being, which are, for example, the finite and the infinite. 

This distinction precedes the categorical division of reality. This Scotist notion, 

which is indifferent and common to everything, refers to the being at the time 

before its division into categories; it could be understood as being in its last 

grade of abstraction. However, specifically according to Antonius, being, instead 

of deriving solely from our modes of conception, is also a real concept or has a 

real unity. Since Antonius proposed a real community behind the univocal 

concept of being, he is favourably disposed to metaphysical realism.  

In any case, the ontological indifference to the existence and the essence 

of this conceptual notion of being involves or indicates a common and neutral 

intelligibility, which deals with metaphysics and it is under this light that res 

absolute must be understood. This unique and common intelligibility, which 

Avicenna had already pointed out, reports and denotes a common nature upon 

which all beings are based and attributed. The common nature, identified with 

the principle of individuation in the Scotist framework, is understood in terms 

of formality or being formaliter. It could be defined as an intermediate entity 

between the ens rationis or being of reason and the singular existent or real 

being, while it is also indifferent to both of those. The formality, arising from 

investigating the contraction of the univocal being to the singular and created 

reality, could be understood as a distinct and real entity that exists extra 

animam but with less reality than a real being. All these concepts which we 

noted from Antonius’s proposal were fundamental for Scotist metaphysics and 

were treated and studied to a greater or lesser extent by all Scotus’s followers 

or members of the Scotist school during the fourteenth and the fifteenth 

centuries. 

Beyond this, as D’Ors (1995) has already mentioned, it is also important to 

note that Antonius, unlike his magister, sees no difference between the passio 

animae or affections of the soul, and the intelligible species, which are notions 
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that could be interchangeable and are firmly associated in defining the res ut 

concipitur or concept. This identification, which is seen by D’Ors as an omission 

that leads to nonsense (D’Ors 1995: 27), can also be found in Roger Bacon’s 

proposal.  

We can see that Antonius’s proposal fits perfectly within the second 

semantic model, which had already been presented by Bacon, whose 

contribution to the question of the signification and nature of words as signs 

was different from the thirteenth-century majority opinion (see Rosier-Catach 

2018, 1997 and 1984; Maloney 1983a and 1983b). According to his work De signis, 

where Bacon talks about the res absolute considerata, signs immediately signify 

things themselves rather than mental representations or concepts in our 

intellects (res ut concipitur). In other words, a significative term refers to or 

directly points to actually existing things, which can be in the mind (as, for 

example, a chimaera or something that has died) or not; i.e., the term is not 

limited to referring to concrete physical things that exist individualiter (Eco 

1984: 15-16). In Bacon’s own words: ‘vox significativa ad placitum potest imponi 

non ens et non creato et creato et accidentibus et substantiis et materiae e 

composito et omnibus rebus extra animam et in animam’ (Roger Bacon, De 

signis, V, 162, 132-135; see also Eco 1984: 14-17, n. 11). Furthermore, according to 

him, a significative term is a natural sign or symptom of the thing produced by 

the mind and it signifies by convention. There is no mental mediation between 

words as signs and the reference of their signification.16 In this extensional 

approach, the concepts – which could also be identified with the intentio in 

Bacon and Ockham – are ontological weaker or have less being than the 

extramental thing from which they have been abstracted or upon which they 

are founded. 

 
16 ‘Certum est inquirenti quod, facta impositione soli rei extra animam, impossibile est quod vox 
significet speciem rei tamquam rei signum datum ab anima et significativum ad placitum, quia vox 
significativa ad placitum non significat nisi per impositionem et institutionem. Sed concessum est 
vocem soli rei imponi et non speciei’ (Bacon, De signis, V, 163, 132-133). For Roger Bacon De signis, 
see Rosier-Catach (2021) and Cesalli and Rosier-Catach (2018). 
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With his consideration of concepts and words as signs, Bacon opened the 

way for Ockham to develop in the fourteenth century.17 In the switch from an 

intentional approach to the signification to an approach that is extensional, in 

which Antonius also seems to participate, Ockham stands out as an insightful 

author. He represents the terminist interpretation of logic and semantics, which 

is of significant relevance for the conceptualization of the problem of universals. 

He believes both words – be they written, spoken, or mental – and concepts or 

mental content have the same signification. Both signify the singular and 

extramental thing, which is all that is. Words and concepts function analogously 

in this sense: both represent the same thing, though the word does so 

conventionally in the form of a sign, and the concept, naturally. This idea, which 

is a reinterpretation of the Boethian semiotic triangle, closely relates to 

Ockham’s theory of the subordination of words, concepts and things, to one 

another, regarding signification; i.e., a word has signification because of this 

subordination to a concept and this, in turn, to the thing. Concepts, which are 

not the primary meaning of words, are mental objects in the soul that resemble 

or are similar to the perceived objects of the world, through which they have 

been efficiently produced. However, concepts are not things and do not exist as 

real things, but as intellectual actions (Kaufmann 2003).18 The starting point of 

this idea, which we will not discuss in detail, is Ockham’s denial that there is a 

universal essence of actually existing things as individuals. He defended an 

ontology without real essences. Ockham’s position, in this sense, is contrary to 

conceptualism because inasmuch as there is nothing but the singular thing, 

“there is no need for a special device or mediating entity to represent the 

universal aspect of a thing” (Perler 1996; see also Friedman and Pelletier 2014 

and Panaccio 2004). This is because Ockham says that the perception of an 

extramental object and its resemblances results in our intellects causing 

 
17 For Ockham’s theory on signification, see Flórez (2002), Kaufmann (2003), Muñoz García (2000), 
Rayman (2005) and Tabarroni (1989).  
18 ‘Dico autem voces esse signa subordinata conceptibus seu intentionibus animae, non quia proprie 
accipiendo hoc vocabulum ‘signa’ ipsae voces semper significent ipsos conceptus animae primo et 
proprie, sed quia voces imponuntur ad significandum illa eadem quae per conceptus mentis 
significantur’ (Ockham, Summa Logicae, pars 1, ch. 1, n. 7-8, 26-31). 
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concepts, which are the universal essences. In any case, regarding the 

signification of words, Ockham proposed an immediate relation between words 

and things, even words secondarily signify the thing which is primarily signified 

by the concept –‘voces imponuntur ad significandum illa eadem quae per 

conceptus mentis significantur’ (Ockham, Summa Logicae, pars 1, ch. 1, n. 7, 26) 

i.e., the extramental thing. Additionally, according to Ockham, res absolute 

corresponds to the ultimate principles of the ontological analysis, and thus it 

corresponds to the substances as well as the qualities, but without it being 

identified as being qua being or transcendental being – something Antonius’s 

proposal seems to lack clarity on. In fact, in Ockham, the only things which really 

exist outside the mind are individual substances and particular qualities.19  

In talking about the theory of signification in Ockham, we must note the 

relationship between his semantic model and the theory of the supposition 

elaborated by Peter of Hispania and Ockham himself.20 Based on this theory, the 

words refer to an extramental thing’s universal nature, not its actual existence 

as an individual. In philosophy, supposita are the different references or realities 

that are associated with a concept, thus indicating its extensional diversity. In 

Ockham’s view, one way to understand signification is that a sign signifies a 

thing when it supponit or is suited to supponit for that thing.21 In fact, the 

extramental objects are not the objects of scientific knowledge, but the word 

with this referential function. Moreover, according to him, there is no real 

knowledge of the external thing, which is the thesis of realism. Ockham’s 

referential approach to language, then, seems to abolish the distinction between 

the field of references or supposita and the field of signification or semantics.  

We have seen that the idea that words signify something real and not an ens 

rationis started with Scotus’s solution through the res ut concipitur – although 

others proposed it before – with which he distanced himself from the 

representational view of the first semantic model. This approach was simplified 

 
19 For remarks on Ockham’s ontology, see Amerini (2005), Maurer (1981) or Moody (1954). 
20 For the theory of supposition and its relationship with signification, see Panaccio (2013), Amerini 
(2013), Marmo (2013) and Dutilh Novaes (2009). 
21 ‘Nam uno modo dicitur signum aliquid significare quando supponit vel natum est supponere pro 
illo’ (Ockham, Summa Logicae, pars 1, ch. 33, n. 1, 95). 
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and defined by one of his followers, Antonius Andreae. By doing so, he 

contributed to opening a new perspective on the signification of words. In this 

sense, and taking into account his analysis, we now understand D’Ors’s thesis 

(D’Ors 1995) as it is described by Gensler, which is that, in writing his logical 

book, Antonius ‘departs from the teaching of Scotus […] and defends a doctrine 

different from that of his master and anticipating that of William of Ockham’ 

(Gensler 1997: 55). Due to this last approach, namely Ockham’s new theory and 

its preceding contributions, the discussion or debate about what a word 

primarily signifies was not so much focused on the role played by signification 

in knowledge or on its epistemological implications, but rather it was 

characterized by its ontological relevance. 
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Praxisorientierte Dingontologie  

Die Kulturelle Situiertheit des Menschen als Zugang zum Nichtmenschlichen 

 
Abstract: Trotz gravierender Unterschiede stellen RealistInnen und 
PosthumanistInnen die gemeinsame Forderung nach einer Dingontologie auf. 
Ausgehend von einer neuen Auffassung der Materie soll den Dingen ihr Eigenrecht 
zurückgegeben und so die Macht subjektzentrierter Handlungs- und Denkmuster 
gebrochen werden. Die dadurch entstandenen Vorschläge konvergieren in der 
Auffassung, dass die Dinge – aus ihrer Innenperspektive erfasst – eine gewisse 
Handlungsfähigkeit besitzen, die sich unabhängig von Intentionalität und 
Bewusstsein vielfältig entfaltet. Ein aufmerksamer Blick zeigt aber die theoretische 
Widersprüchlichkeit und die praktische Undurchführbarkeit des Vorhabens, vom 
Ding her jenseits jeder möglichen Einbeziehung des menschlichen Denkens und 
Handelns einen den Dingen angemessenen Begriff der Materialität zu erarbeiten, 
der in weiterer Folge auch eine ontologische, ethische und erkenntnistheoretische 
Neubestimmung und Verortung des Menschen verspricht. In Anlehnung an 
Heideggers Zeuganalyse, in der der Mensch vom Lebensvollzug her erfasst wird, 
und durch eine kulturphilosophische Interpretation von Wittgensteins Sprachspiel 
lässt sich zeigen, dass die unüberwindbare kulturelle Situiertheit des Menschen die 
einzige mögliche Dimension darstellt, in der die erkenntnistheoretischen und 
ethischen Anliegen der realistischen und posthumanistischen Ansätze 
aufgenommen und adäquat eingesetzt werden können. Dies impliziert auch die 
Möglichkeit und gegebenenfalls die Notwendigkeit einer neuen Dingontologie, die 
sich nun in der Dimension der Kultur situiert und als praxisorientiert erweist. 
 
Keywords: Materialismus; Dingontologie; Zeuganalyse (Heidegger); Sprachspiel 
(Wittgenstein); kulturelle Praktik 

 

1. Einführung 

 

Die in den letzten Jahren entstandenen realistischen und 

posthumanistischen Strömungen haben die Frage nach der Konstitution der 

Wirklichkeit und der Dinge erneut in den Mittelpunkt des philosophischen 

Interesses gerückt. Diese unterschiedlichen Ansätze, deren Ausgangspunkte, 

Methoden und Forschungsziele sich trotz attestierter einheitlicher Labels kaum 

vereinbaren lassen, scheinen dennoch eine gemeinsame Forderung 

aufzustellen: die Notwendigkeit einer neuen Dingontologie. Diese kann in den 
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Diskursen der Realisten durch die Rehabilitierung der selbstständigen Existenz 

und Erkennbarkeit der Wirklichkeit jenseits der subjektiven 

Bewusstseinskonstitution und ähnlicher vermittelnder Instanzen angetrieben 

sein; wohingegen die Diskurse der Posthumanisten durch eine Kritik des 

aufgeklärten, humanistischen Menschenbildes neue ethisch-ökologische Ideale 

bestimmen und die sich daraus ergebenden politischen 

Handlungsmöglichkeiten betonen. In beiden Fällen soll die Dingontologie – 

ausgehend von einer neuen Auffassung der Materie – auf unterschiedliche Art 

und Weise den Dingen im weitesten Sinne ihre Dignität zurückgeben und sie 

von der Macht subjektzentrierter Handlungs- und Denkmuster befreien. 

In meinem Beitrag möchte ich die Notwendigkeit einer neuen 

Dingontologie keineswegs bestreiten. Diese wird sich aber als eine 

‚praxisorientierte‘ und daher als eine ‚kulturelle‘ Ontologie zeigen. Denn ein 

aufmerksamer Blick deckt die theoretische Widersprüchlichkeit und die 

praktische Undurchführbarkeit des Vorhabens auf, vom Ding her jenseits jeder 

möglichen Einbeziehung des menschlichen Denkens und Handelns einen den 

Dingen angemessenen Begriff der Materialität zu erarbeiten, der in weiterer 

Folge auch eine ontologische, ethische und erkenntnistheoretische 

Neubestimmung und Verortung des Menschen verspricht. Im Gegensatz dazu 

wird es sich zeigen – und darin besteht die Hauptthese des Beitrags –, dass das 

menschliche Tun, von dem übrigens auch realistische und posthumanistische 

Ansätze nicht völlig absehen können, seine konstitutive Funktion in der 

ontologischen Bestimmung der Dinge (zurück)gewinnen muss, vor allem wenn 

es darum geht, den Dingen einen neuen ontologischen Status zuzuschreiben 

und ihre vom Menschen unabhängige Seinsweise anzuerkennen. 

Im Folgenden wird sich die Argumentation in drei Teile gliedern. Zuerst gilt 

es, die komplexe Problemlage zu schildern, die in den letzten Jahren die 

vielfältigen Versuche der Erarbeitung einer neuen Dingontologie motiviert 

haben. In Anbetracht der ontologischen Problematik bzw. der theoretischen 

Widersprüchlichkeit, die sich durch diese Ansätze ergibt, wird sich die 

Notwendigkeit zeigen, eine Dinganalyse vorzunehmen, die vom Menschen und 

noch präziser von der kulturellen Situiertheit des Menschen bei den Dingen 

ausgeht. Dabei werde ich mich auf Heideggers Zeuganalyse in Sein und Zeit 
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stützen. Es wird sich zeigen, dass eine ontologische Bestimmung des Zeugs, die 

vom Zeug selbst ausgehend die Welt als kulturellen Bedeutungshorizont 

erschließen kann, unterbestimmt und sogar dogmatisch bleibt, wenn der 

Kontext des menschlichen Handelns nicht mitberücksichtigt wird. Diese 

Dimension des Handelns, die Heidegger erkennt, jedoch nicht ausführlich 

analysiert, wird in einem dritten Teil in Anlehnung an Wittgensteins Begriff des 

Sprachspiels offengelegt, der über eine reine Sprachtheorie hinaus als 

Schlüsselbegriff für die Erschließung der grundlegenden Verknüpfung von Ding 

und menschlichem Tun fruchtbar gemacht wird. Sprachspiele können in diesem 

erweiterten Sinn die Struktur kultureller Praktiken verdeutlichen und somit die 

Dimension offenlegen, innerhalb derer nur eine Dingontologie und daher auch 

eine materiell fundierte Dingontologie denkbar wird. 

 

2. Zurück zur Materie: Spekulativer Realismus, Neuer Realismus und kritischer 

Posthumanismus 
 

Mit den folgenden Worten leiten Diana Coole und Samantha Frost ihren 

Sammelband New Materialism ein:  

 
As human beings we inhabit an ineluctably material world. We live our everyday 
lives surrounded by, immersed in, matter. We are ourselves composed of matter. 
We experience its restlessness and intransigence even as we reconfigure and 
consume it. At every turn we encounter physical objects fashioned by human 
design and endure natural forces whose imperatives structure our daily routines 
for survival. Our existence depends from one moment to the next on myriad micro-
organisms and diverse higher species, on our own hazily understood bodily and 
cellular reactions and on pitiless cosmic motions, on the material artifacts and 
natural stuff that populate our environment, as well as on socioeconomic 
structures that produce and reproduce the conditions of our everyday lives. In light 
of this massive materiality, how could we be anything other than materialist? How 
could we ignore the power of matter and the ways it materializes in our ordinary 
experiences or fail to acknowledge the primacy of matter in our theories? 
(Coole/Frost 2010: 1) 

 

Es lässt sich kaum eine prägnantere Formulierung denken, die das 

gemeinsame Anliegen der aktuellsten Denkströmungen wie etwa des 
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Spekulativen Realismus, Neuen Realismus und kritischen Posthumanismus1 

präzise auf den Punkt bringt: Die Macht der Materie nicht zu ignorieren, ihr 

neue Aufmerksamkeit zu schenken und davon ausgehend auf die ontologischen 

und ethischen Konsequenzen einzugehen, die eine sich dadurch ergebende 

Neuauffassung der Materie mit sich bringt. Der New Materialism kann daher 

eher als eine Bewegung erfasst werden als als eigenständiger Ansatz, er 

verbreitet sich quer durch die aktuellen Denkströmungen und insistiert auf der 

Dringlichkeit einer Wende zur Materie. Dieses geteilte Motiv entsteht aber aus 

differenzierten ontologischen, erkenntnistheoretischen und ethischen 

Interessen, die auf grundlegend unterschiedliche Art und Weise verwirklicht 

werden. Dabei geht es um gravierende Differenzen, die bereits in ihren 

jeweiligen Grundanliegen deutlich zum Ausdruck kommen. Der Spekulative und 

der Neue Realismus wie auch der Posthumanismus haben mehr oder weniger 

explizit ihren Ausgangspunkt in den poststrukturalistischen Ansätzen, die sich 

in der zweiten Hälfte des 20. Jahrhunderts im europäischen Raum durchgesetzt 

 
1 Der Spekulative Realismus bezeichnet eine Denkbewegung, die aus einer Tagung in London im April 
2007 entstand. Quentin Meillassoux, Ray Brassier, Graham Harman und Ian Hamilton Grant gehören 
zur ersten Generation des Spekulativen Realismus und zählen jeweils als Vertreter vier 
verschiedener Richtungen: Spekulativer Materialismus, Prometheanismus, Objektorientierte 
Ontologie und Vitalistischer Idealismus (vgl. Römer 2018 und Graham 2018: 1-6). Mit dem Neuen 
Realismus verweist man auf eine Denkbewegung, die von Markus Gabriel und Maurizio Ferraris 
gegründet wurde und die unterschiedlichen auch nicht vereinbaren Formen von Realismus 
einbezieht (vgl. Ferraris 2012 und Gabriel 2014). Eine Eingrenzung des kritischen Posthumanismus 
zeigt sich als deutlich komplexer. Die Forschungsliteratur schlägt unterschiedliche Aufteilungen vor 
Roden (2015: 20-32); Braidotti (2014: 42-44); Loh (2018: 12). Ich werde die von J. Loh vorgeschlagene 
Aufteilung übernehmen: Unter dem Kritischen Posthumanismus ist eine Denkbewegung zu 
verstehen, die auf die Bildung einer vielfältig verstandenen relationalen Subjektivität, die auch die 
nicht-menschliche Wirklichkeit betrifft, abzielt (vgl. Loh 2018: 150) und durch einen grundlegenden 
Appellcharakter ausgezeichnet ist, der das politische Handeln wie die Funktion und die Organisation 
des Wissens betrifft (vgl. 2018: 157-162). Auf diese Denkbewegung bezieht sich im Folgenden der 
Begriff ‚Posthumanismus‘. Obwohl sich die Formen des Realismus und des Posthumanismus 
voneinander unterscheiden (wie im Folgenden zu sehen sein wird), ist es dennoch zu betonen, dass 
sich einige Ansätze an der Schnittstelle zwischen ihnen positionieren. Der Posthumanist Latour wird 
oft in Richtung des Spekulativen Realismus Harmans gelesen; Auch Braidottis Versuch, die 
erkenntnistheoretische Herrschaft des Subjekts zu überwinden, entspricht dem Hauptanliegen der 
Realisten. Roden versteht den gesamten Spekulativen Realismus als eine Form von Posthumanismus 
(vgl. Roden 2015: 20-32). Vor allem im Falle der PosthumanistInnen geht es somit eher um eine 
funktionale als um eine substanzielle Aufteilung.  
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haben.2 Als Reaktionen auf den Poststrukturalismus entwickeln sie aber zwei 

entgegengesetzte Richtungen: Einerseits bemühen sich die RealistInnen – wie 

der Name schon deutlich zum Ausdruck bringt – um eine Wiedergewinnung der 

vom erkennenden Subjekt unabhängigen, gegebenen Wirklichkeit. Andererseits 

führen die PosthumanistInnen das kritische Anliegen des Poststrukturalismus 

fort und werfen ihm sogar vor, immer noch zu reaktionär zu bleiben, da er die 

Sprache ins Zentrum seiner Analyse rückt und somit an eine westlich geprägte 

Bestimmung des Menschen gebunden und innerhalb traditioneller 

Denkstrukturen verhaftet bleibt.3 Ausgehend davon konkretisiert sich ihr Ziel 

darin, dem Menschenbild der westlichen Denktradition entgegenzuwirken, das 

in ihren Augen die Herrschaft eines bestimmten Subjektideals sowohl über 

andere Menschen als auch über die organische und anorganische Natur 

insgesamt bewirkt hat. Einer Überwindung des Korrelationismus4 setzt sich 

daher eine Überwindung des Menschen5 entgegen. 

Dieser Grundunterschied nimmt auch innerhalb von Ansätzen, die sich 

unter einer einzigen Denkströmung einordnen lassen, unterschiedliche 

Gestalten an. 

 
2 Vgl. zum Verhältnis von Poststrukturalismus und Posthumanismus: Braidotti 2014: 19-31; Loh 2018: 
132-133. Vgl. zum Verhältnis von Poststrukturalismus und Neuem sowie Spekulativem Realismus: 
Eco (2014: 33-51); Ferraris (2012: 52-75). 
3 Vgl. Barad 2021: 30; Braidotti 2014: 43; Latour 2008: 9-16. 
4 Mit Korrelationismus bezeichnet Meillassoux das intentionale Abhängigkeitsverhältnis zwischen 
Subjekt und Objekt; ein Verhältnis, das in seinen Augen die Transzendentalphilosophie Kants und in 
weiterer Folge auch die sprachanalytische und die phänomenologische Philosophie auszeichnet. Der 
Ausdruck Korrelationismus will den Fokus polemisch darauf legen, dass wir nur zu einer Korrelation 
von Denken und Sein Zugang haben, und nie gesondert zu einem der beiden Begriffe‘ (Meillassoux 
2014: 18). 
5 Die Überwindung des Menschen ist ein Aspekt, der sowohl für alle Formen des Posthumanismus 
als auch für jene des Transhumanismus charakteristisch ist (vgl. Loh 2018: 11). Im Falle des kritischen 
Posthumanismus konkretisiert sich die Überwindung des Menschen durch den Versuch, sich von 
einem bestimmten Menschbild zu distanzieren, und zwar: ‚Das Cartesische Subjekt des cogito, die 
Kantische ‚Geimeinschaft vernünftiger Wesen‘ oder, stärker soziologisch gewendet, das Subjekt als 
Bürger, als Inhaber von Rechten, als Eigentümer und so weiter‘ (Braidotti zitiert Wolfe, Braidotti 
2014: 7). Mit anderen Worten ausgedrückt: Der universale ‚Mensch‘, der implizit ‚als männlicher 
weißer Stadtbewohner, Sprecher einer Standardsprache, heterosexuelles Glied einer 
Reproduktionseinheit und vollwertiger Bürger eines anerkannten Gemeinwesens‘ gedacht wird 
(Braidotti 2014: 70). 
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Im Rahmen des Spekulativen Realismus bemüht sich beispielhaft Quentin 

Meillassoux durch eine heftige Kritik an Kants Kopernikanische Wende, das 

ursprüngliche Absolute des Realen bzw. das Hyper-Chaos wiederzugewinnen;6 

Ray Brassiers Realismus nimmt dagegen einen eher ‚existenzialistischen Ton‘ an 

und mündet in einem Nihilismus;7 ausgehend von Schellings Naturphilosophie 

plädiert Ian Emilton Grant für eine physisch verstandene Metaphysik der Natur;8 

Graham Harman fokussiert seine Aufmerksamkeit auf die Objekte und 

entwickelt die berühmte Object-Oriented Ontology (OOO).9 Und auch im 

Rahmen des Neuen Realismus lassen sich viele unterschiedliche und oft sogar 

nicht vereinbare Ansätze erkennen.10 

Eine ähnliche, wenn nicht sogar ausgeprägtere Vielfältigkeit lässt sich auch 

in Bezug auf den Posthumanismus feststellen. Getrieben vom gemeinsamen Ziel, 

den Menschen zu überwinden, versuchen alle PosthumanistInnen 

Denkstrukturen zu konzipieren, Ontologien zu entfalten und 

Handlungsmöglichkeiten zu eröffnen, die nicht mehr vom humanistischen 

Menschenbild, das die PosthumanistInnen der westlichen Denktradition 

zuschreiben, ausgehen.11 Die Differenzen zwischen ihnen sind aber gravierend. 

Einige Autoren verfolgen ausdrücklich soziopolitische Ziele, wie z.B. Bruno 

Latour;12 andere setzen sich eher die Erarbeitung einer neuen Ontologie als Ziel, 

die aber beträchtliche erkenntnistheoretische und ethische Implikationen mit 

sich bringt, wie Rosi Braidotti.13 Wieder andere hinterfragen explizit die 

Wechselwirkung von Technik, Technologie und neuen möglichen Formen von 

Subjektivität, wie z.B. Donna Haraway;14 und zuletzt gehen manche Autoren von 

den aktuellsten Erfindungen in der Quantenphysik aus, um neue 

 
6 Vgl. Meillassoux (2014: 18-21). 
7 Vgl. Brassier (2007). 
8 Vgl. Grant (2006). 
9 Vgl. Harman (2005). 
10 Vgl. Gabriel (2014). 
11 Zur Idee der Überwindung des humanistischen Menschbildes vgl. Fußnote 5. 
12 Vgl. Latour (2010). 
13 Vgl. Braidotti (2014). 
14 Vgl. Haraway (1985). 
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Interaktionsdynamiken zwischen lebendiger und nicht-lebendiger Materie zu 

entfalten, wie Karen Barad.15 

Diese große Vielfältigkeit hebt ausdrücklich die zentrale Rolle hervor, die 

der Auseinandersetzung mit der Materie sowohl für die Überwindung des 

Korrelationismus als auch für die Überwindung des Menschen als gemeinsamer 

Weg zukommt, um subjektunabhängige Dingontologien zu erarbeiten. Die 

Zentralität der Materie spiegelt sich auch im Versuch wider, neue sprachliche 

Werkzeuge zu erarbeiten, welche einerseits die traditionellen, 

subjektzentrierten Kategorien ersetzten und somit bereits existierenden Dingen 

einen neuen ontologischen Status verleihen und andererseits der Entstehung 

neuer (Misch-)Wesen Rechnung tragen können. In dieser Hinsicht erweist sich 

das ständige, posthumanistische Ringen um neue sprachliche Formationen als 

paradigmatisch. Die geläufigste und provokativste ist vielleicht der Ausdruck 

‚Cyborg‘, den Haraway in ihrem Manifest als Abkürzung von ‚cybernetic 

organism‘ einsetzt (Haraway 1985: 238). Diesbezüglich erklärt sie: ‚Cyborg sind 

kybernetische Organismen, Hybride aus Maschine und Organismus, ebenso 

Geschöpfe der gesellschaftlichen Wirklichkeit wie der Fiktion‘ (1985: 239). Aus 

ihrer Sicht sind sie infolge des Zusammenbruchs dreier Grenzziehungen 

traditioneller Gesellschaftsformen entstanden: Die Grenze zwischen Tier und 

Mensch, zwischen Organismus und Maschine und zwischen Physikalischem und 

Nicht-Physikalischem.16 Auch Latour bezieht sich mit dem Ausdruck ‚Hybride‘ 

auf den Zusammenbruch einer Grenze.17 Bei ihm geht es aber um die 

Notwendigkeit der Überwindung des Dualismus von Natur und Kultur. Hybride 

sind in diesem Zusammenhang Menschen, die sich endlich diesem Dualismus 

entziehen und sich ihrer Beschaffenheit als ‚Mischwesen zwischen Natur und 

Kultur‘ (Latour 2008: 19) bewusst werden.18 Auf dem gleichen Weg einer 

Überwindung des Dualismus von Natur und Kultur bewegt sich Braidotti, die mit 

 
15 Vgl. Barad (2012).  
16 Vgl. Haraway (1985: 241-244). 
17 Vgl. Latour (2008: 7-20). 
18 Im Rahmen des Denkens Latours kann auch Gaia, die die Natur jenseits des Dualismus von Natur 
und Kultur zu benennen versucht, als neue ontologische Entität betrachtet werden (vgl. Latour 
2020: 133-192). 
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ihrem ‚nomadischen Subjekt‘ (Braidotti 2014), das aus dem Verständnis des 

Lebens als zoé – d.h. als einer intelligenten und selbstorganisierenden, 

organischen Materie – hervorgeht, auf die Erarbeitung eines autopoietischen 

und relationalen, nicht dualistischen Subjektivitätsbegriffs, der für den 

lebendigen Organismus insgesamt gilt, hinaus will.19 Noch zu erwähnen ist der 

von Timothy Morton geprägte Begriff ‚Hyperobjekt‘ (Morton 2013), der in 

Anlehnung an Grahams Spekulativen Realismus auf die vielfältigen 

Auswirkungen der lebendigen und nicht lebendigen Materie auf das 

Menschenwesen hinweist.  

Cyborgs, nomadische Subjekte, Hybride und Hyperobjekte benennen somit 

Entitäten mit einem ontologischen Status, der sich nicht durch 

subjektzentrierte begriffliche Kategorien einholen lässt, und stellen zugleich 

ontologische Versuche dar, eine angemessene Antwort zu den ethisch 

motivierten ökologischen, feministischen und antirassistischen 

Herausforderungen zu finden, die den eigentümlichen ‚Appellcharakter‘ der 

posthumanistischen Ansätze ausmachen.20 

Diese sich neu konstituierenden Mischwesen, die die wechselseitige 

Abhängigkeit und innerliche Verwicklung lebendiger und nicht-lebendiger 

Materie zum Ausdruck bringen sollen, zeigen einen gemeinsamen Wesenszug, 

der für die Frage nach der theoretischen Konsistenz und der praktischen 

Ansetzbarkeit realistischer und posthumanistischer Vorschläge wesentlich ist: 

eine gewisse Handlungsmacht. Die unternommenen Versuche, die Dinge von 

subjektzentrierten Machtspielen zu befreien, um ihnen Dignität zurückzugeben, 

gehen immer mehr oder weniger explizit damit einher, dass den Dingen eine 

gewisse Handlungsmacht bzw. Handlungsfähigkeit oder wenigstens ein aktives 

Sich-Verhalten zugeschrieben wird.  

Exemplarisch nimmt die Handlungsmacht der Dinge eine zentrale Rolle in 

Latours Akteur-Netzwerk-Theorie (ANT) ein, die im Rahmen seiner Soziologie 

der Assoziationen dargestellt wird.21 Im explizit kritischen Abstand zu Durkheim, 

 
19 Vgl. Braidotti (2014: 61-63). 
20 Vgl. Loh (2018: 157-162). 
21 Vgl. Latour: (2010b). 
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der den Dingen als materielles Substrat der Gesellschaft jede lebendige Kraft 

aberkennt,22 entwickelt Latour eine Auffassung des Akteurs, die die Dinge als 

entscheidend handlungsfähige Entitäten in sozialen Zusammenhängen begreift: 

 
Soziales Handeln wird […] auf verschiedene Akteurstypen verlagert oder delegiert, 
die fähig sind, das Handeln durch andere Aktionsmodi, andere Typen von 
Materialien zu transportieren. (Latour 2010b: 122) 

 

Inwiefern die Dinge ihre aktive Rolle im sozialen Handeln annehmen, wird 

von Latour durch den Begriff Affordance mit den folgenden Worten zum 

Ausdruck gebracht:  

 
Außer ‚zu determinieren‘ und als bloßer ‚Hintergrund für menschliches Handeln‘ 
zu dienen, könnten Dinge vielleicht ermächtigen, ermöglichen, anbieten, 
ermutigen, erlauben, nahelegen, beeinflussen, verhindern, autorisieren, 
ausschließen und so fort. (2010b: 124) 

 

Die zitierten Stellen machen deutlich, dass Latour Handlung nicht mit 

irgendeiner Form von Intentionalität verbunden wissen will. Er selbst betont mit 

Insistenz, dass ANT nicht ‚die Behauptung irgendeiner absurden „Symmetrie 

zwischen Menschen und nicht-menschlichen Wesen“‘ (2010b: 131) ist. Dennoch 

behauptet er mit ähnlicher Beharrlichkeit, dass ‚Handlung […] nicht transparent 

[ist], [sie] steht nicht unter der vollen Kontrolle des Bewußtseins‘ (2010b: 77) und 

dass ‚nie klar ist, wer und was handelt, wenn wir handeln, denn kein Akteur auf 

der Bühne handelt allein. Das Schauspiel versetzt uns sofort in ein dichtes 

Imbroglio, wo die Frage, wer die Handlung durchführt, unergründlich wird‘ 

(2010b: 81). 

Auch Braidotti schlägt im Rahmen ihres ‚vitalistischen Materialismus‘ 

(Braidotti 2014: 62) eine von der Bewusstseinsintentionalität entkoppelte Idee 

von Handlung vor und schreibt der nicht-menschlichen organischen Materie die 

Rolle von Akteuren zu: ‚Tiere, Insekte, Pflanzen und die Umwelt, der Planet und 

der gesamte Kosmos kommen als Akteure ins Spiel‘ (2014: 71). 

 
22 Vgl. Latour (2010b: 126). 
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Die Verbindung einer wie auch immer gearteten Handlungsfähigkeit der 

Objekte mit dem Versuch, die Objekte von der Abhängigkeit des menschlichen 

Bewusstseins zu befreien und ihnen somit ihr Eigenrecht zurückzugeben, 

zeichnet auch die realistischen Ansätze aus. Mit ausgesprochener Deutlichkeit 

tritt dies in Harmans OOO (Object-Oriented Ontology) hervor, die er erst in 

Tool-Being. Heidegger and the Metaphysics of Objects (Harman 2002) und 

Guerilla Metaphysics. Phenomenology and the Carpentry of Things (2005) 

entwickelt. In kritischer Auseinandersetzung mit der Phänomenologie Husserls 

und der Zeuganalyse Heideggers und zugleich ausgehend von einer 

Neuinterpretation von Heideggers Begriff des ‚Geviert‘ konturiert Harman in 

seiner realistischen Ontologie die Grenzen einer bewusstseinsunabhängigen 

Wirklichkeit, in der die realen Objekte ohne jegliches Tun eines Subjekts 

miteinander interagieren und aufeinander wirken, jedoch nur als sinnliche 

Objekte. Denn diese besitzen, wie er auf Basis seiner vierfachen Schemata zeigt, 

eine sinnliche Seite (SO – das sinnliche Objekt und SQ – die sinnlichen 

Qualitäten), die auf andere Objekte und Menschen einwirkt, und eine reale Seite 

(RO – das reale Objekt und RQ – die realen Qualitäten), die sich jedem Verhältnis 

sowohl zum Menschen als auch zu anderen Objekten vollkommen entzieht. Die 

Kluft zwischen realen Objekten untereinander sowie zwischen realem Objekt 

und Mensch wird somit unüberbrückbar. Die realen Objekte, zu denen für 

Harman so gut wie alle Vorkommnisse der Welt zählen, erweisen sich daher als 

irreduzible und für das Subjekt unerkennbare Entitäten.23 

Latours Idee der Dinge als Akteure in einem sozialen Netzwerk, Braidottis 

vitalistische Auffassung von Agency und nicht zuletzt Harmans Konzeption der 

aufeinander wirkenden Objekte entstehen aus unterschiedlichen ethischen, 

sozialen und ontologischen Interessen. Sie alle sind aber die Symptome und 

zugleich die Ergebnisse einer ähnlichen, wenn nicht sogar identischen 

Bemühung, das Nichtmenschliche unabhängig vom Menschlichen zu erfassen 

und das Eigenrecht seiner subjektunabhängigen Existenz zu bekräftigen. In 

Hinblick auf die durch den Poststrukturalismus bewirkte Auflösung der Realität 

und zugleich auf die durch die naturwissenschaftliche Neuentdeckung einer 

 
23 Vgl. Harman (2015). 
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sich vom Zutun des Menschen unabhängigen, bewegenden Materie, die sich 

jedem menschlichen Eindringen widersetzt, kann diese Bemühung kaum 

verwundern. Noch mehr gerechtfertigt erweist sie sich in Bezug auf die durch 

die Gender und Postcolonial Studies sowie durch die politische Ökologie 

erhobenen, legitimen Ansprüche ethischer und politischer Erneuerung 

traditioneller sexistischer, rassistischer und kapitalistischer Denkmuster. 

Zugleich zeigt sich aber gerade in diesem Projekt, das Nichtmenschliche 

ohne Menschen zu denken, die Undurchführbarkeit dieses Vorhabens. Denn all 

diese Autoren versuchen, die Dinge aus einer neutralen Innenperspektive zu 

betrachten, die sie als Menschen nie annehmen können. Darin zeigt sich die 

systematische Widersprüchlichkeit dieses Unterfangens, die einerseits zur 

Formulierung allgemeiner ethischer Ansprüche und entsprechend vagen 

konkreten Realisierungsmöglichkeiten führt, wie beispielhaft im Falle von 

Latours Parlament der Dinge (Latour 2010) oder Braidottis Reorganisierung der 

Universitäten,24 und andererseits eine Flucht in das Ästhetische bewirkt, wie im 

Falle von Latour oder Harman. 

Aus der Unmöglichkeit einer nicht-menschlichen Perspektive auf die Dinge 

ergibt sich die Notwendigkeit, eine Dimension zurückzugewinnen, in der die 

Dingbegegnung im Mittelpunkt steht und die zugleich den von RealistInnen und 

PosthumanistInnen gestellten ontologisch und ethisch berechtigten 

Forderungen, die die Notwendigkeit einer neuen Dingontologie begründen, 

Rechnung trägt. In Anlehnung an Heideggers Zeuganalyse wird im folgenden 

Teil der Weg eingeschlagen, um diese Dimension offenzulegen.  

 

3. Martin Heidegger: das Sein-bei den Dingen und die Zeuganalyse 
 

Heidegger entwickelt seine Zeuganalyse bekannterweise im ersten Teil des 

dritten Kapitels von Sein und Zeit im Rahmen seiner Erläuterung der 

Weltlichkeit der Welt als Bedeutsamkeit.25 Dabei geht es um die Erläuterung der 

Entstehung und der Verbindlichkeit der Bezüge, die sich bei den vielfältigen 

 
24 Vgl. Braidotti (2014: 176-187). 
25 Vgl. Heidegger (1927: 85-118). 
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Dingbegegnung ergeben. Gerade diese Fokussierung auf die Verhältnisse 

zwischen Dingen und zwischen Mensch und Ding macht Heideggers 

Gedankengang für die Erschließung der Dimension, in der eine Dingontologie 

erst möglich wird, besonders gewinnbringend.26  

Darüber hinaus gewährleistet Heideggers Zeuganalyse – wenn der Fokus 

auf die Struktur der Dingbegegnung gelegt wird – eine gewisse Neutralität in 

Bezug auf die Vorwürfe, die RealistInnen und PosthumanistInnen jeweils der 

Tradition machen. Denn Heidegger geht weder von einer Konstitutionsleistung 

des Bewusstseins noch von einer bestimmten, humanistisch geprägten 

Auffassung des Menschen aus. Sein Ausgangspunkt ist vielmehr der Mensch als 

handelndes Wesen bzw. der Mensch als Lebensvollzug. Dies wird an seiner 

Analyse der Sorge deutlich, die es als ‚existenzial-ontologisches 

Grundphänomen‘ (Heidegger 1927: 260) ermöglicht, das Leben durch das 

Zusammenwirken der drei Wesensmomente der Existenzialität, der Faktizität 

und des Seins-bei in seiner prozesshaften, einheitlichen Ganzheit zu erfassen.27 

Während im Rahmen der Analyse der Faktizität das menschliche Leben als ein 

verstehender Lebensvollzug erkennbar wird, der schon immer mit einer 

Totalität von Bedeutungen vertraut und daher zugleich einer gewissen 

Verbindlichkeit der Welt ausgesetzt ist, kennzeichnet die Existenzialität das 

Leben als Sein-Können, d.h. das Leben in seiner Gestaltungskraft, in seiner 

 
26 Heideggers Analyse der ontologischen Beschaffenheit des Zeugs betrifft nur jene Dinge, die 
Ergebnis einer menschlichen Herstellung sind, also die Pragmata: ‚Die Griechen hatten einen 
angemessenen Terminus für die „Dinge“: πράγματα, d. i. das, womit man es im besorgenden 
Umgang (πράξις) zu tun hat. Sie ließen aber ontologisch gerade den spezifisch „pragmatischen“ 
Charakter der πράγματα im Dunkeln und bestimmten sie „zunächst“ als „bloße Dinge“. Wir nennen 
das im Besorgen begegnende Seiende das Zeug. Im Umgang sind vorfindlich Schreibzeug, Nähzeug, 
Werk-, Fahr-, Meßzeug‘ (1927: 92). Naturdinge – wie etwa Steine, Wasser, Holz oder auch Pflanzen 
und Bäume –, Tiere, Menschen, natürliche Phänomene, geschichtliche Ereignisse oder kulturelle 
Tatsache fallen in der Zeuganalyse nicht unter die Bezeichnung ‚Ding‘.  
27 Heidegger definiert die Sorge als das ‚Sich-vorweg-schon-sein-in-(der-Welt)-als Sein-bei 
(innerweltlich begegnendem Seiendem)‘ (1927: 256). Diese kryptische Definition der Sorge ist sehr 
voraussetzungsvoll, insofern sie die drei bereits genannten Wesensmomente enthält, die nach 
Heidegger das menschliche Leben ausmachen: Das ‚sich-vorweg-sein (in-der-Welt)‘ kennzeichnet 
den Menschen als Existenzialität; das ‚schon-sein-in (der Welt)‘ drückt die unüberwindbare 
Faktizität des Menschen aus; das ‚Sein-bei (innerweltlichen Seienden)‘ spezifiziert und konkretisiert 
die Faktizität des Menschen, indem es die Art und Weise, in der der Mensch schon-in-(der Welt)-
ist, ausdrückt. 
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Entscheidungsfähigkeit und in seiner Offenheit für unzählige Wege der 

‚jemeinigen‘ Lebensführung. Diese für den Menschen konstitutive Spannung 

kommt durch den Ausdruck ‚geworfener Entwurf‘ (1927: 197) zur Geltung. 

Entscheidend ist dabei, dass sich dieser Entwurf erst in der Welt und daher bei 

den Dingen verwirklichen kann. Darauf will das Sein-bei als drittes 

Wesensmoment des Strukturganzen der Sorge hinweisen: Kein Mensch ist ein 

Auge über die Welt, ein neutraler Zuschauer seiner Existenz oder seiner Welt, 

der objektiv zwischen verschiedenen Handlungsmöglichkeiten, Gedanken oder 

Gefühlen abwägt. Ganz im Gegenteil: Jeder Mensch realisiert sein Leben als 

verstehender Vollzug, insofern er sich schon immer bei Naturdingen, Pflanzen, 

Werkzeugen, Kunstwerken, bei sich selbst und bei anderen Menschen aufhält 

und d.h. durch konkrete Handlungen und Verhaltensweisen all dies in 

Bedeutungszusammenhänge integriert hat und ständig aufs Neue integriert. 

In Bezug auf die Objekte zeigt dies, dass der Mensch nie bedeutungslosen 

Objekten begegnet, sondern Objekten, die schon immer in 

Bedeutungszusammenhänge eingebunden sind. Dies hat zwei gravierende 

Konsequenzen für die Möglichkeit einer Dingontologie.  

Unter der Perspektive einer unüberwindbaren Situiertheit des 

Lebensvollzugs erweist sich erstens die Bedeutung, die den Objekten 

notwendigerweise anhaftet, als zu ihrer unmittelbaren Gegebenheit gehörend 

und nicht als addierte Eigenschaft zu einem neutralen materiellen Substrat. Nur 

ausgehend von diesem Horizont der Bedeutung – und trotzdem noch innerhalb 

seiner Grenzen – drängen sich durch eine gewisse selbstkritische Distanz die 

Fragen nach dem Eigenwert oder der ontologischen Beschaffenheit eines 

Objekts auf. Die Formulierungs- und Beantwortungsmöglichkeiten dieser 

Fragen können aber von der geschichtlichen und kulturellen Situiertheit des 

Menschen, die einzig die Fragestellung selbst ermöglichen, nie völlig absehen.  

In weiterer Folge wird zum anderen deutlich, dass der Mensch sich immer 

schon zu den Objekten positioniert hat, er hält sich in dem Sinne bei den 

Objekten auf, dass er mit den Objekten vertraut ist. Diesbezüglich schreibt 

Heidegger:  

 
Das „Sein bei“ der Welt, in dem noch näher auszulegenden Sinne des Aufgehens in 
der Welt, ist ein im In-Sein fundiertes Existenzial. […] Das In-Sein meint so wenig 
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ein räumliches „Ineinander“ Vorhandener, als „in“ ursprünglich gar nicht eine 
räumliche Beziehung der genannten Art bedeutet; „in“ stammt von innan-, 
wohnen, habitare, sich aufhalten; „an“ bedeutet: ich bin gewohnt, vertraut mit, ich 
pflege etwas; es hat die Bedeutung von colo im Sinne von habito und diligo. Dieses 
Seiende, dem das In-Sein in dieser Bedeutung zugehört, kennzeichneten wir als 
das Seiende, das ich je selbst bin. Der Ausdruck „bin“ hängt zusammen mit „bei“; 
„ich bin“ besagt wiederum: ich wohne, halte mich auf bei … der Welt, als dem so 
und so Vertrauten. Sein als Infinitiv des „ich bin“, d.h. als Existenzial verstanden, 
bedeutet wohnen bei..., vertraut sein mit... In-Sein ist demnach der formale 
existenziale Ausdruck des Seins des Daseins, das die wesenhafte Verfassung des 
In-der-Welt-seins hat. (1927: 73) 

 

Diese Vertrautheit mit den Dingen konkretisiert sich für Heidegger als 

‚Besorgen‘ und ‚Fürsorge‘,28 die jeweils die Umgangsformen mit nicht-

menschlichen sowie menschlichen Seienden bezeichnen und deutlich zum 

Ausdruck bringen, dass sich der Mensch schon immer konkret zu Dingen und 

Menschen verhält und verhalten hat: Interesse, Begeisterung, Gleichgültigkeit, 

Neugierde, Respekt, Ausnutzung sind mögliche Kennzeichnung des 

Verhältnisses Mensch-Ding, die sich konkretisieren, insofern der Mensch 

Dingen begegnet. In dieser Perspektive gewinnen die Dingbegegnung und die 

Dinge selbst eine herausrragende Rolle sowohl für die Möglichkeit der 

jemeinigen Lebensgestaltung als auch für die Entstehung und Verfestigung der 

Welt als Bedeutsamkeit. Denn die tatsächliche Umgangsweise mit den Dingen 

wird für die Verwirklichung, Übertragung, Bestimmung, Feststellung und 

Wiedererkennung von Normen und Prinzipien, Werten und Bedeutungen 

ausschlaggebend. 

Unter den Dingen, denen der Mensch notwendigerweise begegnet, spielt 

für Heidegger das Werkzeug (von ihm Zeug genannt) eine besondere Rolle, denn 

das Zeug ist das Seiende, dem der Mensch in seinem besorgenden Umgehen 

zunächst begegnet.29 Die Strukturen des Bedeutungszusammenhanges, die die 

Dingbegegnung ermöglicht und die dadurch zugleich mitkonstituiert werden, 

werden innerhalb der Zeuganalyse ersichtlich. Sie bekommt daher einen 

 
28 Vgl. u.a. Heidegger (1927: 162-165; 191; 234; 256; 395). 
29 Vgl. Heidegger (1927: 90). 
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besonderen Stellenwert für die Frage nach der Möglichkeit neuer 

Dingontologien.  

Bekannterweise erläutert Heidegger das Wesen des Werkzeugs anhand 

zweier Wesenszüge, die in seinem Verständnis die Wesensmerkmale der 

ontologischen Beschaffenheit eines Werkzeugs darstellen: das Wozu und das 

Zeugganze (1927: 102-111). Durch das erste Merkmal will Heidegger darauf 

hinweisen, dass ein Werkzeug nicht zuerst ein bedeutungsloses Objekt ist, dem 

ein funktionaler Zweck zugewiesen werden kann. Vielmehr ist ein Werkzeug 

schon immer ein Ding, um etwas zu tun, wobei sich seine Funktion im Rahmen 

eines bestimmten Handlungszusammenhangs expliziert, d.h. insofern der 

Mensch von diesem Zeug Gebrauch macht. ‚[D]ie Tür öffnend, mache ich 

Gebrauch von der Klinke‘ (1927: 91) so wie man einem Kugelschreiber primär 

begegnet, indem man schreibend von ihm Gebrauch macht, trinkend Gebrauch 

von einem Glas oder einer Flasche, Kuchen backend Gebrauch von einem 

Schneebesen, einer Backform oder einem Ofen. 

Vom Handlungszusammenhang ausgehend expliziert Heidegger auch das 

Wesensmerkmal des Zeugganzen, wodurch die wechselseitigen Verweise 

zwischen Werkzeugen eine gewisse Verbindlichkeit gewinnen. Dies kommt bei 

Heideggers Beschreibung des Zeugganzen deutlich zum Ausdruck: 

 
Ein Zeug „ist“ strenggenommen nie. Zum Sein von Zeug gehört je immer ein 
Zeugganzes, darin es dies Zeug sein kann, das es ist. Zeug ist wesenhaft „etwas, um 
zu ...“. Die verschiedenen Weise des „Um-zu“ wie Dienlichkeit, Beiträglichkeit, 
Verwendbarkeit, Handlichkeit konstituieren eine Zeugganzheit. In der Struktur 
„Um-zu“ liegt eine Verweisung von etwas auf etwas. […] Zeug ist seiner 
Zeughaftigkeit entsprechend immer aus der Zugehörigkeit zu anderem Zeug: 
Schreibzeug, Feder, Tinte, Papier, Unterlage, Tisch, Lampe, Möbel, Fenster, Türen, 
Zimmer. Diese „Dinge“ zeigen sich nie zunächst für sich, um dann als Summe von 
Realem ein Zimmer auszufüllen. Das Nächstbegegnende, obzwar nicht thematisch 
Erfaßte, ist das Zimmer, und dieses wiederum nicht als das „Zwischen den vier 
Wänden“ in einem geometrischen räumlichen Sinne – sondern als Wohnzeug. Aus 
ihm heraus zeigt sich die „Einrichtung“, in dieser das jeweilige „einzelne“ Zeug. Vor 
diesem ist je schon eine Zeugganzheit entdeckt. (1927: 92-93) 

 

Die wechselseitigen Verweise zwischen unterschiedlichen Werkzeugen 

unterliegen somit einer Verbindlichkeit, die durch die Durchführung einer 
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Handlung – im Falle von Heideggers Beispiel beim ‚Schreiben‘ – zustande 

kommt. Denn nur beim Schreiben verweisen etwa Feder, Tinte, Papier, 

Unterlage, Tisch, Lampe, Möbel, Fenster, Türen und Zimmer aufeinander. Diese 

Begründung der Verbindlichkeit der Verweise im Handeln wird von Heidegger 

durch das ‚Worum-willen‘ als ursprüngliches Wozu zum Ausdruck gebracht.30 

Trotz der starken Implikation der Intentionalität, die das Wort ‚Worum-willen‘ 

mit sich bringt, bleibt die Begründung des Verweisungszusammenhanges 

zwischen Werkzeugen einzig auf die Durchführung einer Handlung angewiesen, 

die keine ontologisch oder ideologisch motivierten Machtverhältnisse insinuiert 

und eine Abwertung der in die Handlung involvierten Gegenständen bewirkt. 

Ganz im Gegenteil: Heidegger würde sogar Latour in der Hinsicht zustimmen, 

dass Dinge Handlungen erst ermöglichen. Denn eine Tür lässt sich nur durch 

eine Klinge öffnen, Wasser nur in einem Gefäß kochen, Kuchen nur in einem 

Ofen backen, usw.31 Gerade an dieser Ähnlichkeit zu Latours Handlungsmacht 

der Dinge wird aber der Unterschied zur Perspektive Heideggers ersichtlich. 

Indem Heidegger die Zeugganzheit im menschlichen Worumwillen fundiert 

bzw. in der Durchführung einer intentionalen Handlung, konkretisiert sich die 

Handlungsmacht der Dinge in Abhängigkeit von der menschlichen Handlung. In 

diesem Sinne verweist ein Blatt Papier beim Schreiben auf Kugelschreiber, Stift, 

Tisch, Lampe, Büro, usw.; sobald aber das Blatt Papier zum Flugzeug gefaltet 

wird, verweist es auf Ball, Kuscheltier, Puppe und Kinderzimmer. Die 

Möglichkeit der Umfunktionierung von Werkzeugen zeigt, dass die Dinge sehr 

wohl etwas ermächtigen, ermöglichen, erlauben, verhindern oder autorisieren 

können, wie Latour betont. Wie sich aber diese Handlungsfähigkeit der Dinge 

jeweils konkretisiert, d.h. was die Dinge jeweils ermächtigen, ermöglichen, 

erlauben, verhindern oder autorisieren können, entscheidet sich, anders als von 

Latour behauptet, am Handlungszusammenhang.  

Indem Heideggers Zeuganalyse den Dingen eine grundlegende Rolle bei der 

individuellen und sozialen Lebensgestaltung beimisst und zugleich die 

Abhängigkeit ihrer konkreten Umsetzung vom Kontext menschlicher Handlung 

 
30 Vgl. Heidegger (1927: 113). 
31 Vgl. Latour (2010b: 122). 
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verdeutlicht, ermöglicht sie eben den gerechtfertigten Weg zu zeichnen, auf 

dem die Frage nach neuen möglichen Dingontologien gestellt werden kann.  

Es gilt nur diesen Weg einzuhalten, um eine doppelte Schwierigkeit 

auszuräumen, die sich aus Heideggers Zeuganalyse ergibt. Eine erste 

Schwierigkeit betrifft Heideggers ausschließliche Fokussierung auf die 

Werkzeuge, die nur eine der vielen Klassen von den Objekten darstellen, mit 

denen sich RealistInnen und PosthumanistInnen auseinandersetzen. Darüber 

hinaus kann der Rekurs auf das Worumwillen zu einer falschen Gewichtung der 

Intentionalität führen, die dem realistischen Korrelationismusvorwurf 

beipflichten würde. Eine praxisorientierte Interpretation von Wittgensteins 

Sprachspiel wird im folgenden Teil zum einen den verbindlichen Bezug 

zwischen intentionaler Handlung und den darin involvierten Gegenständen 

verdeutlichen und zum anderen das Spektrum der von dieser Verbindlichkeit 

betroffenen Gegenstände über die Werkzeuge hinaus erweitern.  

 

4. Ludwig Wittgenstein: die Sprachspiele als kulturelle Praktiken 
 

Der Begriff des Sprachspiels nimmt bekanntlich eine grundlegende Rolle in 

Wittgensteins Sprachanalyse ein. Im Rahmen seiner Philosophischen 

Untersuchungen räumt Wittgenstein selbst ein, dass ‚Spiel‘ ‚ein Begriff mit 

verschwommenen Rändern‘ (Wittgenstein, 1984: 280) ist, der sich als solcher 

nicht durch eine Realdefinition, sondern vielmehr durch 

Ähnlichkeitsbeziehungen zwischen voneinander unterschiedlichen Vorgängen 

ergibt: 

 
Betrachte z.B. einmal die Vorgänge, die wir »Spiele« nennen. Ich meine Brettspiele, 
Kartenspiele, Ballspiel, Kampfspiele, usw. Was ist allen diesen gemeinsam? – Sag 
nicht: »Es muß ihnen etwas gemeinsam sein, sonst hießen sie nicht ›Spiele‹ «– 
sondern schau, ob ihnen allen etwas gemeinsam ist. – Denn wenn du sie anschaust, 
wirst du zwar nicht etwas sehen, was allen gemeinsam wäre, aber du wirst 
Ähnlichkeiten, Verwandtschaften, sehen, und zwar eine ganze Reihe. Wie gesagt: 
denk nicht, sondern schau! – Schau z.B. die Brettspiele an, mit ihren mannigfachen 
Verwandtschaften. Nun geh zu den Kartenspielen über: hier findest du viele 
Entsprechungen mit jener ersten Klasse, aber viele gemeinsame Züge 
verschwinden, andere treten auf. Wenn wir nun zu den Ballspielen übergehen, so 
bleibt manches Gemeinsame erhalten, aber vieles geht verloren. – Sind sie alle 
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›unterhaltend‹. Vergleiche Schach mit dem Mühlfahren. Oder gibt es überall ein 
Gewinnen und Verlieren, oder eine Konkurrenz der Spielenden? Denk an die 
Patiencen. In den Ballspielen gibt es Gewinnen und Verlieren; aber wenn ein Kind 
den Ball an die Wand wirft und wieder auffängt, so ist dieser Zug verschwunden. 
Schau, welche Rolle Geschick und Glück spielen. Und wie verschieden ist Geschick 
im Schachspiel und Geschick im Tennisspiel. Denk nun an die Reigenspiele: Hier 
ist das Element der Unterhaltung, aber wie viele der anderen Charakterzüge sind 
verschwunden! Und so können wir durch die vielen, vielen anderen Gruppen von 
Spielen gehen. Ähnlichkeiten auftauchen und verschwinden sehen. Und das 
Ergebnis dieser Betrachtung lautet nun: Wir sehen ein kompliziertes Netz von 
Ähnlichkeiten, die einander übergreifen und kreuzen. Ähnlichkeiten im Großen 
und Kleinen. (1984: 277-278) 

 

Es ist allerdings gerade diese Unbestimmtheit des Begriffs ‚Spiel‘ und 

konsequenterweise des Begriffs ‚Sprachspiel‘, die ein praxisorientiertes 

Verständnis des Verhältnisses zwischen Handlungen und Dingen ermöglicht. 

Dies wird möglich, weil Spiele und Sprachspiele sich als ‚historisch gewachsene 

Regelsysteme‘ verwirklichen, ‚die durch die lange Zeit ihres Bestehens ein 

gewisses Gewicht gewonnen haben, das ihren Regeln eine relative Immunität 

gegen Zweifel und Veränderungswünsche verschafft‘ (Römpp 2010: 97). 

Gerade diese Verdeutlichung des Begriffs des Sprachspiels ermöglicht es, 

Sprachspiele als kulturelle Praktiken zu verstehen, und lädt somit dazu ein, über 

eine reine Sprachtheorie hinaus dem Vorschlag von C. Bermes zu folgen, 

kulturelle Praktiken als Sprachspiele zu verstehen und somit ‚die Praxis, das 

Handeln, als Prinzip der Kultur freizulegen‘ (Bermes 2012: 138). Denn kulturelle 

Praktiken sind wie Sprachspiele Regelsysteme bzw. normierte Vorgänge, die im 

Laufe der Geschichte und im Rahmen eines kulturellen Kontexts entstanden 

sind und sich verfestigt haben. Als Praktiken bestehen sie aus Handlungen und 

verwirklichen sich daher, insofern eine Handlung durchgeführt wird: wie etwa 

ein Abendessen kochen, einen Brief schreiben, einen Vortrag halten, einen 

Freund grüßen. Es handelt sich dabei um kulturell und geschichtlich normierte 

Praktiken des Zusammenlebens, die sich in ihrer jeweiligen Form verwirklichen, 

insofern die jeweilige Handlung des Kochens, des Schreibens, des Sprechens 

und des Grüßens vollzogen wird. Dieses Verhältnis zwischen kultureller Praktik 

und Handlungen verdeutlicht, weshalb sich der Handlungszusammenhang 

(Heideggers Worum-willen) für die konkrete Umsetzungsmöglichkeit der 
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Werkzeuge als verbindlich erweist. Seine Verbindlichkeit ergibt sich dadurch, 

dass dieser Handlungszusammenhang – nun als kulturelle Praktik erfasst – ein 

historisch gewachsenes und kulturell bestimmtes Regelsystem ist.  

Wittgensteins weitere Äußerungen zum Sprachspiel verdeutlichen, 

inwiefern eine kulturelle Praktik verbindlich sein kann bzw. wie die 

Verbindlichkeit einer kulturellen Praktik auf eine angemessene Weise 

verstanden werden muss. Verstehen heißt hier nicht begründen. Im Gegenteil 

ist das Spielen der Sprachspiele eher als eine ‚grundlose‘ Praktik zu sehen: ‚Du 

mußt bedenken, daß Sprachspiel sozusagen etwas Unvorhersehbares ist. Ich 

meine: Es ist nicht begründet. Nicht vernünftig (oder unvernünftig). Es steht – 

da – wie unser Leben‘ (Wittgenstein 1994: 232). Die Unbegründetheit der 

Sprachspiele ist in den Philosophischen Untersuchungen nicht als Mangel 

auszumachen. Vielmehr sieht Wittgenstein es als Fehler, Gründe zu suchen und 

Rechtfertigungen einzufordern, wo diese fehl am Platz sind: ‚Unser Fehler ist, 

dort nach einer Erklärung zu suchen, wo wir die Tatsachen als „Urphänomene“ 

sehen sollten. D.h., wo wir sagen sollten, dieses Sprachspiel wird gespielt‘ (1984: 

476). 

Als Sprachspiele verstanden erweisen sich die kulturellen Praktiken daher 

als ‚Urphänomene‘, die als solche eine ihnen immanente Verbindlichkeit 

aufweisen. Insofern eine Handlung ausgeführt wird, kommt die Verbindlichkeit 

zum Ausdruck und verfestigt sich zugleich weiter. Aufgrund dieser 

Verbindlichkeit zeigt sich, inwiefern das, was die Dinge ermächtigen, 

ermöglichen, erlauben, verhindern oder autorisieren können, vom 

Handlungszusammenhang abhängig bleibt. Mit Blick auf das oben genannte 

Beispiel der Umfunktionierung eines Blatt Papiers kommt dies deutlich zum 

Ausdruck: Insofern die Handlung des Schreibens vollzogen wird, die die 

kulturelle Praktik des ‚einen Brief Schreibens‘ verwirklicht, kommt ihre 

Verbindlichkeit zur Geltung, die u.a. vorsieht, dass andere aufeinander 

verweisenden Werkzeuge zu dieser Praktik gehören: Das Blatt Papier, das zum 

Schreiben benutzt wird, verweist daher notwendigerweise auf weitere Dinge 

wie Feder, Tinte, Unterlage, Tisch, Lampe, Möbel, Fenster, Türen und Zimmer. 

Aus demselben Grund und mit der gleichen Notwendigkeit verweist das Blatt 

Papier, das im Rahmen der kulturellen Praktik des ‚mit Kindern Spielens‘ zum 
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Flugzeug gefaltet wird, auf Ball, Kuscheltier, Puppe und Kinderzimmer. Mit 

Fokus auf den Dingen kann man sehr wohl behaupten, dass das Blatt Papier im 

ersten Fall das Verfassen eines Briefes und im zweiten Fall die Herstellung eines 

Spielzeugs ermöglicht. Die Bedingung der Möglichkeit dieser differenzierten 

Umsetzung des Blatt Papiers wird aber von seiner jeweils unterschiedlichen 

Einbettung in eine kulturelle Praktik gewährleistet. Die Funktion eines Dinges 

innerhalb eines Handlungszusammenhanges erschließt sich in Abhängigkeit von 

der durch diesen Handlungszusammenhang verwirklichten kulturellen Praktik 

und nicht in Bezug zu einer korrelationistisch erfassten 

Bewusstseinsintentionalität. In dieser Perspektive wird die unüberwindbare, 

historisch und kulturell bestimmte Situiertheit des Menschen für die 

Bestimmung der Handlungsmacht der Dinge ausschlaggebend.  

Darüber hinaus ermöglicht es die Interpretation der Sprachspiele als 

kulturelle Praktiken, ihre Verbindlichkeit auch in Bezug auf die Betrachtung von 

Dingen zu erschließen, die sich nicht als Werkzeuge einordnen lassen. 

Diesbezüglich erweist sich Wittgensteins Aufzählung einiger Sprachspiele als 

sehr gewinnbringend:  

 
Befehlen, und nach Befehlen handeln – / Beschreiben eines Gegenstands nach 
dem Ansehen, oder nach Messungen – / Herstellen eines Gegenstands nach einer 
Beschreibung (Zeichnung) – / Berichten eines Hergangs – / Über den Hergang 
Vermutungen anstellen – / Eine Hypothese aufstellen und prüfen – / Darstellen 
der Ergebnisse eines Experiments durch Tabellen und Diagramme – / Eine 
Geschichte erfinden; und lesen – / Theater spielen – / Reigen singen – / Rätsel 
raten – / Einen Witz machen; erzählen – / Ein angewandtes Rechenexempel lösen 
– / Aus einer Sprache in die andere übersetzen – / Bitten, Danken, Fluchen, 
Grüßen, Beten. (1984: 250) 

 

Viele von diesen Sprachspielen bzw. kulturellen Praktiken verwirklichen 

sich durch Handlungsvollzüge, die keine Anwendung eines Gegenstandes 

vorsehen wie etwa Hypothesen aufstellen, Geschichten erfinden, Reigen singen, 

Bitten, Danken oder Grüßen und die sich auf alle Bereiche des Lebens vom 

wissenschaftlichen Betrieb (z.B. Eine Hypothese aufstellen und prüfen) bis zu 

den individuellen zwischenmenschlichen Beziehungen (z.B. Bitten oder Danken) 

erstrecken. Diese Erweiterung der Verbindlichkeit der kulturellen Praktiken 
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über die Handlungszusammenhänge hinaus, die sich durch funktional 

eingesetzte Objekte verwirklichen, gestattet es, Wittgensteins Liste unendlich 

zu ergänzen, wodurch sich die ganze Welt als dynamisches Ergebnis eines 

komplexen Netzes aufeinander verweisender und voneinander abhängiger 

kultureller Praktiken erweist. Denn die Liste der kulturellen Praktiken ist 

unabschließbar und betrifft alle Dimensionen des menschlichen Lebens: Sie 

prägen die zwischenmenschlichen Beziehungen sowie den Selbstbezug; sie 

formen gesellschaftliche Rollen und Individuen; sie bestimmen den Umgang mit 

den Werkzeugen, mit den anorganischen und den organischen Objekten und 

nicht zuletzt bestimmen sie das wissenschaftliche Vorgehen und die Bildung der 

Begrifflichkeit. Denn auch gewöhnliche Vorgehensweisen der Natur- und der 

Geisteswissenschaften wie ‚die lebendige und nicht lebendige Materie 

erforschen‘ und ‚Begriffe bilden‘ lassen sich als kulturelle Praktiken verstehen. 

Sobald diese zwei Vorgehensweisen als kulturelle Praktiken erfasst werden, 

kommt die kulturelle Bedingtheit jeder möglichen Dingontologie zum Ausdruck. 

Denn ‚die lebendige und nicht lebendige Materie erforschen‘ und ‚Begriffe 

bilden‘ weisen als kulturelle Praktiken bzw. ‚Urphänomene‘ eine Verbindlichkeit 

auf, die das gesamte wissenschaftliche Vorgehen betrifft, jeden erdenklichen 

Bezug des Menschen zum Nichtmenschlichen involviert und sogar bis zu jeder 

möglichen Begrifflichkeit und der damit verbundenen Haltung gegenüber dem 

Erkenntnisobjekt reicht.  

Was die anorganische Materie ist und welche Wirkung sie auf das 

menschliche Leben haben kann; was Pflanzen, Tiere und Erde sind und welche 

Verhaltensweise ihnen gegenüber angemessen ist oder sein soll; welche 

Begriffsarbeit für die Bestimmung dieser ontologischen, 

erkenntnistheoretischen und ethischen Anliegen angebracht ist – all diese 

Fragen lassen sich nur ausgehend von der kulturellen Dimension, in die sie so 

stark eingebettet sind, stellen und beantworten. Die kulturelle Bedingtheit des 

Menschen bzw. die Einbettung in die Gesamtheit der kulturellen Praktiken, die 

seine Welt ausmacht, zeigt sich somit als Ausgangspunkt jeder möglichen 

Dingontologie und entkräftet daher zugleich die posthumanistischen und 

realistischen Versuche, einen Zugang zu den Dingen aus einer Innenperspektive 

der Dinge zu gewinnen.  
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5. Schlussbemerkungen: eine praxisorientierte Dingontologie  
 

Die Auseinandersetzung mit Heideggers Zeuganalyse und Wittgensteins 

Sprachspiel hat deutlich zum Ausdruck gebracht, dass die Kultur – als 

Gesamtheit der kulturellen Praktiken verstanden – die unüberwindbare 

Dimension des menschlichen Handelns und Denkens darstellt. Und dies weist 

auf die einfache Tatsache hin, dass das menschliche Tun und das menschliche 

Denken kulturell vermittelt und bestimmt sind. Genau diese kulturelle 

Vermittlung scheint die Zielscheibe der aktuellen materialistischen Ansätze zu 

sein. Denn in Anbetracht der ausgeführten Überlegungen können die von den 

RealistInnen angestrebte Überwindung des Korrelationismus und die von den 

PosthumanistInnen verfolgte Überwindung des Menschen als zwei 

unterschiedliche Versuche betrachtet werden, die kulturelle Situiertheit des 

Menschen zu überwinden.  

Wie gezeigt werden konnte, ist dieses gemeinsame Anliegen im Rahmen der 

beiden Denkbewegungen unterschiedlich begründet. Die RealistInnen gehen 

von dem erkenntnistheoretischen Interesse aus, der Wirklichkeit unabhängig 

von der Bewusstseinskonstitution eine Realität zuzusichern. Die 

PosthumanistInnen sind eher von ethischen Besorgnissen motiviert: Im Rahmen 

der Herrschaftsverhältnisse, die durch ein bestimmtes Menschenbild innerhalb 

einer subjektzentrierten Denkweise entstanden sind, versuchen Sie dem 

Nichtmenschlichen, das sich in den Formen des sexualisierten (Frau), 

rassisierten (Angeborenen) oder naturalisierten (Pflanze, Tier, Natur) Anderen 

zeigt,32 eine von Machtverhältnissen befreite neue Identität zu verleihen.  

Sowohl der Korrelationismus als auch die Herrschaftsverhältnisse können 

mit Blick auf die ausgeführten Überlegungen als Ausdrucksweisen der 

kulturellen Wirklichkeit betrachtet werden, die in weiterer Folge als Hindernis 

für eine wahrhafte Erkenntnis der Wirklichkeit und für die Anerkennung des 

Eigenrechtes des Nichtmenschlichen begriffen wird. Die Überwindung des 

 
32 Vgl. Braidotti (2014: 31). 
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Korrelationismus verlangt genauso wie die Überwindung des Menschen daher 

notwendigerweise eine Überwindung der Kultur. 

Die vielfältigen ontologischen Vorschläge, die von RealIstinnen und 

PosthumnistInnen gemacht werden, können in diesem Sinne als konkrete 

Versuche gelesen werden, das Nichtmenschliche von seiner Einbettung in die 

Kultur zu befreien: Cyborg, nomadische Subjekte, Hybride und Hyperobjekte 

und die Handlungsmacht, die ihnen mehr oder weniger explizit zuerkannt wird, 

zielen darauf ab, das Nichtmenschliche vom Nichtmenschlichen her zu denken 

und somit seine traditionell verankerte menschliche Abhängigkeit abzustreifen. 

Die neuen Dingontologien stellen sich daher als Ersatz für die kulturell bedingte 

Identität der Dinge vor.  

Durch die kulturphilosophische Interpretation des Sprachspiels 

Wittgensteins als kulturelle Praktik konnte aber gezeigt werden, dass diese von 

jeder erdenklichen kulturellen Praktik befreiten Perspektive auf die Dinge nicht 

gegeben ist. Die Unüberwindbarkeit der kulturellen Einbettung jedes Denkens 

und Handelns wird selbst – wenn auch nur implizit – von den realistischen und 

posthumanistischen Ansätzen bestätigt. Wo die grundlegende kulturelle 

Bedingtheit des Menschen nicht berücksichtig wird, münden einerseits die 

realistischen Versuche in eine dogmatische Metaphysik der Dinge an sich, wie 

beispielhaft Harmans OOO. Andererseits realisiert sich der ethische Anspruch 

der posthumanistischen Ansätze in einem Gewirr von handelnden – ontologisch 

unterbestimmten – Entitäten.  

Vielmehr als zu versuchen, die Dinge selbst anzusprechen, neue 

objektsorientierte Denkweisen zu entwickeln und neue Begrifflichkeiten zu 

erarbeiten, sollte die Kultur – als verbindlicher Zusammenhang der gesamten 

kulturellen Praktiken verstanden – als Ausgangspunkt und Horizont jeder 

erkenntnistheoretischen, ethischen und ontologischen Frage ernsthaft 

anerkannt werden. Anders formuliert: Durch die neuen naturwissenschaftlichen 

Erkenntnisse über die Materie einerseits und andererseits durch die Gender und 

Postcolonial Studies sowie durch die politische Ökologie und die Kritik an der 

Biopolitik werden berechtigte erkenntnistheoretische Forderungen und 

ethische Ansprüche gestellt. Um diesen entgegenkommen zu können, muss man 
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die kulturellen Praktiken, in denen und durch die diese Fragestellungen 

zustande kommen, kritisch hinterfragen. 

Die aktuell viel diskutierte Problematik der Tier- oder der Umweltethik 

verlangt beispielweise nach einer kritischen Auseinandersetzung mit den 

geschichtlich entstandenen und verfestigten Umgangsformen mit Tieren und 

Natur; eine Auseinandersetzung, die auch zur Herausbildung einer neuen 

Begrifflichkeit und daher zu einer neuen Ontologie führen kann. Die gleiche 

Notwendigkeit, sich innerhalb kultureller Praktiken aufzuhalten und sie kritisch 

zu hinterfragen, stellt sich in Bezug auf andere ethische Aspekte: Eine 

selbstkritische Einstellung den kulturellen Praktiken gegenüber, die auf 

unterschiedliche Art und Weise zu Formen von Rassismus und Sexismus geführt 

haben, kann auch in diesem Fall zur Ausarbeitung neuer begrifflicher Werkzeuge 

beitragen, die kulturell verfestigten und ethisch verwerflichen Umgangsformen 

zwischen Menschen und zwischen Mensch und Nichtmenschlichem 

entgegenwirken.  

Die kulturelle Situiertheit des Menschen stellt – als Ausgangspunkt und 

zugleich Horizont jeglicher Auseinandersetzung mit den Dingen –die einzige 

Dimension dar, in der die erkenntnistheoretischen und ethischen Anliegen der 

realistischen und posthumanistischen Ansätze aufgenommen und adäquat 

eingelöst werden können. Dies impliziert auch die Möglichkeit und 

gegebenenfalls die Notwendigkeit einer neuen Dingontologie, die sich nun – in 

der Dimension der Kultur situiert – als eine kulturelle und praxisorientierte 

erweist. 
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Why the Objective World Depends on Thought  

Dissolving Stroud’s Metaphysical Aporia Using Kant’s Notion of an Object 

 
Abstract: In his final monograph, Barry Stroud argues that certain fundamental 
concepts, like the concept of causation, are not only indispensable to any thought 
of an objective, independent world, but that they are also, therefore, invulnerable 
to skeptical attack. Given some assumptions about thought and objectivity, this 
leads him into the following metaphysical aporia: We can neither metaphysically 
establish that the objective, independent world is as we must think of it nor that it 
is not that way. I will argue that the source of this aporia is a notion of objectivity 
in terms of the complete independence from any relation to thought whatsoever. This 
is a notion never explicitly argued for, as Stroud does not identify its origin. I then 
argue that a Kantian notion of objectivity can both be justified by tracing it to its 
origin in what we understand thinking and perceiving to be and dissolve Stroud’s 
aporia. If there is a way we must think of the world, and if we conceive of this world 
as completely independent of any relation to thought, then it is indeed hard to see 
why the world would agree with the fundamental form of thought. But if the 
objective, independent world is instead conceived of in relation to thought rather 
than independently of it and in terms of the independence from subjects and acts of 
thinking and perceiving, then it becomes intelligible how the world in relation to 
thought can agree with our fundamental concepts, while the world independent of 
any relation to thought might not.  
 
Keywords: Stroud; Kant; Strawson; Metaphysics; Form of Thought; Causation; 
Objectivity; Independent World 

 

Dedicated to the memory of Barry Stroud 
 

Introduction 
 

The basic form of the story I want to tell and of the dialectic I want to 

develop is quite simple: it is the story and dialectic both of an aporia in 

metaphysics as I formulate it based on the work of Barry Stroud and of its 

dissolution, which I try to provide using Kant’s notion of an object.  

Stroud argues that a metaphysics of a broadly Kantian character gives rise 

to what I will call an aporia in metaphysics. According to a broadly Kantian 
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metaphysics, there is a most general and necessary form of thought, consisting 

of certain fundamental concepts such as the concept of causation, through 

which we must think of the objective, independent world if we want to think of 

it at all. Given there is such a form of thought, Stroud argues, a metaphysical 

aporia arises.1 According to this aporia, we can neither metaphysically establish 

that the objective, independent world is as we must think of it nor that it is not 

that way. As Stroud puts it, we can neither give a positive nor a negative 

metaphysical verdict concerning this form, to the effect that to the concepts 

this form comprises there either corresponds what they represent in the 

objective, independent world or not. To understand and evaluate any of this, it 

will be crucial to investigate what is, could, or should be meant by this objective, 

independent world.  

I want to argue that Stroud’s aporia only arises if a particular notion of 

objectivity is assumed, namely a notion of objectivity in terms of the complete 

independence from thought. If, however, this notion of objectivity is replaced by 

a notion in terms of, instead, the independence from subjects and acts of thinking 

and perceiving, Stroud’s metaphysical aporia disappears: it is dissolved in such a 

way that it never even arises.2 What is more, this latter notion of objectivity can, 

unlike Stroud’s, be traced back to its source in what we understand thinking and 

perceiving to be, as can be shown by reconstructing the way Kant develops the 

notion of an object. I will thus use Kant’s notion of an object to dissolve Stroud’s 

aporia. Until I get there, I will speak of an objective, independent world as an 

unspecified placeholder to be filled out in due course. 

Barry Stroud has held for some time that certain fundamental concepts are 

required to think of the objective, independent world and can be shown to be 

immune against skeptical or reductive challenges.3 In his final monograph on 

Engagement and Metaphysical Dissatisfaction, he tries to establish this in detail 

for our concepts of causation, necessity, and value.4 To begin with, Stroud wants 

 
1 I call it that, Stroud himself does not. I introduced this way of conceiving of Stroud’s argument in 
Haag/Hoeppner (2019: 84–88) and took it up again in Hoeppner (2020: 251–252).  
2 I first sketched the idea of dissolving Stroud’s aporia in this way in Haag/Hoeppner (2019: 84–88).  
3 See Stroud (2000c: 166–172).  
4 See Stroud (2011a). I summarize the argument in Hoeppner (2020: 251–252).  
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to show that these fundamental ways of thinking are indispensable to any 

thought that is of the objective, independent world and of ourselves, who are 

thinking of it, as part of that world.5 And he wants to show that they are, 

moreover, invulnerable to skeptical attack insofar as we cannot consistently 

deny their reality due to our own engagement in thinking of the world.6  

In first approximation, while the indispensability of fundamental concepts 

that comprise the most general and necessary form of thought concerns their 

objective purport or our ability to even purport to represent the objective, 

independent world in thought, their invulnerability concerns the objective 

success of these concepts or our ability to successfully think the objective, 

independent world through them, i.e., to think it in a way that corresponds to 

how it in fact is. Thus, holding that there is a most general and necessary form 

of thought amounts to claiming that without it we could not even as much as 

purport to think the objective, independent world. This still leaves open the 

question whether the world in fact is as we must think of it, i.e., if we indeed 

successfully think it in this way. Closely related distinctions are those, e.g., 

between what is or must be believed about the world and what is known or true 

of it or between the application and the exemplification of our fundamental 

concepts.  
 

Given the basic form of this story, the dialectical movement of my essay will 

be one from a broadly Kantian metaphysics and its defining idea of a most 

general and necessary form of thought to Stroud’s metaphysical aporia and, 

finally, to its dissolution. In the first half of this essay, I will treat the 

indispensability (1.) and the invulnerability (2.) of concepts constituting the 

fundamental form of thought in turn. In doing so, I will use the notion of 

causation as my prime example, although my results should be transferable to 

other candidates for a constituent concept of the form of thought.7 In the second 

 
5 See Stroud (2011a: xii).  
6 See Stroud (2011a: 5).  
7 The main reason for using this case rather than the other two is that the notion of causation seems 
to be a more plausible candidate than those of necessity and value/practical reason when it comes 
to investigating if anything in the world independent of thought does in fact correspond to it. After 
all, both necessity, when considered outside the context of causal connections, and value/practical 
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half, I turn to Stroud’s metaphysical aporia and its origin in a notion of objectivity 

(3.) and, finally, to Kant’s account of the origin of two contrasting notions of 

objectivity, both of our own and its contrast or limit (4.). Hence, in this essay, I 

will treat the following:  

 

1. Stroud on the indispensability of concepts fundamental to thought of 

an objective world.  

2. Stroud on the invulnerability of fundamental concepts to skeptical 

attack.  

3. Stroud’s metaphysical aporia and its source in a notion of objectivity.  

4. Kant on the origin of two contrasting notions of objectivity. 

 

1. Stroud on the indispensability of concepts fundamental to thought of an objective 

world 

 

A broadly Kantian metaphysics holds that there is a most general and 

necessary form of thought, consisting of certain fundamental concepts, through 

which we must think of the objective, independent world if we want to think of 

it at all.8 The two main proponents of such a metaphysics whom Stroud refers 

to in the course of his investigation are its founder, Immanuel Kant, and its 

founding figure within the analytic tradition, Peter F. Strawson. I will do the 

same in this paper and use their respective views to elucidate the ideas that 

constitute a broadly Kantian metaphysics and the issues that confront it. Here I 

begin with a few short remarks on their respective accounts of the fundamental 

form of thought.  

Both Kant and Strawson have developed views on the most general and 

necessary form of thought. Kant, in his so–called Metaphysical Deduction of the 

Categories in the Critique of Pure Reason, famously argues that there is a specific 

system of fundamental concepts of an object in general or categories, i.e., a 

 
reason mainly seem to have their proper home in reasoning and so seem to depend on thought. For 
causation it appears at least possible that it does not so depend.  
8 This tradition of a broadly Kantian metaphysics corresponds to what I describe as (the first step 
of) a critical metaphysics in Haag/Hoeppner (2019: 77–85).  
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system of conceptual abilities through the exercise of which any object must be 

thinkable to be a possible object of thought or cognition at all. According to Kant, 

we must be able to think of an object quantitatively, qualitatively, relationally – 

including through the notion of causation –, and, finally, modally.9 And Strawson, 

in the first half of his Individuals, argues for the essentially Kantian view that any 

conceptual scheme through which an independent world of individual objects 

can be thought at all needs to form a specific system of fundamental and 

interconnected conceptual abilities. According to him, we must be able to 

identify individual objects demonstratively, descriptively, spatiotemporally – or in 

some way that is sufficiently analogue to space –, and, finally, to reidentify them 

across time. For us, i.e., for subjects with our experience, the exercise of these 

abilities is made possible by the fact that the basic individual objects we 

experience are material bodies.10  

Stroud himself does belong to this tradition. However, while Kant and 

Strawson each develop a system of conceptual abilities from the idea of a 

cognitive end, namely, generally speaking, from that of individuating, in thought, 

the individual objects of general concepts, Stroud gives three detailed case 

studies for the concepts of causation, necessity, and value. He argues that each 

of these concepts is both indispensable to any thought of an objective, 

independent world and, moreover, invulnerable to skeptical attack. In each case, 

Stroud begins by giving specific reasons to think that the notion in question is 

indispensable, i.e., that it is a concept we cannot do without if we want to think 

of the objective, independent world. I will now take a closer look at how he does 

this with respect to the notion of causation.  

Stroud observes that the notion of causal dependence is a notion we 

understand as the notion of a necessary connection between various events or 

between various things and their features. We express this connection by 

 
9 See Kant 1781/1787: A64–83/B89–113. For a comprehensive and detailed reconstruction of the 
Metaphysical Deduction of the Categories see Hoeppner 2021. References to the Critique of Pure 
Reason refer to the 1781 (A) and 1787 (B) edition pagination. References to Kant’s other writings cite 
the volume and page number of the Akademieausgabe of Kants Gesammelte Schriften. I use common 
and accessible abbreviations for these writings: see Hoeppner (2021: xv). 
10 See Strawson (1959), Chs. 1, 2, and 4. For a short reconstruction of Strawson’s argument to that 
effect see Hoeppner (2020: 248–250).  
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saying, in general, that ›Bs happen because As happen‹ or, in particular, that ›b 

happened because a happened‹. The modality of these causal connections – i.e., 

that they do not just concern what actually happens in the world but what could 

or must happen – comes out most clearly when expressed, in general, as ›If 

something A were to happen, something B would happen‹ or, in particular, as ›If 

a had happened b would have happened‹ and ›If a had not happened b would 

not have happened‹. In other words, to say, in general, that As cause Bs or, in 

particular, that a causes b is to say that, necessarily, if As happen, Bs happen or, 

necessarily, if a happens, b happens. Such is our notion of causation and thus 

the starting point of Stroud’s corresponding case study.11  

What is more, as Stroud emphasizes, 

 
we regard the causal connections we believe in as holding independently of us and 
our responses to the world. We think the relations of dependence we believe in 
can hold between things independently of whether anyone thinks they hold or is 
aware of their holding or has any response to their holding or to anything else in 
the world. We think there were causal dependences between things in the world 
before there were any conscious beings to respond to them, and that there would 
have been such connections even if we had never been here, or even if there had 
never been any psychological responses by anyone to anything. (Stroud 2011a: 31–
32) 
 

If we think of causal dependences between events or between things and 

their features, we think of them as independent of any subjects who think of 

them and of being thought through acts of thinking. This gives us a first hint at 

what a notion of objectivity has to involve, namely, the independence from any 

subjects of thought and their acts of thinking. I will come back to this.  

Besides calling attention to the more or less familiar fact that we require 

such an idea of causation to explain what happens, both in general and in 

 
11 Stroud convincingly argues that attempts at a reduction like, e.g., the regularity theory of 
causation, according to which causal connections are nothing but correlations of events or things 
of certain kinds – so that there is no difference anymore between, e.g., ›Whenever F happens G 
happens‹ and ›Gs happen because Fs happen‹ –, simply miss our very notion of causation as a 
necessary connection and thereby not only lose the idea of explanation but also, as I will reconstruct 
in what follows, the ideas of objectivity and perception. See Stroud (2019: 66–69; 2011a: 35). 
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particular,12 Stroud sketches two fundamental ways in which we could not think 

of the objective, independent world the way we do in fact think of it without the 

notion of causation, both to do with sense perception and its objects, in 

particular with relations of dependence and independence between perceptions 

and their objects. To begin with, Stroud suggests in a dense paragraph that the 

notion of causation is a notion which is indispensable for the idea of the 

unperceived, independent existence we ascribe to the objects of perception or at 

least to the objects of those perceptions that are veridical. Such is 

  
the fundamental importance of the idea of causal dependence in our thought about 
the world. To think of any such world at all requires a capacity to think of an order 
of things independent of our perceptions of them: of things’ being as they are 
whether they are perceived or not. For that we need the idea of something that 
exists independently, not simply the idea of some feature present in our 
experience. Even if what we are aware of in perception are properties of certain 
kinds, and even if a property is thought of as an object of a certain kind, the 
enduring independent objects we believe in are not simply properties or 
collections of such perceived properties. Even a collection of properties can be 
thought of as an object, but that collection is not the object that those properties 
are properties of. To think or say of something that it has certain properties we 
need predication. And the object to which we ascribe properties in a predicational 
thought is something distinct from any or all of the properties we ascribe to it. 
Thought of enduring objects therefore requires thought of something distinct from 
whatever properties we perceive and distinct from whatever fleeting perceptions 
we might be aware of. It requires the idea of the independent existence of an object: 
something that would exist and would be as it is whether it is perceived or not. 
(Stroud 2011a: 24) 
 

It is not easy to understand how exactly the notion of causation comes into 

this. One way it does is simply that the notion of independence can be explicated 

in causal terms, i.e., that it is to be understood as causal independence. Thus, to 

think that there are things that exist and are as they are whether they are 

perceived or not would be to think that these things do not causally depend on 

our perceptions of them in that we do not ourselves cause them through our 

perceptions. So to think of them as independent of our perceptions would be to 

 
12 Without the notion of a causal dependence we could, on the basis of observations and mere 
generalisations, only establish that individual objects or events of various kinds occur and regularly 
occur together, but we could not explain why they do so. See Stroud (2019: 66, 68; 2011a: 27–28).  
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think of them as not caused by these perceptions, for which we clearly need the 

notion of causation.13  

But Stroud seems to argue for more than that, namely, that we need the 

notion of causation to even think of the objects of perception as enduring 

objects that possess the various properties we perceive and ascribe to them, i.e., 

to think of them as objects that are distinct and independent of our perceptions 

and can be the target of predications based on sense perception. To think of an 

independent world of enduring objects in this way, Stroud argues following 

Strawson, requires more than a mere perception of sensible qualities and their 

correlations, namely, perceptions of and beliefs about objects that, among other 

things, possess causal powers and stand in relations of causal dependence.14 

Here, too, it is not obvious how exactly causation comes to play a role. But a 

promising line of reasoning in the background might be the following: 

The requirement to think that objects possess causal powers and stand in 

relations of causal dependence comes out clearly in our ability and in our need 

for the ability to think certain modal thoughts about the objects of perception. 

These are the thoughts that things would, under appropriate conditions, affect 

us and produce in us perceptions of those sensible qualities we do perceive them 

as having. In other words, we do require the notion of causation to be able to 

think of objects of perception that they would cause perceptions in us in 

appropriate circumstances, for instance, if we were to be appropriately related 

to them in space. Thus, to be an object of perception does not require that 

something is actually perceived. Instead, it requires that something is a possible 

object of perception, i.e., that it is something that could be perceived and would 

be perceived under certain conditions. This, in turn, implies that to think of an 

object of perception we need to be able to think of it as something that is distinct 

from our perceptions of it, can exist unperceived, and would be perceived in 

circumstances where it causes perceivers to have perceptions of it. Since, e.g., 

we cannot be everywhere in space at once and are able to move through it, we 

need the ability to think of objects of perception that are at positions in space 

 
13 See Stroud (2011a: 154).  
14 See Stroud (2019: 66–76; 2011a: 24–25, 55). For Strawson’s considerations see his (1966: 87–91).  
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we do not currently occupy, and need to be able to think of what would happen 

if we were in fact located in their surroundings. To think such thoughts about 

possible but actually unperceived objects of perception and about how they 

would, under appropriate conditions, cause perceptions of their sensible 

qualities in us, e.g., if we were in (relevantly) the same region of space as them, 

we are, again, clearly in need of the notion of causation.15  

To be an independent object of perception thus not only is to be causally 

independent of perceptions but also to be able both to exist unperceived and to 

cause perceptions in perceivers under certain conditions. This is closely related 

to the other reason Stroud gives for taking the notion of causation to be 

indispensable for any thought of an objective, independent world. Thus, Stroud 

remarks, the notion of causation is indispensable even for the idea of perception 

in its dependence, at least in the veridical case, on the influence of independent 

objects, i.e., for our ability to perceive such objects and for our knowledge of 

their properties based on perception. 

 
Even the idea of perceiving what goes on in the independent world requires the 
idea of causal dependence. To perceive objects around us is to be affected by them 
in certain ways. And to understand that we perceive them is to understand that we 
would not perceive what we do if the objects were not there, and that if they are 
there and the conditions are right we are affected by them in certain distinctive 
ways. Thought of a world of independent, enduring objects with which we are in 
perceptual contact would be impossible without acceptance of the idea of the 
special modality involved in causal dependence. (Stroud 2011a: 25) 
 

Hence, both the idea of the independent existence of objects of perception 

and the idea of perception itself require the idea of causation as a necessary 

connection between events, specifically, between the events that perceivable 

objects undergo in affecting perceivers and the events of perceiving themselves. 

To illustrate, without the idea of causation we would not be able to think 

 
15 This elaboration points to another fundamental way of thinking that Strawson has argued is 
necessary for thinking of the unperceived, independent objects of perception, namely, some notion 
of space (or at least some functional analogue of space). See his (1959), Chs. 1, 2, and 4. See also in fn. 
10 above.  
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thoughts like, e.g., ›If you were to be in location l, you would perceive object o‹ 

and ›If I had not been in location l, I would not have perceived object o‹.  

This yields a more lucid understanding of how Stroud understands the 

indispensability of the notion of causation: A thinker who is also a perceiver 

requires the notion of causation i) to think of the objects of sense perception as 

independent, enduring objects that would be perceived under appropriate 

conditions, and ii) to think of sense perception as something that, at least in the 

veridical case, depends on its objects. One cannot conceive of objectivity and 

perception in these ways without the notion of causation. I think the case made 

for this as it was made above is indeed a convincing one.  

If we think of objects of perception, we think of them as independent of any 

subjects who perceive them and of being perceived through acts of perception. 

This gives us yet another hint at what a notion of objectivity (or objects) has to 

involve, namely, the independence from any subjects of perception and their acts 

of perceiving. I will, again, come back to this.  

But what, if anything, does the indispensability of concepts fundamental to 

thought of an objective world mean for the objective, independent world that is 

thought of in this way? This is the question Stroud turns to next, namely, in his 

treatment of the invulnerability of our fundamental concepts. It is where I turn 

now. 

 

2. Stroud on the invulnerability of fundamental concepts to skeptical attack 
 

In the course of each of his case studies – after giving reasons to think that 

the notion in question is indispensable – Stroud continues to argue that it is a 

concept the reality of which cannot be denied consistently. I will now take a 

closer look, again, at how he does this with respect to the notion of causation. 

Stroud argues that the indispensability of fundamental ways of thinking does 

not mean that the objective, independent world is or must be the way we have 

to think of it through these concepts. The indispensability of the notion of 

causation, for example, does not imply the falsity of what Stroud calls a negative 

metaphysical verdict about causation or, in other words, it does not imply that 

a denial of the reality of causal dependence is false. The above considerations 
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about perception and its objects, as well as the requirement to explain what 

happens, suggest, according to Stroud, 

 
that beliefs about causal or special modal dependences between things are 
indispensable to our thought of an independent world […]. Even if that is true, it 
does not in itself imply that the world we think about in those indispensable ways 
is or must be the way we think it is. The indispensability does not directly imply 
that a metaphysical denial of the reality of causal dependence is not correct. This 
can be felt to leave the metaphysical question open. It can seem at least still 
possible to accept a negative metaphysical verdict about causal dependence while 
conceding that we simply cannot abandon all beliefs in such dependence on pain 
of having no thought of an independent world and no reasons to believe anything 
about it. (Stroud 2011a: 31) 
 

This metaphysical question that is still open can be elucidated through the 

distinction between objective purport and success as it was introduced above: 

While the indispensability of our fundamental concepts concerns their objective 

purport or the ability to even purport to represent the objective, independent 

world in thought, the objective success of these concepts or the ability to 

successfully think the world through them is something different and something 

more. To hold that there is a most general and necessary form of thought 

amounts to claiming that without it we could not even as much as purport to 

think the objective, independent world. But this still leaves open whether the 

world is in fact as we must think of it, i.e., if we do successfully think it in this 

way. Thus, even if it is true that the notion of causation is indispensable to any 

thought of an objective, independent world, this still allows for the possibility 

that the world that is thought of in this way does not in fact include any causal 

connections. Again, closely related are the distinctions between what is or must 

be believed about the world and what is known or true of it or between the 

application and the exemplification of our fundamental concepts.  

Some such distinction comes out in the way Kant structures the 

Transcendental Deduction of the Categories in the second edition of the 

Critique of Pure Reason.16 In the first conclusion he claims that ‘[a]ll intuitions 

 
16 See Hoeppner (2022: 462–463, 478, 483–485). See also my first sketch of this reading in 
Haag/Hoeppner (2019: 81–85).  
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stand under the categories’ (B143), while in the second and final conclusion he 

intends to claim, moreover, that ‘all objects of our senses’ (B145) do.17 To claim 

that sensible intuitions stand under the categories amounts to saying that they 

only as much as purport to represent their objects if they – or, more precisely, 

their representational unity – can be brought under the categories. This is a 

claim about representations of objects, in particular about their representational 

contents. But to claim that all objects of our senses stand under the categories 

amounts to claiming that we not only purport to represent objects through the 

categories but that we do so successfully, so that these objects do in fact fall 

under the categories or exemplify them. This final claim is a claim about objects 

of representations, which is something different and something more than a 

claim about their representations. Kant demonstrates the objective purport of 

the categories by proving that intuitions only so much as purport to represent 

objects when they fall under the categories. This establishes that they are not 

empty in a first sense, namely, as ‘thoughts without content’ (A51/B75). But this 

does not yet secure the objective success of the categories. Though they purport 

to represent objects, they might still be empty in a second sense in that they 

might in fact have ‘no object anywhere among the appearances’ (A90/B122). 

Demonstrating that the categories purport to be about objects by showing them 

to be conditions on the representational contents of sensible intuitions is not 

the same as showing them to be conditions on objects given through the senses 

or demonstrating their objective success in relation to such objects.18 

Some such distinction also forms the foundation for how Stroud famously 

criticized the transcendental argument that Strawson gave in his Individuals.19 

As noted above, Strawson argues there that any conceptual scheme through the 

use of which an independent world of individual objects can be thought at all 

needs to form a specific system of fundamental and interconnected conceptual 

 
17 All translations of Kant’s texts are mine.  
18 Stroud distinguishes the conclusions of the two steps of the Kantian strategy as follows: ‘(1) 
Necessarily, if there is any thought and experience at all then thinkers think that P is true, think that 
Q is true, think that R is true, and so on. […] (2) Necessarily, if there is any thought and experience 
at all then P and Q and R and so on are true.’ (Stroud 2011a: 133)  
19 For a short reconstruction of this exchange see Hoeppner (2020: 250–251).  
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abilities, namely, those of identifying objects demonstratively, descriptively, 

spatiotemporally, and, finally, of reidentifying them across time, the exercise of 

which, for us (i.e., for subjects with our experience) is made possible by the fact 

that the basic objects we experience are material bodies.20 As Strawson argues, 

whoever doubts the continuous identity and unperceived existence of material 

bodies thereby also doubts the very spatiotemporal system within which such 

doubts can even make sense. This is what Strawson calls a transcendental 

argument.21 However, without assuming a highly controversial and unjustified 

principle of verification, Stroud objects – a semantic principle according to 

which we could not even as much as possess and understand the notion of a 

material body if it did not actually have any instances –, Strawson’s argument 

only shows that we have to believe that material bodies exist and continue to 

exist unperceived to even be able to think of a spatiotemporal world of objective 

particulars.22 But we do not, on that basis, know this to be true.  

In this way, only relations of dependence within our thought can be 

established. Strawson later accepted Stroud’s criticism and granted that 

transcendental arguments like the one he had given in Individuals either rest on 

a verificationism of forbidding simplicity or can at most establish mutual 

relations of dependence among conceptual abilities and beliefs but do not 

establish anything about the objective, independent world.23 For Stroud, this, in 

turn, means going too far in the other direction.24 While the indispensability of 

fundamental ways of thinking does not imply that the world actually is or must 

be the way we have to think it through these concepts, so that their 

indispensability indeed does not imply the falsity of a corresponding negative 

metaphysical verdict, there is still more that can be established than just 

relations of dependence among conceptual abilities and beliefs, or so Stroud 

goes on to argue. Indeed, it can be shown, Stroud claims, that such a negative 

 
20 See in fn. 10 above.  
21 See Strawson (1959: 35–36, 40).  
22 See Stroud (2000b: 13–16). See also Stroud (2000c: 161–165). For Strawson’s use of the principle of 
verification see his (1959: 35).  
23 See Strawson (1985: 21–22).  
24 See Stroud (2000a: xvi; 2000c: 162–167; 2011a: 136–137).  
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metaphysical verdict is unacceptable and that the fundamental ways of thinking 

are, in effect, invulnerable, as any attempt to give a negative metaphysical 

verdict concerning these concepts ushers us into inconsistencies.  

The denial of the reality of causation, for instance, leads us into two 

inconsistencies. On the one hand, this denial would mean both to accept that 

we believe in objective, causal dependences that are independent of us – which 

is nothing other than taking to be true that the objective, independent world 

contains causal dependences – and to accept that this belief is false. Thus, we 

would have to say in the form of Moore’s Paradox:25 »I believe that there are 

causal connections in the world, but there are no causal connections in the 

world«.26 Since the fundamental beliefs we describe here are our own, we cannot 

simultaneously believe both this description and the negative metaphysical 

verdict. This is the first inconsistency.27 One might be tempted to reply to this 

argument that it still seems possible just to give up the belief. But once this belief 

is seen as an essential part of our ideas of sense perception and its objects, as was 

indeed established above, i.e., if it is seen as part of ideas so fundamental to us 

that we will not be able to give them up under any circumstances, it becomes 

clear that giving up the belief in causal connections cannot really be considered 

an option either.28 On the other hand, Stroud continues, whoever wants to give 

a negative metaphysical verdict concerning causation must be able to explain 

why we believe in causal dependences that are independent of us although there 

are none. Such an explanation, however, would have to make essential use of the 

idea of causation. This is the second inconsistency.29 It follows from the more 

general point only alluded to above, namely, that the idea of causation is 

indispensable to explain what happens, both in general and in particular. If it is 

indeed required in this way, it will also be required to explain why we believe 

 
25 See Stroud (2019: 65–69; 2011a: 137). 
26 Stroud (2019: 69).  
27 See Stroud (2011a: 31–32). 
28 I take it that it is an indispensable part of the way we conceive of ourselves that we do have sense 
perceptions.  
29 See Stroud (2011a: 32–34).  
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what we believe, e.g., that there are causal connections in the world even if that 

is not the case. 

The denial of the reality of causation is thus inconsistent, and our belief in 

it is invulnerable. Nevertheless, Stroud goes on to argue, it does not follow from 

this that it is possible to instead give a positive metaphysical verdict about the 

relation of our indispensable and invulnerable beliefs to the objective, 

independent world, e.g., through the judgment »There are causal connections 

in the independent world«. According to Stroud, ‘no [...] positive metaphysical 

verdict about the status in independent reality of causal dependence [...] follows 

from the impossibility of consistently accepting a negative verdict’.30 There is 

thus nothing, or so Stroud argues, that metaphysics can add to what we believe 

anyway. Given our metaphysical investigations, we do not know whether the 

positive metaphysical verdict is true or the negative false – we only know that 

we cannot consistently accept the negative one.31 This acknowledgement of the 

inability to give a satisfying metaphysical verdict about our fundamental ways of 

thinking in relation to the objective, independent world, be it a negative or a 

positive one, expresses what can be labeled Stroud’s diagnosis of an aporia in 

metaphysics.32 In his review of Stroud’s book, Thomas Nagel even speaks of 

‘Stroud’s proof of the impossibility of metaphysics’.33 I will now take a closer look 

at this aporia and try to identify its source. 

 

3. Stroud’s metaphysical aporia and its source in a notion of objectivity 

 

Why, according to Stroud, do we fall short of a positive metaphysical verdict 

about our fundamental ways of thinking of the world – for instance, through the 

notion of causation – even if we can neither think of the objective, independent 

world without them nor consistently deny their reality? What exactly hinders us 

from judging, on that basis, that there are, e.g., causal dependences in the 

 
30 Stroud (2011a: 158). See also Stroud (2011a: 143-144). 
31 See Stroud (2019: 69, 72).  
32 See in fn. 1 above. 
33 Nagel (2011: 12).  
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objective, independent world? Here is how Thomas Nagel puts this question to 

us at the end of his review of Stroud’s final monograph: ‘Why isn’t the 

demonstrable impossibility of reaching a negative metaphysical verdict 

tantamount to a positive metaphysical verdict on the concept in question?’.34 I 

think that the answer to this question and the source of our inability, according 

to Stroud, to give a positive metaphysical verdict about our fundamental ways 

of thinking in relation to the world is to be found exactly in his way of 

understanding this objective, independent world: in what is part of his 

metaphysics of that world, if you will. To quote just a few passages on this 

understanding of the independence of the world: Stroud speaks of, for example, 

‘a satisfactory metaphysical understanding of ourselves and our thought in 

relation to an independent world’,35 ‘a conception of what the world is really like 

on its own, independent of all human thoughts and responses’,36 and ‘the world 

as it is completely independently of us and all our ways of thinking of it’.37  

The key to understanding any notion of an objective, independent world is 

to answer the question: independent of what, exactly? Stroud’s descriptions seem 

to remain neutral between at least two answers. According to the first and 

weaker answer, the objectivity of the world we think consists in its independence 

from the existence of subjects and their acts of thinking and perceiving; according 

to the second and stronger answer, the objectivity of the world we think of 

consists in its independence from any relation to thought whatsoever, where the 

world we think of is independent not just of subjects and acts of thinking and 

perceiving but even of the fact that thought possesses the most general and 

necessary form it does, for instance, as comprising the notion of causation. At 

least the third and final citation from above seems to point more in the direction 

of the second and stronger notion of objectivity. Another indication that Stroud 

indeed uses this stronger notion is the fact that he consistently rejects Kant’s 

view – a view that emphatically opposes the stronger notion of objectivity –, 

 
34 Ibid.  
35 Stroud (2011a: xii).  
36 Stroud (2011a: 9). 
37 Stroud (2011a: 61). 
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which Stroud accordingly describes, for example, as ‘the greatest attempt there 

has ever been to prove that the truth about the way the world is cannot come 

apart in general from our thinking and perceiving in the ways we do’38 (in his 

Tanner Lectures on Human Values) or as implying that the objects in the world 

we think and experience ‘are not objects that are as they are independently of 

their fulfilling the conditions of being thought of and experienced by us’39 (in his 

late paper on Kant’s Transcendental Deduction).  

I want to suggest that it must indeed be the use of the second and stronger 

notion of the world’s independence that ultimately prevents Stroud from giving 

a positive metaphysical verdict about the form of thought and, accordingly, 

about those concepts, both indispensable and invulnerable, that it comprises. It 

is precisely this notion of the world – of its objectivity and independence – that 

makes it seem impossible to judge that the form of thought agrees with it, even 

though we cannot think of the world without this form and even turn out to be 

unable to consistently deny its reality. This notion of the world’s objectivity is 

the notion conceived of in terms of the complete independence from thought 

that I have alluded to at the outset of this essay.40  

The thought standing in the background that makes perspicuous how this 

notion of objectivity leads Stroud into his aporia, although never made explicit, 

must be something along the following lines: If there is a most general and 

necessary form of thought, a form that is such that without it we cannot think of 

an objective world at all – for instance, a form that comprises the notion of 

causation –, we cannot judge that the world as it is completely independently of 

thought corresponds to it. Thus, if the world to be thought about is conceived of 

not only as distinct but as essentially and absolutely separate from thought, it 

clearly remains possible and even seems plausible that it does not correspond 

 
38 Stroud (2011b: 99).  
39 Stroud (2018c: 164).  
40 In an e–mail exchange, Thomas Nagel agrees that while Stroud would not accept that our notion 
of objectivity is Kantian, if he did, his problem – what I call his aporia – would not arise, so that the 
fact that Stroud accepts the stronger notion does seem to constitute an answer to the question from 
Nagel’s review. He does add, however, that he is inclined to agree with Stroud against Kant. In the 
remainder of this essay, I will try to give reasons to think, with Kant, that as a matter of fact our 
notion of objectivity is indeed Kantian.  
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to the form of thought. To put it in the form of a question: Why would the world 

as it is essentially and absolutely separate from thought correspond to the form of 

thought, i.e., to the way we have to think of it?41 This is how the second and 

stronger notion of objectivity in terms of the independence from any relation to 

thought whatsoever – in conjunction with the idea that there is a most general 

and necessary form of thought – brings about Stroud’s aporia. If certain 

concepts are that fundamental to thought as to even make possible any thought 

about an objective world at all, i.e., if they in fact constitute the very form of 

thought, it is indeed quite hard to see why a world that is completely 

independent of thought would still agree with them.42  

That Stroud himself does see such a connection between various notions of 

an objective world and the prospects of achieving the positive results aspired to 

in metaphysics comes out in a slightly different, if related, context, namely, in 

his refusal to accept Kant’s view of the world as a satisfying response to the 

epistemological problem of the possibility of knowledge of the world in general. 

This comes out most clearly in a self–profile that appeared only shortly before 

his final monograph did: The ‘encouraging conclusion’ that knowledge of the 

world is possible, Stroud says there, 

 
could perhaps look reachable on Kant’s own view of the world as ‘empirically real’ 
but ‘transcendentally ideal’. But on any more reasonable conception of a world 
independent of us and our responses it was difficult to explain how a necessary 
connection could be found, or forged, between our thinking of the world in certain 
ways and the world’s actually being, and being knowable as being, any of those 
ways. (Stroud 2018b: 56) 
 

For my purposes, what it means to conceive of the world we think of and 

perceive as ‘empirically real’ but ‘transcendentally ideal’ can (minimally) be 

understood as follows: While the world, according to this conception, is indeed 

independent of subjects and their acts of thinking and perceiving, it is not, at the 

 
41 I assume that neither putting forward chance nor some sort of preestablished harmony would 
constitute giving satisfying answers to how this correspondence could come about.  
42 This bears some resemblance to a thought Stroud does make explicit in his book, namely a thought 
regarding analytic truths: ‘The idea is that there can be no a priori insight into how things are or 
must be in a world completely independent of us.’ (Stroud 2011a: 64)  
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same time, independent of any relation to thought whatsoever.43 In the remainder 

of this essay, I will try to give reasons to think that such a Kantian notion of 

objectivity is in fact the most reasonable notion we have.  

There might be a line of thought to the effect that Stroud has, against this 

background, set himself what amounts to an impossible task or a task we cannot 

even make sense of. Hence, it seems as if Stroud tries to relate, in thought, to a 

world as it is independently of its relation to thought and its very form, i.e., 

independently of it being thinkable at all. But it would seem as if the world in 

relation to thought and its form simply is the only intelligible object of thought 

for thinking beings, even if the kind of thinking they are doing is metaphysics 

and consists, among other things, in rendering metaphysical verdicts. But even 

if Stroud did in fact set himself an impossible task, I find that quite hard actually 

to establish. That is why I will choose a different path and argue instead that 

Stroud is not justified in assuming this stronger notion of an objective, 

independent world, a notion he does seem to use as a default but without giving 

sufficient reasons for doing so.44 Thus, short of arguing that the idea of the world 

Stroud uses ultimately makes no sense, I will argue that it is not and cannot be 

justified as the proper notion of the world we are trying to think about. This, in 

turn, is to be established by looking at its origin or source. So where does this 

notion come from, exactly?45 

 
43 See Haag/Hoeppner (2019: 86–88).  
44 A reason Stroud does give for the idea that the world we think of is to be independent is that 
thinking (or believing) something does not make it so or is distinct from it being the case or true. 
See esp. in Ch. 2 of The Quest for Reality, (2000d: 21–24). But for this logical independence of p and 
thinking (or believing) that p to be captured it does seem to suffice, again, that what we think is 
independent of subjects and acts of thinking. It does not require that the world we think is 
completely independent of any relation to thought whatsoever, i.e., even of any relation to the very 
form of thought.  
45 Here is how Stroud himself puts the demand to identify the origin or source of philosophical 
problems in his essay “What is Philosophy?”: “What philosophical theories or theses are, or what the 
answers to philosophical problems say or mean, can only be as clear and as well understood as the 
questions they answer or the phenomena they are meant to account for. But those problems, or the 
conceptions that give rise to them, are themselves the results of thought – of thinking of things in 
certain ways. And to understand those problems, even before trying to answer them, we have to 
identify and understand those ways of thinking, and assess them. But those ways of thinking are also 
at least in part the product of previous philosophizing, and that too we have to identify and 
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Consider the notion of objectivity as it originated above (in section 1) from 

considerations about how we think of causal connections and objects of 

perception. It is quite a different notion. What emerged in these contexts was 

that we want to think of the world as it is independently of the existence of any 

subjects and their acts of thinking and perceiving46 – or, more generally, of 

subjects and their acts of representation –, but not as it is independently of its 

relation to thought and its very form, i.e., to being thinkable at all. It is one thing 

to construe objectivity in terms of the independence from subjects and their 

acts of thinking and perceiving. It is quite another thing to construe it in terms 

of the independence from any relation to thought whatsoever. And if one indeed 

construes objectivity as the independence from subjects and acts of thinking 

and perceiving, this does remain compatible with a world as it relates to thought 

and is thinkable through the form of thought.  

It seems that if there is indeed a form of thought, i.e., a form without which 

no objective, independent world can be thought of at all, and if the world to be 

thought of in this way is conceived of as the world in relation to thought, nothing 

stands in the way of maintaining that the world that is thought through the form 

of thought must and does, in fact, agree with it. It would just be what it means 

for the world to be thinkable; conversely, to think of the world through the form 

of thought would just be to think of it. Hence, given the most general and 

necessary form of thought involves thinking in causal terms, and given the 

notion of causation is not only indispensable to thought of an objective, 

independent world but also invulnerable to skeptical attack, one can reasonably 

render the verdict that the world as it relates to thought must and does in fact 

 
understand. Only in this way, I think, can we come to know what we are doing in philosophy. We 
have to get at the sources of the so–called problems, to see where they come from and why they 
take the forms that they do.” (Stroud 2018a: 18) See also ibid.: 20. I take it that the notion of objectivity 
is just another result of thinking things in certain ways: a result we have to identify, understand, and 
assess, which is exactly what I am trying to do in this essay.  
46 Strawson, too, uses this weaker notion of objectivity in his Individuals: ‘The limit I want to impose 
on my general question is this: that I intend it as a question about the conditions of the possibility 
of identifying thought about particulars distinguished by the thinker from himself and from his own 
experiences or states of mind, and regarded as actual or possible objects of those experiences. I shall 
henceforth use the phrase, “objective particulars” as an abbreviation of the entire phrase, 
“particulars distinguished by the thinker &c.”’ (1959: 61) 
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contain causal connections, where the occurrence of any particular causal 

dependences is still objective in the (weaker) sense of being independent of 

subjects and their acts of thinking and perceiving. This also allows for the 

possibility that the world as it is independently of any relation to thought might 

not in fact contain such causal dependences, i.e., that the world only does so in 

its very relation to thought.47 It seems to me that this distinction of worlds is 

able to give Stroud’s (stronger) notion of the objective, independent world its 

proper place. It is to be understood exactly in contrast to the world that we think 

of objectively.  

While the first notion of the world, where it is conceived of in relation to 

thought, is able to avoid Stroud’s aporia, the second notion – which Stroud 

seems to treat as the only possible one –, where it is conceived of independently 

of any such relation, is exactly what leads him into it. If objectivity is construed 

in terms of the independence from any relation to thought at all, as it appears 

to be in Stroud, then it is exactly this construal that answers Nagel’s question as 

to ‘[w]hy […] the demonstrable impossibility of reaching a negative metaphysical 

verdict [isn’t] tantamount to a positive metaphysical verdict on the concept in 

question’.48 But if this stronger notion of objectivity is dropped as the proper 

notion of the world we are trying to think of and, instead, replaced with a weaker 

notion in terms of the independence from subjects and acts of thinking, the 

impossibility of reaching a negative verdict does seem to be tantamount to a 

positive verdict after all, given that Stroud’s notion of objectivity was indeed what 

hindered him from making that transition in the first place. Hence, while it 

seemed possible and even plausible for the world conceived of independently of any 

relation to thought that it does not agree with the form of thought, for a world 

conceived of in relation to thought it does in turn seem possible and even plausible 

that it does. This can even do justice to a requirement Stroud states on any 

positive metaphysical verdict about our fundamental concepts and beliefs: 

 

 
47 To be sure, there will be a sense in which the way the world is in relation to thought depends on 
the way the world is independently of any such relation. See Haag/Hoeppner (2019: 86–88).  
48 Nagel (2011: 12). See in fn. 40 above.  
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A positive metaphysical verdict [e.g., about causation] must differ in some way from 
everything we believe that is expressed in causal [...] terms. It seems possible to 
hold beliefs of those kinds with no metaphysical opinions one way or the other. 
What then would a positive metaphysical verdict add to what is already expressed 
in those beliefs? How would it contribute to our understanding of the world? 
(Stroud 2011a: 158) 

 

What is added – and what was added unwittingly by Stroud himself – is a 

metaphysical conception of the world: a conception of its objectivity and 

independence. A positive metaphysical verdict thus comes into reach for us if 

we metaphysically understand the world we judge about as the world in relation 

to thought and its form, i.e., as thinkable at all, in the same way as it came to be 

out of reach when Stroud tried to think of the world as it is independently of any 

relation to thought whatsoever. It thus is a conception of the world as it relates 

to thought that metaphysics can add to what we believe anyway, thereby even 

giving some metaphysical grounding to what we believe through the form of 

thought. Of course, I have only sketched the very idea of such a conception 

here.49 

If it can now be established, in addition, that Stroud’s stronger notion of the 

world and its independence cannot be considered the default, and that instead 

the weaker notion has to be so considered because it alone can be justified as 

the proper notion of the world we are trying to think about, then Stroud’s notion 

should be given up as capturing what we want from objectivity. Hence, it is 

important to note that it is not just the appearance or dissolution of an aporia in 

metaphysics that speaks in favor of or against any of these notions of objectivity: 

It is not only the fact that a notion of objectivity in terms of the independence 

from any relation to thought leads into an aporia in metaphysics that speaks 

against it; and it is not only the fact that a notion of objectivity in terms of the 

 
49 Towards the end of his review, Nagel helpfully suggests: ‘Stroud’s general point is that the 
metaphysical project is doomed because it begins with an unsustainable separation between 
ourselves and our thoughts, on the one hand, and the world, on the other.’ (Nagel 2011: 12) While 
Stroud in fact still perpetuates such a strict separation with his notion of objectivity, I propose that 
instead of giving up hope that the metaphysical project could ever lead to any satisfying results 
because of this, we should rather give up the separation between thought and world in the strong 
and absolute form that Stroud takes for granted with his notion of objectivity, which is exactly what 
dooms the metaphysical project from its very beginning, as Nagel convincingly notes.  
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independence from subjects and acts of thinking and perceiving avoids this 

aporia that speaks in its favor. Rather, the latter notion does have its origin or 

source in the way we conceive of thought and perception, while the former does 

not.50 This is why the notion in terms of the independence from subjects and 

their acts of thinking and perceiving can be justified as the proper notion, while 

Stroud’s notion cannot be so justified. To support this, I will now present how 

Kant – convincingly, to my mind – accounts for the origin of both these notions 

of objectivity, whereby one is shown to be our own and the other, by contrast, 

as exactly not. This brings me to the final section of my essay.  

 

4. Kant on the origin of two contrasting notions of objectivity 

 

Kant explains the origin of our notion of objectivity in terms of the 

independence from subjects and acts of thinking by giving an account of what it 

means to relate to an object in thought and perception (a.).51 And he explains the 

origin of a contrasting notion of objectivity in terms of the independence from 

any relation to thought at all by giving an idea of how other possible beings 

beyond the limit of thought would relate to their objects, in contrast to us (b.).52 

I will take these two origin stories in turn. Thus, I will begin with what objectivity 

amounts to for us, to then treat its contrast. In this way, I try to show that 

Stroud’s notion of objectivity is not our own but rather its very limit or contrast. 

 

a. Our objectivity 
 

Kant analyzes our capacity to think by investigating what representational 

abilities and acts are required to realize the end of the understanding or what 

he calls a ‘cognition through concepts’ (A68/B93, A69/B94), by which he means 

 
50 See in fn. 45 above.  
51 For a detailed and comprehensive reconstruction see Hoeppner (2021: 96–104, 110–117, and esp. 
211–245). I have reused, in modified form, some material from Hoeppner (2021: 231–38 and 2022: 465f, 
470–472, 479–480) in parts of this section (a.). I thank de Gruyter for permission to do so.  
52 I have reused, in modified form, some material from Hoeppner (2021: 70–75) in parts of this section 
(b.). I thank de Gruyter for permission to do so.  
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a reference of general concepts to individual objects. (Bear with me through 

some specificities of Kant’s view, it should become clear in due course why and 

how I use them here.) It is only in judgment, Kant opens his argument, that 

concepts are referred to objects since judgments are the only context in which 

other representations of objects can mediate their reference.53 Due to the 

generality of concepts – the fact that they can apply to several objects –, their 

reference to objects is always only mediate, i.e., essentially mediated by other 

representations.54 Thus, concepts are general representations in that they stand 

for kinds or general features of objects, namely, for what is common to individual 

objects.55 This means that if they are referred to objects, they are always referred 

to them mediated by the representation of a kind or general feature of those 

objects. They never pick out an individual object directly. It is because their 

reference requires mediation by other representations that concepts are 

essentially ‘predicates of possible judgments’ (A69/B94).  

Now, if the mediating representation in a judgment – i.e., the logical subject 

that mediates the reference of the predicate – is itself another concept, then it 

only specifies that reference and its own reference will require mediation in turn. 

As a concept, it can again only mediately refer to objects, mediated by the 

representation of a kind or general feature of objects. Purely conceptual 

representation would thus lead to an infinite regress of mediated reference. The 

only way to stop this regress is to, at some point, refer concepts to 

representations that are not themselves concepts: representations that 

immediately refer to and thus individuate objects. For Kant, the only such 

representations are sense perceptions or sensible intuitions of objects.56 As a 

cognition through concepts, every judgment therefore needs to contain some 

reference to an immediate representation of the object as its ultimate subject    

– namely, to a (possible) empirical intuition – to refer concepts to objects.57  

 
53 See A68/B93.  
54 See ibid. 
55 See A320/B376–377; Log 9: 91; FM 20: 325. 
56 See A19/B33, A68/B93, A155–156/B194–195; V-MP-L2/Pölitz 28: 546. 
57 See A68–69/B93–94; FM 20: 273; Br 11: 38. – In a reasoning closely related to Kant’s, Strawson 
argues that for any purely conceptual descriptive reference to individual objects to be possible it is 
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Since the mediate reference of concepts to objects ultimately requires 

sensible intuition, what is still needed at this point is an explanation of how 

sensible intuitions represent their individual objects. According to Kant, it is a 

so–called act of synthesis through which we bring about the ‘unity of intuition 

therethrough an object is given’ (B144n), i.e., ‘that unity […] which must be 

encountered in a manifold of cognition insofar as it stands in relation to an 

object.’ (A109) The unity of intuitions is that by which they represent individual 

objects of the senses or have their singular content. Correspondingly, Kant 

introduces his account of a synthesis of intuition as an attempt to explain 

representational content, stating that ‘the synthesis alone is that which properly 

collects the elements for cognitions and unifies them to a certain content’ (A77–

78/B103). An account of synthesis is thus motivated by a need to explain how 

our mind can ‘relate to objects’ (A97). While the form of a representation is the 

way it represents its objects, its content is ‘its relation to the object’ (A55/B79),58 

namely, the representational relation in which it stands to its objects.  

What specific acts of synthesis do we need to exercise to constitute 

representational content? Kant’s account of synthesis takes the shape of an 

enumeration of representational abilities and acts that are individually 

necessary and jointly sufficient for constituting the unity of intuition and, 

thereby, representational content. The act types of synthesis are called 

apprehension, reproduction, and recognition.59 The token exercises of these act 

types combine a manifold of sense impressions given independently of acts of 

representing through the understanding60 in receptivity (for us humans: within 

the forms of time and/or space),61 which is the passive ability to even have sense 

impressions, i.e., presentations of simple sensible qualities such as color, weight, 

 
required that corresponding demonstrative references to these objects on the basis of sense 
perception are possible as well. See his (1959), Ch. 1. See also in fn. 10 above. 
58 See also A58/B83, A62–63/B87.  
59 See A97–110. 
60 See B129, B145. 
61 See A19/B33, A50/B74. 
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etc. brought about by objects of sensibility.62 According to Kant, representing 

individual objects in sensible intuition requires  

 

i) apprehending a manifold of sense impressions ‘as such’ (A99) by 

‘running through the manifold and then taking it together’ (A99), i.e., to 

apprehend it as the representation of a manifold of sensible qualities, 

which is responsible for representing the perceivable qualitative 

features of an object of sensible intuition, e.g., the color, weight, etc. of 

a tree; 

ii) reproducing homogeneous parts of an intuition (spatial and/or 

temporal parts), i.e., ‘to grasp one of these representations [of parts] 

after the other’ (A102) and ‘reproduce them while going on to the 

following’ (A102) so that ‘a whole representation’ (A102) can originate, 

which is responsible for representing the formally homogeneous whole 

of an object of sensible intuition, e.g., the extension and shape of a tree; 

iii) recognizing the unity of the above acts of apprehension and 

reproduction as partial acts of the very same act of synthesis, i.e., to 

have ‘consciousness of that unity of synthesis’ (A103)63 and thus 

recognize that ‘what we think is the very same […] in the series of 

representations’ (A103), which is responsible for representing the unity 

of individual objects and their features as they are represented through 

these acts, say, the unity of a substance and its features, e.g., the unity 

of a tree and its qualitative and formal characteristics. 

 

Leaving aside the specificities of Kant’s account of synthesis – which, by the 

way, form the foundation for his account of the categories64 –, it is with the 

synthesis of recognition that the origin of our concept of an object is explained, 

which is what I am primarily interested in here. ‘Without consciousness that 

what we think is the very same […] in the series of representations’ (A103), Kant 

 
62 See A20–21/B35, B44; FM 20: 268f.; V-MP/Schön 28: 482f. 
63 See A108, B138.  
64 In short: the act of apprehension explains the categories of quality, reproduction explains quantity, 
and recognition explains relation. See Hoeppner (2021: 245–292). See also Hoeppner (2022: 469–474).  
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argues, each of these acts would constitute a new and separate representing. 

Only if I consciously refer the qualitative and formal features represented in 

apprehension and reproduction to one and the same objective unity do my acts 

of synthesis cohere as acts of representing objectively. Being conscious of the 

numerical identity of what is represented throughout synthesis allows me to 

represent, on the one hand, qualitative and formal features as features of unitary 

objects that are distinct from us and our acts of synthesis65 and to grasp, on the 

other hand, the identity of the act of synthesis. Kant thereby essentially links the 

consciousness of an object to the consciousness of the act of thinking of it. Only if 

I recognize the various acts of my thinking as partial acts of the very same act 

am I able to understand the object of these acts as one and the same object. ‘For 

this concept [i.e., the concept of an object] consists only in the consciousness of 

that unity of synthesis.’ (A103) The concept of an object is thus, at its very core, 

the consciousness of the unity of synthesis through which we represent the 

object. To the one object of various representations in this way corresponds the 

one act of representing it.  

It is in this connection that Kant asks the fundamental question: ‘What is 

meant by speaking of an object as corresponding to cognition and thus distinct 

from it?’ (A104) And he answers 

 
that our thought of the relation of all cognition to its object carries something of 
necessity since it [the object] is regarded as that which is against our cognitions 
being determined at random or arbitrarily rather than a priori in a certain way: 
since insofar as they are to refer to an object they also necessarily agree in relation 
to it, i.e., they must have that unity which constitutes the concept of an object. 
(A104–105) 

 

This ‘thought of the relation of all cognition to its object’ (A104) includes, 

first of all, the very distinction between a representation and its object. They are 

distinguished as that which represents and that which is represented, where what 

represents, the representation, is supposed to agree with what is represented, 

the object. This in turn includes the idea that a representation is successful           

– what above was called objective success – just in case it agrees with its object. 

 
65 See A103–105.  
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This is what Kant speaks of as the ‘necessity’ or ‘non–arbitrariness’ in relation to 

the object: representations must agree with their objects if they are to refer to 

them successfully. This claim to represent an object at all – what above was 

called objective purport – is only raised by representations if they possess that 

unity through which they refer to an object at all: ‘that unity which constitutes 

the concept of an object’ (A105). And representations do possess this unity, again, 

just in case they are partial acts of one and the same act of representation 

through which they all represent the very same object. An object thus is what its 

representations have to agree with if they are to be successful.  

Accordingly, the object of thought, in general, is just the other side of the 

act of thinking of it. Against this background, Kant is able to explain the 

consciousness of the object by reference to the consciousness of the act of 

representing it. The consciousness of the act of representing an object already 

contains the consciousness of its object – and vice versa – in that it is thought 

of as what the act purports to be about. In this way, the basic consciousness of 

the distinction between a representation and its object is first of all obtained, 

allowing us to understand our states, abilities, and acts as representations of 

objects in the first place.66 In the consciousness of the act through which we 

think of an object we also have, at the same time, a consciousness of the object 

we think in that very act by distinguishing it from the act of thinking of it, 

namely, as what is thought of through that act. This is where our notion of 

objectivity originates, conceived of as a feature of representations that are about 

something distinct and independent of them. And this notion not only allows for 

a relation to thought, it even essentially contains it. To be an object thus means to 

correspond to a (possible) act of thinking, i.e., to be the other side of an act of 

thinking of it. In this way, Kant’s account of an object turns out to be a 

sophisticated version of what already resulted from Stroud’s concise remarks on 

 
66 Stroud himself emphasizes the importance of ‘some such fundamental distinction between a 
person’s thoughts and what those thoughts are about’ (2011a: 132) for Kant’s reasoning: To be capable 
of judgment, for Kant, ‘requires a capacity to think of things’ being so or not so independently of the 
thinking of it. And that requires making sense of a distinction between a thinking subject with his or 
her thoughts and experiences on the one hand and something or other that is independent of a 
thinking subject on the other—the truth or falsity of what the thinker thinks or experiences to be 
so.’ (ibid.)  
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how we think of causal connections and objects of perception. At its very core, 

objectivity consists in the distinctness and independence of what is represented, 

i.e., the object, from subjects and their acts of representing it.67  

 

b. Other objectivity 

 

Kant introduces our understanding or our capacity to think as a discursive 

as opposed to an intuitive understanding.68 (Again, bear with me through some 

specificities of Kant’s view.) He thereby elucidates our cognitive capacity by 

delineating its limit and thinking of the other side of that limit.69 Hence, to say 

of what kind our cognitive capacity is also means to say, by negation, of what 

kind it is not. Kant does this concerning both our understanding and the 

intuitions we are able to have. Our understanding is discursive and not intuitive; 

our intuitions are sensible and not intellectual.  

To say that our intuitions are sensible means, in the first place, that objects 

are not given to us just by being thought by us. After all, we are able to think of 

objects that do not exist or are different from how we think of them. Our 

understanding is not of the kind that objects are given to us just by being thought 

by us. In this case, the role of the intuitions we have, namely to give us individual 

objects, and the role of the understanding we have, namely to think of them, 

would simply coincide. An understanding through which that would be possible 

is an intuitive understanding whose representations are intellectual intuitions. 

The intuitions we can and do have are, by contrast, sensible intuitions that are 

dependent on the fact that our senses are influenced by their objects.70 For us, 

 
67 ‘Object is that in the concept of which the manifold of a given intuition is united. Now, every 
unification of representations requires unity of consciousness in the synthesis of representations. 
Consequently, the unity of consciousness is that which alone constitutes the reference of 
representations to an object, thus their objective validity, consequently, that they become cognitions 
[…].’ (B137) See also B139 and A250. For Kant’s notion of objectivity in terms of the distinctness and 
independence from subjects and acts of representing see B141-142; Prol 4: 298-299; Br 11: 515. See 
Hoeppner (2021: 58-62). 
68 See A67–68/B92–93.  
69 See Prol 4: 352, 360–361.  
70 See B72.  
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the role of intuition to give us objects and the role of the understanding to think 

of them essentially fall apart. We are not able to produce intuitions just through 

thinking; we only have intuitions of objects as a result of the fact that these objects 

are given to our senses.  

In general, an understanding is the capacity ‘to produce representations or 

the spontaneity of cognition […].’ (A51/B75) Kinds of understanding are 

distinguished from each other by the kinds of representations that can be 

produced through them. A discursive understanding is the capacity to produce 

concepts; an intuitive understanding is the capacity to produce intuitions.71 Our 

understanding is of the kind that through it we can have no intuitions but only 

concepts: it is a discursive understanding or a capacity for a ‘cognition through 

concepts’ (A68/B93, A69/B94). To have a discursive understanding is to depend 

on sensible intuitions for the givenness of objects. We possess, as Kant remarks 

in the Critique of the Power of Judgment, a ‘discursive understanding in need of 

images [i.e., intuitions]’ (5: 408). To be able to produce intuitions spontaneously 

would be the same as not being dependent on the influence of objects for 

intuitions but to be able to bring to existence these objects just through their 

representation. Thus, to have an intuitive understanding would mean to be able 

to produce objects through intellectual intuitions.72 An intuitive understanding 

is ‘an understanding through the representation of which at once existed the 

objects of this representation [...].’ (B139) An understanding ‘that would intuit by 

itself’ would thus be one ‘that would not represent given objects, but through 

the representation of which the objects themselves would be given or produced 

[…]’ (B145).  

The concepts of an intuitive understanding and of intellectual intuitions are 

limiting concepts, as Kant calls them, i.e., concepts through which we think of 

the other side of our cognitive capacity by negation.73 Such concepts are ‘only 

of negative use’ (A255/B311) in that they do not allow for any positive 

determination of their objects. That our understanding is discursive describes 

 
71 See V–MP–L1/Pölitz 28: 328; V–MP/Mron 29: 888.  
72 See A256/B312; V–Lo/Philippi 14: 361; V–MP–L1/Pölitz 28: 241; V–MP/Mron 29: 880.  
73 See A254–255/B310f.; KU 5: 401–404. 
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the nature and the limit of our capacity to think: we have an understanding 

through which we can produce concepts – but no intuitions. If we think of the 

other side of that limit, we think of an understanding that can, unlike ours, 

produce intuitions and their objects, namely, an intuitive understanding. That 

our intuitions are sensible describes the nature and the limit of those 

representations through which objects are given to us: we have intuitions that 

can only give us objects if these objects influence our senses – and not just by 

being thought. If we think of the other side of that limit, we think of intuitions 

the objects of which, unlike those of our sensible intuitions, are given just by 

being thought, namely, intellectual intuitions. 

According to Kant, we even have to think of the other side of the limit of our 

cognitive capacity in this way if we are to understand it as a particular kind of 

cognitive capacity, specifically, as the kind that is dependent on the sensible 

givenness of objects. In the Critique of the Power of Judgment, Kant explicitly says 

this about the concept of an intellectual intuition. Retrospectively, he says there 

that ‘we had to have another possible intuition in mind in the Critique of P[ure] 

R[eason] if ours was to be deemed as of a particular kind […].’ (5: 405) For the 

intuition that we can have to be a particular kind of intuition it in turn suffices, 

according to Kant, that one be able to think of another kind without 

contradiction (i.e., one that is logically possible): it suffices that the concept of 

an intuition does not already contain that it is sensible. It is in this sense that 

Kant can say in the Critique of Pure Reason: ‘one cannot claim of sensibility that 

it is the only possible kind of intuition.’ (A254/B310)  

And exactly because a kind of intuition other than sensible intuition can be 

thought, so can so–called things in themselves as its objects.74 The concept of 

things in themselves, like the concept of an intuitive understanding, is a limiting 

concept in Kant.75 Things in themselves are conceived of as the objects of an 

intuitive understanding, i.e., as the objects of that capacity through which 

intellectual intuitions can be produced. Through that capacity, objects can be 

known as they are in themselves, independently of both receptivity and its forms 

 
74 See B72, B310; FM 20: 267.  
75 See B310–312; KU 5: 405.  
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and of the form of thought and its constituent concepts (the categories).76 Since 

they are no objects of sensible intuition, things in themselves are, at least with 

respect to their positive features, unknowable to us.77 We can only judge 

negatively that they do not possess any features that go back to the form or 

synthesis of intuition (i.e., space, time, and the categories).78  

Leaving aside, again, the specificities of Kant’s account, it seems that 

Stroud’s notion of objectivity in terms of the complete independence from any 

relation to thought corresponds to Kant’s notion of things in themselves or can 

be seen as what it really comes to when explicated in terms of Kant’s notion. If 

we are to think of the world as it is independently of thought and, accordingly, 

independently of the most general and necessary form of thought, we are to 

think of a world that we, as thinking beings who have to think according to the 

form of thought, simply cannot think objectively. To relate to the world as it is 

completely independently of any relation to thought would only seem possible for 

beings who do not relate to the world through the form of thought: beings that are 

neither dependent on sense perception for their reference to individual objects 

nor on the form of thought that is required, among other things, exactly because 

we are both thinkers and perceivers.79 Thus, while we might be able to make 

sense of Stroud’s notion of the world in terms of the complete independence 

from thought after all, if only negatively and indeterminately, there remains little 

doubt that this notion of the world, of its objectivity and independence, is not 

our own: that it is not the proper notion of the world we are trying to think 

about. It instead is its very contrast or limit. But if that is indeed accepted as 

 
76 See A249; B307, B311–312; FM 20: 267.  
77 See B45, B59, B332–333, B522.  
78 See B56, B59, B61, B164, B306–309, B312, B520–521; A251–252, B358.  
79 In all of Kant, Strawson, and Stroud, the fact that the respective candidate for most general and 
necessary form of thought is required to think of the objective, independent world goes back, among 
other things, to the fact that we are thinkers who are also perceivers, or that we are beings who are 
in some way or other dependent on sense perception in their thought of an objective, independent 
world. See section 1 above.  
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true, then Stroud’s metaphysical aporia, which depends on this notion, never 

even arises.80  

 
80 For comments and discussions on (earlier versions of) this essay I am grateful to Julia Borcherding, 
Jason Bridges, Johannes Haag, Daniel James, Adem Mulamustafić, Thomas Nagel, Sophie Louise 
Pätzold, Jens Pier, Mahdi Ranaee, Ryan Simonelli, the late Barry Stroud, and two anonymous referees 
for this journal.  
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